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PREFAæ 
The present reIX>rt is the resul t of a proj ect that was ini tiated by 
the Norwegian Polar Research Institute (NP) and the Norwegian 
Petroletnn Directorate (NPD ) and carried out jointly between NP, NPD, 
the Norwegian Geotechnical Institute (f'13I ) and Veri tec AlS . NPD also 
provided financial support, the and the project was led by a steering 
cannittee with participants fran each of the institutions. 
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1 .  GAS HYDRATES AND SlJBMARINE PERMAFROST 
1 . 1  General aspects of gas hydrates 
1. 1 . 1  Introduction 
Gas hydrates are crystalline substances CCIrp:>Sed of water and 
natural gas fonned under certain condi tions of low temperature and 
high pressure . Natural gas contains mainly methane, of ten accanpanied 
by hydrc::carbons of higher rrolecu1ar weight; ethane, propane, and 
butanes, as well as irx::>rganic gases such as nitrogen, carbon dioxide 
and hydrogen sulphide (Kvenvolden 1982 ) .  
Gas hydrates were first discovered by Sir Hurnphry Davy in 1810 when 
he n:::>ticed ice-like crystals fonning upon cooling of an aqueous 
solution (Davy 1811 ) .  However, detailed studies of hydrates and their 
physical properties were n:::>t undertaken until Harnnerschmidt (1934 ) 
published data pertaining to the plugging of natural-gas pipelines due 
to gas hydrate fonnation. The geological occurrence of gas hydrates 
was first detected in deep cx::ean bottan sediments on the Blake auter 
Ridge offshore the United States (MarkI et al . 1970 ) .  An aronalous 
reflection paralleling the sea bed was identified in seismic profiles 
fran the area. It is reM CCITII'OI1ly accepted that this "Bottan 
Simulating Reflector" (BSR ) originates fran the base of a gas hydrate . 
layer. During the last few years, severaI reports of gas hydrate 
occu:rrence have been published, based on both seismic interpretation 
and sediment sampling. 
The occur:rence of gas hydrates is important for severaI reasons . As 
well as being a possible energy source, gas hydrates may pose severe 
problems wi th regard to drilling and operation of wells . 
Large voltnnes of gas can be contained in hydrated fonn and rnay 
constitute an important, relatively shallow reserve of natura l gas . 
However, current technology can probably not produce the hydrated gas 
in ccmnercial quanti ties. The rnain econ::rnic advantage of the gas 
hydrates may reside in their ability to act as an impermeable seal 
under which free gas can accunrulate (Kvenvolden & Barnard 1983 ) .  
Drilling and operation of wells in a gas hydrate zone may resul t in 
pressure increase, mud gasification, and CXJnsequently a possible loss 
of control , due to decanp::>si tion of the hydrates (Davidsen et al . 
1978 ) .  The decCluposi tion of hydrates occurring in sediments close to 
the sea floer, may cause problems of thaw settlements or heave to sea 
bottan installations . Furthenrore, interpretation of seismic 
reflection data may be oamplicated by the presence of a substantial 
thickness of gas hydrates. The hydrates have higher seismic veloci ties 
than unconsolidated sediments and lateral variations in thickness of 
the hydrate layer may cause problems in the interpretation ( Judge 
1982 ) . 
1 . 1 . 2  Crystal structure and stability 
The crystalline structure in gas hydrates resul ts fran hydrogen 
bonding between water 1lO1ecules, but the geanetry is quite different 
fran the hexagonal ice-structure. The water is crystallized in the 
isanetric ( cubic ) system, and the lattice contains voids large erough 
to acccm::>date 1lO1ecules of gas. The interaction between the gas 
1lO1ecules and the surrounding network of water is not chemical in 
nature, but is due to the van der Waals forces similar to that found 
between adj acent 1lO1ecules in liquids ( Hand et al . 1974 ) .  
Two structures of the cubic lattice are possible.  In Structure I,  
the cages are arranged in body-centered packing and include small 
hydrocarbon 1lO1ecules such as rnethane, ethane, and nonhydrocarbons 
such as CO and H S .  In Structure Il, dianond packing is present; not 2 2 
only can rnethane and ethane be included in the voids, but, in order to 
stabilize the structure, propane and isobutane are needed to occupy 
sane of the larger voids. Hydrocarbons larger than isobutane do not 
appear to fonn hydrates, primarily because they are too large to fi t 
in the biggest solute cages in the lattice ( Hand et al . 1974 ) . In 
general, appreciable quantities of hydrate are only expected as 
structure I unless the gas is relatively rich in higher hydrocarbons 
(Davidson et al. 1978). 
The arrount of gas needed for hydrate formation depends on 
ternperature and pressure. In the rnethane-water system, onlY methane 
present in excess of the arrount soluble in water is available for 
hydrate formation. The forrnula for an ideal stoichianetric rnethane­
water hydrate is æ . 5 3/4 H o. One m3 of this ideal hydrate would 4 2 
contain the equivalent of about 170 m3 of rnethane gas at STP ( standard 
ternperature and pressure ) .  However, gas hydrates found in nature will 
contain less gas than this because the lattice cages are not 
ccmpletely filled ( Kvenvolden & McMenamin 1980 ) .  
The stabi1i ty of in si tu gas hydrates is inf1uenced by severaI 
reseIVQir and fluid properties; geothermal gradient, gas chemistry, 
pore fluid salini ty, pore pressure, and reservoir rock grain size . The 
primary factors are the geothermal gradient and gas chemistry, while 
the other variables are difficul t to quantify and may of ten have 
2 
3 
li ttle effect ( Collett et al . 1988 ) .  
Figure 1 . 1  sh:Ms .heM the phase boundal:y for gas and hydrate varies 
when the gas canposi tion is changed or salt pore water is present. 
Curve 2 applies to pure methane hydrated in fresh water. Adding slight 
arrounts of other gases, such as ethane or 0)2' leads to hydrate 
stabili ty at higher temperatures and lower pressures ( curves 3 and 4 ) ,  
and thereby a thicker gas hydrate stabili ty zone . Salt lowers the 
temperature at which gas hydrate fonns (curve 1 ) ,  leading to a 
decrease in the thickness of the gas hydrate stability zone ( Maclecx:i 
1982 ) .  The pressure scale can be converted to a depth scale by using a 
hydrostatic gradient of 10. 4  kPa/m. The conversion is based on the 
assumption that sed.iments near the seafloor are penneable, and the 
pressure in the pore spaces will be equal to the hydrostatic pressure 
(Maclecx:i 1982 ) .  
According to Collett et al . ( 1988 ) ,  the effects of grain size 
variations and aboc>nnal pore pressure condi tions on gas hydrate 
equilibritnn are tmelear. Studies of pennafrost have slxJwn that 
variations in grain sizes and pore pressures affect the freezing point 
of ice ( Anderson  et al . 1973; Osterkamp 1975; Osterkamp & Payne 1981 ) .  
Particles with large surface area relative to grain size, such as 
clay, can reduce the freezing point of water by severaI degrees 
Celsius, apparently because of I10lecular bonding of the water to the 
particle (Anderson et al . 1973 ) .  A similar relation may exist between 
grains of high surface area and gas hydrate equilibritnn temperatllres . 
Abnonnal fonnation pressures will affect gas hydrate stability 
condi tions in a manner unlike that of ice. High pore pressure 
conditions increase the stability of gas hydrate, but depress the 
freezing point of ice ( Holder et al . 1975 ) . In general , the higher the 
pressure gradient the thicker stabil i ty zone of gas hydrate ( Collett 
et al . 1988 ) .  
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Fig. 1.1. Pressure and temperatures stability conditions for gas 
hydrates. Curve 1 show effect of adding salts, and curves 3 
and 4 the effect of adding other gases to the methane-pure 
water system (curve 2). After Macleod (1982), data 
from Katz et al., (1959). 
Subsurface temperature data required to calculate regional 
geothermal gradients are difficult to obtain. Temperature measurements 
in wells are of ten unreliable because the drilling process can disrupt 
subsurface equilibrium temperatures. The most accurate measurements 
are obtained from wells that are left undisturbed for a sufficient 
period of time to allow thermal equilibrium, but such data are not 
of ten available. 
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An alternate method is to use known iee-bearing permafrost depths 
and regional temperature eonstants derived from stabilized well-bore 
temperature surveys to projeet loeal geothermal gradients (Collett 
1983; Collett et al. 1988). The geothermal gradient ehanges abruptly 
at the base of iee-bearing permafrost due to a ehange in thermal 
eonduetivity eaused by the transition from iee-filled pores to water­
filled pores (Laehenbrueh et al. 1982). Due to the freezing point 
depression of salt water, the equilibrium temperature at the base of 
the marine permafrost is _10 0.5 °C. In Prudhoe Bay, Alaska, Collett 
(1983) used known permafrost depth from a well (532m), mean annual 
° ground temperature (-10.9 C), lithostatie pressure gradient (9.84 
kPa/m) and assumed equilibrium temperature at the base of the iee­
bearing permafrost to be -1 °C. The ealeulated geothermal gradient 
within the permafrost is 19 °C/km. Given a regional thermal gradient 
inerease of 1.75 at the base of the permafrost (Laehenbrueh et 
al. 1982), the thermal gradient below the base of the permafrost was 
ealeulated to be 32 °C/km. The thermal gradients above and below the 
base of the iee-bearing permafrost zone ean be plotted on a methane 
hydrate stability eurve, and the interseetion between the gradients 
and the hydrate phase diagram marks the zone of hydrate stability 
(Fig.1.2). Collett (1983) estimate that in order to get an 
interseetion between the methane hydrate stability eurve and the 
geothermal gradients in Prudhoe Bay, the permafrost depth have to be a 
minimum of 290 m. 
Hl 
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Fig. 1.2. Thiekness ealeulation of the methane hydrate stability zone. 
See text for diseussion (from Collett 1983). 
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The fact that the temperatures in the sed.iments increase wi th depth 
leads to temperature oondi tions at which gas hydrates IX> langer are 
stable and therefore decanpose. The base of the gas hydrate zone 
follows a pressure-ternperature surface that represents the max.imum 
! epth at which the gas hydrate is stable. Hydrated sediments are 
i.mpenneable to fluid flows, thus the gas hydrate zone may overlie 
acctm1Ulations of free gas. The seal at the base of the gas hydrate can 
trap biDg'enic methane generated below the gas hydrate or released at 
the base of the hydrate as it noves ebwnward into unstable regions. 
Conceivably, the base of the gas hydrate could also fonn a seal for 
thermJgenic hydrocarbons migrating toward the surface fran depth 
(Kvenvolden & Barnard 1983 ) .  
1 . 1 . 3  Hydrate-prone physical environment 
6 
Natural gas hydrates have general ly been found in bK> different and 
distinct environments which reflect their dependence on temperature 
and pressure; firstly, subnarine in outer continental margins and 
ocean basins, and sec:ondly, associated with high latitude regions of 
pennafrost ( Fig. 1 .3 ) . 
GSHELVES 
Fig. 1 . 3 .  World-wide distribution of gas hydrates as deduced fran 
published acca.mts ( fran Judge 1982 ) 
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Gas hydrates can occur both wi thin the pennafrost layer and below 
the base of pennafrost at tanperatures above the freezin;J point of 
water (Katz 1971 ) .  The presence of gas hydrates in pennafrost regions 
has been established in western Siberia ( Messoyakha gas field), in the 
Mackenzie Delta of canada, and on the North Slope of Alaska. Estimates 
of worldwide gas hydrate resources in pennafrost regions range fron 
140' 1011 to 34' Id 5 ( STP )  m3 of methane ( Potential Gas Pqency 1981 ) .  
The broad range of the estimates dem:>nstrate a general lack of 
1m:Jwledge pertaining to actual gas hydrate occurrence and 
distribution. The total methane resources in gas hydrates of the 
oceans are estimated at rrore than 85 ' 1015 m3 of gas ( Panayev 1987 ) .  
'!'hese estimates can be canpared to the proved recoverable world 
resource of conventional natural gas of 680 ' Id 1 m3 ( Parent 1984 ) . 
Figure 1 . 4  slx:Iws hydrate-prone zones in different water depths 
based on a typical bottan-water temperature (O o C)  and geothermal 
gradient ( 20 o Cjkm ) for arctic shel ves ( Scotia and LabraCbr) .  In 
general, hydrates will IX>t be found in sediments beneath water depths 
less than 150 meter unless ternperature gradients are depressed in the 
sediments. Beneath water depths of 300 to 400 m, hydrates may occur in 
the sea-floor sediments and extend to depths of 600 m ( Judge 1982 ) . 
The ma.ximum rep:>rted subbottan depth to a bottan simulatin;J reflector, 
indicatin;J the presence of gas hydrates, is 1100 m ( in water depth 
exceeding 4000 m)  ( Shipley et al . 1979 ) .  
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Fig. 1 . 4 .  Hydrate-prone zones in different water depths based on a 
typica1 botian-water ternperature ( 0° C)  and geothennal 
gradient ( 20° Cjkm) for Arctic shel ves ( after Judge 1982 ) .  
M:>st of the marine gas hydrates that are rot associated wi th 
pennafrost areas, will be found in continental slepes and rises . 
Because of the requirement for high concentrations of methane, the 
occurrence of gas hydrates in sediments of the abyssal basins is rot 
likely even thJugh condi tions of temperature and pressure are 
satisfied ( Kvenvolden 1982 ) . 
1 . 1 . 4  Gas hydrate sampling 
A number of gas hydrate studies have been carried out under the 
Deep Sea Drilling Project ( DSDP ) and the Ocean Drilling Program ( ODP ) ,  
and marine gas hydrates have been recovered fran continental margin 
sediments in severa1 wells . During DSDP Legs 66 and 67 in the Pacific 
Ocean offsh:>re Mexico and Guatemala, gas hydrates were recovered on 5 
sites in water depths ranging fran 1780 to 5490 ffi. Evidence for gas 
hydrates was based on observations that high gas pressure was present 
and that deccmposi tion of the suspected hydrates produced greater 
quantities of gas than are soluble in water at in-situ pressures and 
8 
temperatures. The gas oonsisted mainly of methane ( Kvenvolden & 
BaInard 1983 ) .  
During DSDP L9g' 76, Si te 533 was drilled in 3184 m of water on the 
Blake Outer Ridge offsrore southeastem. United States. The principal 
object was to recover samples of gas hydrates and to measure the 
pressure, voltune, and canposition of gas released during hydrate 
decanposi tion. The presence of gas hydrates had been predicted based 
on a streng seisnic reflection and previous resul ts fran DSDP L9g' 11, 
sh:Jwing high concentrations of methane in the sediments. A pressure 
core barrel ( Pm ) was developed to reoover sediments containing gas 
hydrates at in-situ pressures (Kvenvolden et al . 1983 ) .  Within the Pm 
a recovered gas hydrate can be decanposed under controlled condi tions 
and samples of gas obtained for analysis • The resul ts fran the PCB, 
together with pressure-voltune measurements, visual observations, and 
chemical analysis confirmed that gas hydrates were present at site 533 
( Kvenvolden & Barnard 1983b ) .  
Gas hydrates recovered on L9g's 66, 67, and 76 did lX)t occur in 
massive, thick units but rather in a few thin layers which usually, 
but lX)t always, were associated with higher po:rosity intervals . On 
Legs 66 and 67 the gas hydrates were associated with sands. The single 
occurrence of solid gas hydrate lX)ted on Leg 76 was in hernipelagic 
sediment lX)t unlike the rest of the cored sediment ( Kvenvolden & 
BaInard 1983 ) . 
DSDP L9g' 84, drilled offsrore Guatemala and Costa Rica, recovered 
gas hydrates at 3 si tes. The hydrates appeared as solid pieces of 
white, icelike material occupying fractures in mudstone or as coarse­
grained sediment in which the pore space exhibi ted rapid outgassing . 
On ane site a 1 . 05 m lang core of massive gas hydrate was obtained . 
DcMnhole logging sh:Jwed that this massive gas hydrate was 3-4 m thick 
at this location. The log provided the first in si tu measurements of 
the physical properties of a gas hydrate: sonic velocity = 3 . 3  - 3 . 8  
km/s; density = 1 . 024 - 1 . 045 g/an3; resistivity = 200 ohm-m 
( Kvenvolden & M:::Donald 1985 ) .  
During ODP L9g' 112 on the Penwian continental margin, gas hydrates 
were found at 2 si tes (Kvenvolden & Kastner 1988 ) .  The reoovered gas 
hydrates occurred in very fine-grained sediment ( Pleistocene mud) ,  in 
contrast to previous obseJ:vations where the hydrates appeared to 
occupy the pore spaces of coarser-grained li thologies. 
Altlx:>ugh several samples of gas hydrates have been successfully 
recovered, it is likely that gas hydrates were present in lJOre of the 
sediment column and at other well sites also. The reason that lJOre gas 
hydrates are lX)t observed is that they are unstable at shipboard 
9 
condi tions and are dest:royed during the coring process ( Kvenvolden 
& Kastner 1988 ) .  
10 
In the pennafrost region of Alaska, near Prudlx>e Bay, ane samp1e of 
gas hydrate was successfully obtained fran a depth of 666 m in a well . 
The presence of gas hydrate was confi:rmed by a pressure test whi1e the 
core was maintained in the core barrel ( Co1lett et al . 1988 ) .  The 
pressure dropped as gas was wi thdrawn fran the core barrel , increasing 
to hydrate equilibrium pressure when the system was cIosed. If the 
core barrel had contained only free gas, the pressure �ld not have 
increased when the system was closed . Co1lett et al . ( 1988 ) 
interpreted the distribution of gas hydrates on the North Slope of 
Alaska by using well log responses ca1ibrated to the response of the 
interval in the we11 where gas hydrates were recovered. Gas hydrates 
were identified in 34 wells, nost1y occurring in six lateral ly 
continous sandstone and conglanerate uni ts of Upper Cretaceous and 
Lower Tertiary age. The thickness of the identified individual gas 
hydrate-bearing intervals range fran 2 to 28 m, and the volume of gas 
within the identified gas hydrates was estimated to approximately 2 . 4  
to 2 . 9  . 1011 m3 ( STP ) ,  or about one-third of the volume of 
canventional gas in the Prudlx>e Bay field. HcMever, because of low 
drilling density outside the Prudlx>e Bay area, IIDre gas hydrate 
occurrences may exist ( Collett et al . 1988 ) .  
1 . 1 .  5 Origin of gas hydrates and hydrate-fonning gas 
The gases associated with the sampled marine hydrates general ly 
contained IIDre than 99% methane. Other hydrocarbon gases such as 
ethane and propane were present in parts per million concentrations . 
'!'his mixture is a very dry natural gas wi th canp:>si tion that suggests 
ei ther a biogenic or metagenic source ( Hunt 1979 ) .  Because the gas 
occurs in shallow sediments far fran heat sources capable of 
generating metagenic methane, the methane found is IIDst likely 
biogenic ( Kvenvolden & Barnard 1983b ) . Other lines of evidence for a 
biogenic origin include light values for the carbon isotopic 
canposi tion of the methane gas . Besides, the carbon isotopic 
canposi tion of ro subparallels that of methane, suggesting that ro 2 2 
is the main precursor of methane ( For a IIDre thorough description of 
the gas analysis see Kvenvolden & Barnard 1983b; Kvenvolden & 
MCDonald 1985; Kvenvolden & Kastner 1988 ) .  
The fonnation and occurrence of gas hydrates on the Blake Outer 
Ridge and in the Middle America Trench can be explained at least 
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partly by the nodel proposed by Claypool and Kaplan ( 1974 ) ( Kvenvolden 
& Bamard 1983b; Kvenvolden & f.t:Donald 1985 ) .  In this nodel methane is 
produced within the sediIoonts by microbial processes, concurrently 
wi th sedimentation. When the am:>unt of methane exceeds i ts solubili ty 
in water, and the pressure-temperature condi tions are correct, gas 
hydrates fonn. The gas hydrate zone will continue to thicken as 
sedirnentation p:roceeds. When the base of the gas hydrate zone is 
buried to a depth where tanperatures are too high relative to pressure 
to stabilize the hydrate, the gas hydrate will deccmpose . HcMever, the 
fonnation of the massive gas hydrate found during DSDP Leg 84 can rot 
be explained by this nodel ( Kvenvolden & McDonald 1985 ) .  
The nost likely explanation for the origin of the gas hydrates of 
the North Slepe of Alaska includes migration of t:hermJgenic solution­
and free gas fran deeper reservoirs along faul ts into the overlying 
sedimentary rocks .  As the gas migrated into the upper oorizons it was 
either directly converted to gas hydrate or first concentrated in 
existing structuraljstratigraphic traps and later oonverted to gas 
hydrate. Major clirnatic cl"lcIDJes may have influenced the depth limits 
of the gas hydrate occurrences ( Collett et al . 1988 ) .  
Based on seismic interpretation and analysis of well log data, 
several autOOrs indicate that gas hydrates mainly occur in areas of 
structural anornalies, such as tilted fault blocks, anticlinal folds, 
dipping beds or adjacent to shale diapirs (Shipley et al . 1979; 
Katz 1982; Collett 1983 ) .  The preferred occurrence of hydrates in 
these places suggests that the gas was rot generated in situ, but had 
migrated fran deeper levels until it reached the stabili ty field of 
hydrate fonnation ( Katz 1982 ) .  
The only kncMn, existing gas field that produces natural gas fran 
gas hydrate zones is the Messoyakha in the West Siberian Basin. The 
reservoir is a 76 m thick Cretaceous sandstone sequence lying at about 
800-900 m depth. The pennafrost layer is about 450 m thick in the 
area . The fields consists of both natural gas hydrates and deeper free 
natural gas . The productivi ty of gas fran the gas hydrate zone is 
increased by ane order of magnitude by injections of methanol, which 
serves as a hydrate inhibi tor. The parts of the Messoyakha field 
containing gas hydrates are calculated to have 54% rrore reserves than 
would be expected in an equal volume of reservoir rocks filled wi th 
free gas (Hi tcOOn 1974 ) .  
1 . 2  Acoustic and thennal properties of gas hydrates 
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stoll ( 1974 ) and stoll & Bryan ( 1979 ) fonned specimens of pure gas 
hydrates and gas hydrates in sand in the laboratory , and measured 
acoustic wave velocity and thennal conductivity. Pure water and water­
bearing sediment are converted to a stiff elastie mass by the 
fonnation of hydrate, resul ting in a marked increase in acoustic wave 
velocity. For unconsolidated sediments ( sand ) filled wi th hydrate, the 
velocity was found to increase fran 1850 ml s to 2700 m/s ( Stoll 1974 ) .  
In a massive gas hydrate found during DSDP Leg 84, the sonic log 
slx:Med a velocity between 3300 and 3800 m/s ( Kvenvolden & 
M::Donald 1985 ) .  
Laboratory measuranents slx:Med that the thennal conductivi ty of 
pure hydrate is about 30% less than water. When the water in a 
sediment is replaced by gas hydrate, the result is a decrease in the 
overall thennal conductivity ( about 23% in the case of sand at 40% 
pJrosi ty filled wi th propane hydrate ) .  This is contrary to what had 
been expected on the basis of an analogy wi th the thennal response of 
frozen and unfrozen soil . Freezing tends to increase the thennal 
conducti vi ty of a saturated sediment. In a sediment colurm containing 
gas hydrates the changed thennal conductivi ty �uld tend to rrodify the 
thennal gradient expected for a given type of sediment and heat source 
( Stoll & Bryan 1979 ) .  
1 . 3  Geophysical and geochernical evidence for gas hydrates 
1 . 3 . 1  Seismie evidence 
Seismie methods may give an indication of the presence of in-situ 
gas hydrates . The velocity contrast between gas hydrates and the 
unconsolidated sediments below, and the pJSsible trapping of free gas 
in these sediments, may cause a strong reflection. Because of the 
velocity inversion, this boundary will JX)t be registered as a 
refractor. 
a)  Reflection seismie 
An:::malous, high-amplitude reflections in marine seismie reflection 
data fran continental margins are aften correlated wi th the base of 
gas hydrated sedimentary rocks ( Bryan 1974; Shipley et al . 1979; Katz 
1982; Kvenvolden & Barnard 1983 ) .  The reflector, CClTITOnly called a 
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"Bottan Si.mu1ating Ref1ector" ( BSR ) ,  approximate1y subpara11els the 
seafloor and intersects bedding reflectors ( Fig . 1 . 5 ) .  Cri teria used to 
characterize these ananalous reflections include: 
- a large reflectian ooefficient 
- increasing subbottan depth wi th increasing water depth 
- reflectian polari ty reversal 
The high reflection ooefficient and the reflection polari ty 
reversal are nnst likely related to a fairly thin interval of low 
densi ty and velocity below the gas hydrate zone . This would be 
consistent wi th the hydrates acting as a barrier to gas or water 
migration and the fonnatian of free gas or high pore water pressures 
( Shipley et al . 1979 ) .  The increasing subbottan depth with the 
increasing water depth is predicted fran the pressure-temperature 
relations ( Fig . 1 . 1 ) . Increasing hydrostatic pressure and decreasing 
bottan water temperature will make gas hydrates stable to greater 
depths in the sedirnents . 
Not all bottan si.mulating reflectors can be directly related to the 
presence of gas hydrates. The diagenesis of fine grained silica-rich 
sedirnents, may cause an acoustic impedance boundary. The cl'lanJe fran 
opal-A to opal-er causes a marked porosi ty reduction, which resul ts in 
increasing densi ty and velocity. The diagenesis is dependant on 
temperature ( burial depth) , and the resul ting reflection tends to 
parallel the sea floor. Opal-er eventually cl'lanJes to quartz, and the 
associated diagenesis front may also fonn a reflection ( Badley 1985 ) .  
b )  Refractian seisnic 
Sorx>buoy seisnic velocity measurements can be used to indicate the 
presence of gas hydrates. High veloci ties in the sediments above the 
bottan simulating reflector have been observed an the Blake-Bahama 
Outer Ridge. A velocity in excess of 2 km/s is unusually high for the 
hemipelagic nrud encountered in boreholes ( Bryan 1974 ) .  
Fig. 1 . 5 .  Mul ticharmel seismie reflection profile fron Blake Outer 
Ridge shcMing Bottan S:i.mulatinJ Reflector ( BSR ) ( fron 
Shipley et al . 1979 ) .  
1 . 3 . 2  Log evaluation 
The recognition of gas hydrate in well log data is not straight­
forward, and of ten the zones of p:>tential hydrate occurrence are not 
logged, or the quali ty of the logs may be p:>Or. Furthentore, there is 
a lack of quanti tative �rk. Another problem is that gas hydrates 
p:>Ssess physical and electrical properties similar to t.l'x:)se of ice, 
resul tinJ in approximately the same responses as for permafrost in 
conventional electrical, sonic and nuclear logs ( Davidsen et 
al. 1978 ) .  
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Figures 1. 6 and 1 . 7  present Cbvn-oole records in bx:> wells in the 
Beaufort Sea. High resisti vi ties and aooustic veloci ties and low 
mud-gas readinJs indicate the presence of pennafrost in the upper 600 
to 800 m ( Fig. 1 .  6 ) .  High values of resisti vi ty, acoustic velocity, and 
fonnation gas below this depth are interpreted to be in si tu gas 
hydrate ( Weaver & Stewart 1982 ) .  
The followinJ smmarizes various log resp::Il1S9S, indicatinJ the 
abili ty of each log to di�sh gas hydrates fran ice-bearinJ 
pennafrost and free gas ( Collett 1983; Cbllett et al. 1988 ) :  
a )  Mud log 
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There is a pron:>unced gas kick associated wi th hydrate, due to 
deoc:np:>si tion durinJ drilling. However, if cold drillinJ fluid is used 
there may be minimal deoc:np:>si tion of the gas hydrates and li ttle free 
gas liberated. 
b )  Dual Induction Log 
There is a relatively high resistivity deflection on the dual 
induction log in a gas hydrate zone, in canparison to that in a free 
gas zone. The lang n:>nnal is separated fran the slx>rt n:>nnal due to 
thawinJ next to the bore role ( Fig . 1 . 7 ) .  If a unit were gas hydrate 
saturated within the ice-bearinJ pennafrost sequence , the resistivity 
resp::>nse on the dual induction log for the gas hydrate would not be 
significantly different fran that in the surrolJl1din;;J ice-bearinJ 
pennafrost. Below the base of the ice-bearinJ pennafrost, h:Mever, the 
high resistivi ty deflection associated wi th gas hydrate is distinct 
fran the sur.round.irvJ ncn ice-bearinJ pennafrost. 
c )  Spontaneous Potential ( SP )  
There is a relatively lower ( less negative ) spontaneous potential 
deflection in a hydrate zone when canpared to that associated wi th 
free gas. The frozen hydrate limi ts the penetration of mud filtrate, 
hence reducinJ the negative spontaneous potential. The spontaneous 
potential curve for a gas hydrate saturated unit wi thin the ice­
bearinJ pennafrost sequence would be similar to that in the 
surrounding ice-bearing uni ts where the nud filtrate penetration is 
similarly limited. 
d)  caliper Log 
The caliper log in a hydrate zone usually indicates an oversized 
well bore due to spalling associated wi th the decanposi tion of a 
hydrate. Because the caliper log also indicates an enlarged bore role 
in ice-bearinJ pennafrost, it is only useful in detectinJ hydrates 
below the base of the ice-bearing pennafrost. 
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e ) Velocity tools 
Acoustic velocities in a gas hydrate zone are relatively high. 
However, the sonic log does rot usually perfonn well as there is p::x:>r 
coupling with the sidewall of the wellbore. Another problan is the 
thawed zone - the sonic log does rot have a deep zone of penetration. 
Vertical Seismic profiling (VSP ) or crystal cable log are better tools 
because they 00 rot have the problan wi th ooupling. But it is to 
rotiee that there slx>uld be a close spacing of the detectors for 
definition of thin beds (S . Blasco 1988 ) .  
f )  Neutron Paresi ty 
In a hydrate zone there is an increase in the neutron porosity; 
this contrasts wi th the apparent reduction in neutron porosi ty in a 
free gas zone . Collett et al . ( 1988 ) discuss the neutron porosity 
response to gas hydrate and other pore spaee consti tuents in detail .  
g)  Densi ty Log 
Wi thin a gas hydrate there is a decrease in densi ty in canparison 
to a unit saturated wi th water. Because the densi ty of iee is similar 
to that of gas hydrate, the densi ty log canoot be used independently 
to identify a gas hydrate wi thin iee-bearing pennafrost. 
h)  Driling Rate 
The relative drilling rate decreases, due to the cemented nature of 
the hydrate. '!'here is a similar drilling rate response wi thin iee­
bearing pennafrost, and, therefore, drilling rate change is rot useful 
as a hydrate-detector wi thin pennafrost. 
i )  Cross Correlations 
Cross correlations between different logs can enhance the log 
interpretation, yielding definite evidence for gas hydrates . Goodman 
et al . ( 1982 ) present 5 log correlation techniques for 
application to hydrates: 
- densi ty/neutron porosi ty crossplot 
- apparent resistivity and water saturation 
- SP/resistivity ratio crossplots 
- Dual temperature logs and hydrate equilibrium 
- Temperature difference plot 
For interpretation of the cross correlations wi th example 
applications, see Goodman et al . ( 1982 ).  
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1 .3 .3 Sediment samplirg and geochanical analysis 
Sediment sarnplirg and geochemical analysis frem DSDP and OOP weU 
sites sh::M the following lines of evidence for the presence of gas 
hydrates (Kvenvolden 1982; Kvenvolden & Bamard 1983b; Kvenvolden & 
M::Donald 1985 ) :  
1 )  High gas pressure 
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2 )  Volume measurements show that the volume of gas released frem 
sediment samples was rnany times greater than the volume of pJre fluid 
in the samples, thus exceeding the anount of gas soluble in water at 
in-si tu pressure and temperature . 
3 )  The gas released consists mainly of methane; in general ITOre 
than 99 % .  Concentrations of gases larger than isobutane abruptly 
decrease to trace anounts. Gas samples taken fran sediments lacking 
obvious gas hydrates of ten showed an::>ther ITOlecular fraetionation. 
4 )  Pore-fluid analysis; the presence of hydrates influences pJre­
water chemistry, leadirg to a depletion of salini ty and chlorini ty . 
During gas hydrate fonnation, water ITOlecules will be withdrawn fran 
solution to fonn the water clathrate. This process sl'x:xlld lead to 
increased chlorini ty and salini ty in any water rot invol ved in hydrate 
fonnation. If this water is free to migrate towards the sediment/water 
interface and escape into the seawater , the water rernaining in the 
sediment will be a mixture ccmposed in part of fresh water (Kvenvolden 
& Bamard 1983b) . 
5 )  Visual observations; recovered samples of gas hydrates can 
appear as solid pieces of ice-like material occupying fraetures and 
pJrespace in the sample, exhibiting rapid outgassing. Sanetimes, the 
pressures generated can be sufficient to extrude cores fran the barrel 
and rupture sealed containers . 
1 . 3 . 4  In-situ testing of gas hydrates 
Field testing is need  to detennine hydrate deoamposition 
response, therrrodynamic behavior, and pressure buildup around a 
weUbore. For hydrate resource evaluation, testing is needed to define 
gas ccmposition, reservoir extent, and productivity. The ITOSt 
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practica1 and ec::cn::mica1 approach is to test during drilling. Goodnan 
et al . (1982 ) oonsidered several testing met:h;:)ds, and found that a 
downhole heater in conjunction with drill stem testing (DST ) can be 
used for fie1d evaluation of in situ hydrates. 
1 . 3 . 5  Sediment mass llOVanents 
Gas hydrates may bec::x::Ite unstable and decanpose as a resul t of 
natural geological processes, including sea level lowering, continuing 
sedimentation and deeper burial, or by looal operations such as 
drilling. The gas and water vol'l.D11e released by the dec:c:rrp::)si tion, 
exceed the volurne occupied by the gas hydrate i tself.  The 
dec:c:rrp::)si tion may cause a rising internal pressure , and the once rigid 
sediment can be converted to a gas- and water-rich, relatively law 
densi ty nrud. If the internal pressure gets sufficiently high, the 
overlying sediment may be lifted and/or breached, and the less dense, 
gas-cut nrud may break through. Such hydrate-related phencmena may 
cause nrud diapirs, nrud vulcanoes, nrud slides, or turbidi te flaws, 
depending en the sediment configuration and oot"tan topography (McIver 
1982 ) • 
Reflectien seismic data reoorded on several continental margins 
indicate a p:::>ssible oonnection between gas hydrates and sediment rnass 
novements. Off the east coast of the United States, Carpenter (1981 ) 
revealed sediment rnass m:wanents (slumps ) which appear to occur above 
gas hydrate accumulations . The gas hydrates are identified by 
reflection ananalies. The slumping is believed to be related to the 
liberation of free gas by gas hydrate decx::Irq;losi tien and the resul ting 
destabilizing of unconsolidated sediments above the gas hydrates .  
The Storegga Slide on the Norwegian continental margin is suggested to 
be triggered by a canbinatien of ea.rt:l'XJUakes and dec:c:rrp::)si tien of gas 
hydrates (Bugge et al . 1987 ) .  
A bottan simulating reflector is observed wi thin the Amazonas Fan 
(Manley & Flood 1988 ) .  Migration of the hydrate phase boundary during 
sea level fluctuations and diapiric activity are suggested mechanisns 
for initiating widespread debris flows. 
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1 . 4  General aspects of suhnarine pennafrost 
1 . 4 . 1  Introductian 
The original defini tian of pennafrost is based up:m temperature 
alene, and requires an! y that the sediments rernain at ternperatures 
below O o C for two years or rrore (New Pe:rmafrost Dictiooa.I:Y, National 
Resource Council of canada. 1987 ) .  Onstx:>re, and in areas wi th fresh 
intersti tial water, this n::>nnally leads to freezing. However, in 
marine sediments the saline intersti tial water cause a depression of 
the freezing p:>int. Ccrrm:nly the temperature in subsea soil in shallow 
Arctic shelves is around -1 . 6  °c, while in coastal areas and deltas 
the temperature is slightly higher . In general, subsea iee-bearing 
sediments are far less camon than in ons}x)re regions wi th similar 
tanperature reg:imes. 
In recent literature the following nanenclature has been used to 
describe specific subsea pennafrost properties (Sellmann & Hopkins 
1984; Hunter 1984 ) :  
- Aooustic pennafrost (APF) - defined fran the acoustic properties of 
sediments alone. Unlithified sed:iments with iee-b:>nded pennafrost 
have abnonnally high seismie velocities when canpared with similar, 
unfrozen sediments. High amplitude events, due to high 
impedanee cantrast caused by the increased velocity, indicate APF. 
- Iee-bearing sediments - l )  a general term to indicate that iee can 
be ex:pected to occur or does occur, or 2 )  ice quanti ty or bJnding is 
n::>t sufficient to influence strength properties or seismie velocity. 
- Iee-bonded sediments - material cantaining iee that has sufficient 
bond wi th soil particles to cause a n::>tieeable increase in strength 
properties and significant increase in seismie velocity. 
Where adequate infonnatian is avail able , nore specific 
qualifications of bonding could include "well-bonded" or "partially 
bonded". The nore general tenn "iee-bearing" is used wh.en nature of 
soil-iee interactian is unknown. The tenn "wann pennafrost" has been 
applied for the transitian zane between frozen and unfrozen ground .  
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Subnarine pennafrost, identified in the near-sh:>re areas of the 
Arctic Ocean, fo..-rmed mainly by subaerial exposure to oold surfaee 
condi tians during periods of laver sea level, e.  g. the Quaternary 
glacial maxima . Available and detailed literature on subsea pennafrost 
is lirnited to NJrth American high Arctic shelves, particu1arly the 
Beaufort Sea shelf. Sparse literature also exists for the nearshore 
area of the Soviet Arctic. 
The shallow Cæ1adian and Alaskan Artic shelves were exposed. cbvn to 
the present day 100 meter isobath about 18 000 years ago ( Osterkamp & 
Harrison 1982; Hill et al . 1985 ) .  Increasing relative sea level 
until 3000 to 4000 years ago, inundated the subaerially exposed. 
pennafrost, replaeing the cold onsh:>re surface tenperature condition 
wi th wanner, marine condi tions. During the past 3000 to 4000 years, 
the sh:>re-lines have oontinued to recede by thennal and hydrological 
e:rosion of iee-rich pennafrost. AlCD1 the Beaufort Sea coast, shore­
line e:rosion has been rapid, averaging IlDre than a metre per year wi th 
sh:>rt-term rates as great as 30 m/y, creating larger areas of 
subnarine pennafrost ( Sellmann & Hopkins 1984 ) .  
Even though I1DSt offsh:>re pennafrost is relict and originated 
subaerially prior to subne:rgence, pennafrost may fonn under present 
day condi tions where fresh water percolates close to ice-bJnded 
sediments ( O' COnrx:>r 1981 ) .  The fonnatien of such pennafrost has rot 
yet been proven, and have to be regarded as a hypothesis . 
Aca::>rd:irYJ to seismie studies, b::>reb:::lle and probe data fran the 
Beaufort Sea, the general distributien of iee-bonded sediments follow 
a patchy and irregular pattern closely related to the geological histo:ry 
of the area. Three types of iee-1:x:nded sediments are identified 
( Neave & SeIlmann 1984 ) ( Fig. l . 8 ) :  
- Shallow ice-bonded pennafrost - observed close to the seafl oor 
and may extend several km off the coastline. 
- Deep ice-bonded pennafrost - identified at depths cbvn to 200 m 
below sea-fl oor, can be traced into shallow, finnly iee-bonded 
material near the sh:>re. 
- Layered iee-bonded pennafrost - consist of two or IlDre separate 
pennafrost layers. '!'his type seerns to be rather camon in areas where 
detailed data are available. 
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The fonnation of the layered pennafrost seems to be related to bto 
different sedimentary processes ( Sellmann & Hopkins 1984 ) : 
l )  River deltas where stratified sand, silt and clay have 
aCClnllUlated. Fresh water may penetrate the I1DSt penneable strata and 
freeze. Additionally, the fresh groundwater may dilute the 
saltwater , increasing i ts freezing point. 
2 )  Migrating baJ::rier islands and slx>als can leave a trail of 
recently fonned pennafrost. 
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Fig. 1 . 8 . Three distribution pattems suggested for ice-banded subsea 
pennafrost based on boreh:>le and seismic data: ( a )  shallow 
ice-bonded, ( b )  deep ice-bonded, and ( c )  layered ice-bonded 
materials ( fron Neave and SeIlman 1984 ) . 
Pennafrost on land is relatively stable; natural changes and 
m::x:iifications being associated ei ther wi th slow climatic changes or 
with local pheIxmena . Offsh:lre, the pennafrost is nore dynamic, 
particularly in the coastal zone where active coastal retreat is 
cx::nm::m. 
Lachenbruch et al . ( 1982 ) have estimated the geothennal condi tions 
beneath a recently sutmerged portion of the oontinental shelf at 
Prudtx:Je Bay, Alaska. If the inundated terrain initial ly had a thennal 
regime like that present on land today, it will general ly take about 
2000 years after rapid sutmergence for the entire thickness of the 
initial ly cold pennafrost to approach near-melting seabed temperature 
( Fig. 1 .  9 ) .  During this time inteIVal , the pennafrost, ini tially 
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extending to a depth of about 600 m, will thaw only about 10 m fran 
below. Thereafter the base of the pennafrost will rise about 15 m/lOOO 
years. Hence, even after 8000 years of subnergence, ice-rich 
pennafrost would extend to a depth of about 500 m ,  and after 15 000 
years to about 400 m .  Thus deep ice-rich permafrost at near mel ting 
tanperatures is expected througmut extensive near-s}'x)re regions on 
shallow shel ves. 
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Fig. 1 . 9 .  Marine temperature profiles for the Prudhoe Bay region fran 
a tentative IOOdel proposed by Lachenbruch et al .  ( 1982 ) .  The 
profiles den:>ted by time in years, indicate anticipated 
tanperature nodification caused by marine condi tions over an 
area for the denoted period of time . 
1 . 5  Physical properties of frozen sediments 
The physical properties of offslx>re pennafrost are si.milar to tb:>se 
measured in 0J:1Sl'):)re permafrost; the slight differences observed are 
attributed to the rrore saline pore fluid oontained in the offs}'x)re 
permafrost ( King  et al . 1982 ) .  
1 . 5 . 1  Acoustic properties 
Acoustic ve10cities of water-saturated material increase with 
decreasing temperatures beloo O o C responding to the increase in 
interstitial ice-c:ontent. Beside temperature, the velocities 
depend on lithology, porosity and salinity of the porefluid. 
King ( 1977 ) measured ac:oustic veloci ties in the laboratory at 
pennafrost ternperatures on a number of sarnples of sandstone and shale 
recovered fran boreholes in the Arctic . The veloci ties of frozen 
sandstones were strongly dependent on temperature in the range -17 -
O o C, with a reduction in value as the ternperature rises to O o C .  The 
acoustic velocity of certain shales of 100 porosity were relatively 
insensi ti ve to changes in temperature in the range -17 - +4 o c. 
Figure 1 . 10 shows canpressional wave veloci ties in frozen and 
nonfrozen material , illustrating that in order to detect subnarine 
pennafrost, it is n::>t sufficient with the velocity data a1one. 
Infonnation about the type of material being investigated, 
particularly whether it is c:oarse or fine grained, is also required. 
It is important to n::>tice that c:orrelation between velocity 
measurements and the condi tions of the material , requires direct 
observation by drilling or probing ( Rogers & r-brack 1980 ) .  
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Fig. 1 . 10.  Canpressional wave velocites in unbonded ( cross-hatched) 
and ice-bonded ( slashed ) materials . The data are fran 
Roetlisberger ( 1972 ) except those marked * and **, which 
were measured by r-brack & Rogers, 1983 on five offshore 
islands near PrudhJe Bay and near Point Barrow, 
respectively ( fran r-brack & Rogers 1983 ) .  
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Figure 1 . 11 slxMs a set of theoretical curves fran � ( 1984 ) ,  
relating canpressiona1 wave ve10ci ties, porosi ties, and fraction of 
ice in the pores of unconso1idated material . It shcMs a possib1e 
linear corre1ation between velocityand the remaining water-fi11ed 
porosity. Notice that for the range of porosities given, the "non-ice­
bearing" condition is less than about 1650 m/s. The thresho1d velocity 
of 2400 m/s used in ear1y refraetion interpretations to indicate ice­
bonded material can be related to 21 - 33% ice-filling of the pore 
spaces . This diagram gi ves a framwork for interpretation, but should 
be extensively tested (Hunter 1984 ) . 
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Fig. 1 . 11 .  Theoretical curves relating canpressional wave velocities, 
porosi ties, and fraction of ice in the p:>res of 
unconsolidated material ( fran King 1984 ) .  
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1 . 5 . 2  Electrical properties 
The electrical resistivity of sediments is strongly affected by 
�es in temperature, with a reduction value as the temperature 
rises to Oo C ( Fig. 1 . 12 ) .  The �e in resistivity depends on the 
porosity, litlx>logy and salinity of the porefluid. It is to be ooted 
that the salini ty of intersti ti al water can be 25% higher than that of 
oo:rmal sea water ( Harrison & Osterkamp 1982 ) . Fine-grained material 
sl'XMS lower resistivi ty and is nnre insensitive to �es in 
temperature than coarser grained material ( King  1977 ) .  M:>st measured 
values of the ratios of frozen to unfrozen resistivity fall in a range 
between about 5 : 1  and 100: 1  ( Co:r:win 1983 ) .  
1 . 5 . 3  Thermal properties 
Freezing tends to increase the the:rmal conductivi ty of a saturated 
sediment. Kersten ( 1948 ) reported an increase in conductivi ty of 26-
57% depending on the porosi ty, when freezing a "sandy soil " . 
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Fig. 1 . 12 .  Conductivity versus temperature ( fran Sartorelli & 
French 1982 ) .  
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1 . 5 . 4  Mechanica1 properties 
In frozen soil the ice forms a bond between the mineral particles . 
As this bond can carry stress, the strength of a frozen soil is much 
higher than that of an unfrozen soil . 
The strength behaviour of frozen ground is, OCJwever, determined by 
many factors, anong the !lOSt imp::>rtant are :  
- temperature 
- soil type 
- water oantent 
- salinity 
- rate of stress applicatian 
a )  Ternperature 
In frozen ground the effect of ternperature an the mechanical 
properties is particularly imp::>rtant in the range of naturally 
encountered ternperatures ( at O to -10 o C )  i .  e .  Tsytovich ( 1975 ) 
detennined the increments in the slx>rt tenn cx::mpressi ve strength of 
o o frozen clays per l C. He found between -0. 3  and -1 . 0  C a value of 
960 kPa/ C, between -l and -5 ° c  450 kPa/ c and between -5 and -lO o C 
380 kPa/ C.  Similar results were obtained for a frozen sandy loam. The 
reason is that ternperature changes rot anly the interactian of water 
wi th soil,  but also the ratio of the anount of liquid water to ice. 
strength increment of frozen soil with a fall of temperature can also 
be related to an incrernent in cohesi ve strength og the unfrozen water 
film separating mineral particles and ice ( Hoekstra 1969 ) .  
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b)  Soil type 
Figure 1 . 13 illustrates the effect of both temperature and soil 
type well . Unconfined canpressive strength values are plotted against 
temperature for three different sarnples ( strain rate for these curves 
was 0 . 2 "  /min) .  It sh:>uld be noted that the strength values continue 
to increase even at very lCM temperatures ( -25 to -75 o C ) . 
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Fig. 1 . 13 .  Ul tirnate canpressi ve strenght of three soils as a function 
of temperature ( after Sayles 1966 ) .  
c )  Water content 
Unfrozen water plays an important role in creep. The anount of 
unfrozen water increases with pressure. Creep is rrost likely the 
resul t of transp:>rt of water under stress gradients ( Hoekstra 1969 ) .  
At constant temperature and total water content the creep rate 
increases as the soil type contains nore unfrozen water. This arrount 
of unfrozen water inereases fran sand to silt to clay and reflects the 
increase in specific surface areas of the soil .  
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Fig. 1 . 14 .  strain as a function 
of time at constant 
10ad for a heavy sandy 
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Fig. 1 . 15 .  strain as a function 
of time at constant 
load for several 
soils at a temperature 
of -0. 3  °c 
( after Vyalov 1965 ) .  
Figures 1 . 14 and 1 . 15 illustrate the effect of both temperature and 
soi1 type on the steady creep rate; both ref1ect the effect of 
unfrozen water content. In contrast to Hoekstra ( 1969 ) ,  Tsytovich 
( 1975 ) attributes nruch of the creep of frozen soi1 to visco-plastici ty 
of iee. '!'his is why he recæmends that the stress strain rate 
relation for steady state creep of frozen soil slx>uld be described 
wi th the fol1owing power law: 
1 ( cr -cro ) n e t = n t , e  
where 
. s t ra i n ra te e t = 
cr = n o rma l s tre s s  
a o  = creep t h res h o l d 
n > l  i s  a d i me n s i o n l e s s  pa rame te r 
nt , e  = a t i me a n d  tempe ra t u re d e pe n d e n t  n o n -N ewto n i a n v i s co s i ty 
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Fig. 1 . 16 .  Creep stren;rth as a functicn of strain and ternperature, 
-3 ° C and -5 ° c. 
d) Salinity 
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The freezing point of the pore water in a saline soil is lower than 
that of a fresh water soil . The freezing of saline soils gi ves fresh 
ice, resul ting in increasing salini ty and hence stranger depression of 
the freezing point of the rernaining unfrozen pore water. 
The anount of unfrozen water in a saline soil can be calculated 
fran the fOllCMing formulae ( Banin & Anderson 1974 ) :  
W� = 6 . 367  . 10-2 � 
where Wu = u n frozen wa ter conte n t  ( g/ g  s o i 1 )  
W = wa ter conten t ( g/ g  s o i l ) 
z = s a l t conte n t  { g / l , 
e = number of  degrees be 1 0w QOC ( O C )  
Test data on frozen saline soils are relatively few in 
international literature. Sone work has, hJwever, been carried out in 
Norway during the last decade . Figure 1 . 16 .  shows the relationship 
between creep strength and strain for three different clays, 
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fran Svea, Svalbard, Risvollan, Trondheim and Stjørdal, respectively. 
o o The data are co1lected fran laborato:ry tests run at -3 C and -5 C. The 
difference in strength behaviour is due to salini ty and distribution 
of ice. The Risvollan c1ay is a 1eached marine c1ay, the Stjørdalen 
clay has a salt oontent of 33 gil and the Svea clay has an overall 
salt oontent of 30 gil ,  distributed with 50 gil in pore water and zero 
in ice lenses. 
e )  Rate of stress application 
Wi th increasing rate of load application, higher ul tirnate strength 
values are observed. Hoekstra ( 1969 ) gives the follCMing equation for 
ottawa sand: 
B omax = A(o )  
where 
omax = unconfined canpressi ve strength 
o = time rate of load application 
A and B are ernpirical oonstants 
This variation in strength values wi th rate of load application, is 
due to the time taken for reestablishment of equilibriurn between the 
phases after changes in pressure . 
Figure 1 . 17 sh::Jws the behaviour of the strain wi th time at 
different load leveIs. Three stages in these cw:ves can be recognized: 
1st: instantaneous elastie strain 
2nd: constant strain rate: period of steady creep by 
visco-plastic flow 
3rd: progressive flow, leading to plastie loss of stability 
or brittle failure 
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Fig. 1 . 17 .  Behaviour of strain as a function of time at different load 
leveIs . 
To these cu:rves one can add another for the critical load, below which 
the 3rd stage is absent. In this respect Tsytovich ( 1975 ) 
distinguishes two types of creep: 
sustained creep, pertai.nin;J to the above rnentioned 3-stage behaviour 
decay� creep, below the critical load, stage 2 ending in zero 
strain rate 
steady state creep arises only when the frozen soil is subjected to 
stresses exceeding i ts long--tenn stren;;rth ( the  creep threshold) .  Stage 
2 usually occupies the long-est time and is of greatest interest for 
practice . 
1 . 6  Geophysical methods for detection of subnarine pennafrost 
The geophysical methods for detection of subsea pennafrost are 
sensitive to the differ� properties between the frozen and unfrozen 
sediments. Seismie methods have been the rrost successful in locating 
subsea pennafrost, and these methods will be emphasized here . However, 
electrical methods have also been applied, and will be briefly 
discussed. These geophysical methods only yield values of different 
parameters and their distribution. The final step required in the 
subsea pennafrost interpretation is correlation wi th sediment core and 
drill� data, L e .  ternperature measurements and well log 
interpretation. 
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1 .  6 . 1  Seisnic metlx:lds 
a )  Refraction 
Seisnic refraction profiling requires underlyinJ layers that are 
oontinuous and have increasing seisnic velocity wi th increasing layer 
depth. Iee-bonded permafrost overlaid by unbanded sed.iments general ly 
satisfies these CCI1di tions. The refraction readings yield the depth to 
the ice-bonded pennafrost and the refraction veloci ties in the layer. 
HDwever, the bottan of the ice-bonded pennafrost will oot be detected 
because the transi tion fran high-veloci ty to lower velocity materials 
at that boundar:y precludes refraction. It sh::Juld also be ooted that 
presence of gas limits the use of the refraction meth:d, because of 
low velocities associated with the gas . In the case of dipping strata, 
the requirement of plane, haoogerx>us layers, implicate errors in 
veloci ty- and depth determination fran single-ended refraction 
rec::x:lrds .  To get oorrect values, two refraction profiles sh:>uld be stx:>t 
in oppesi te directions ( reversed  profiles ) • 
Different techniques for acquiring and processing of refraction 
data for detection of subsea pennafrost have been anployed. Htmter et 
al . ( 1978 ) inteI:preted the refraction arri vals fran oil exploration 
reflection records to detennine depth and velocity of ice-bonded 
sediments. The rec::x:lrds were obtained fran seisnic hyd:ropl'n1e arrays 
designed for reflection profi l ing , hence refraction arri vals were 
aften preferentially attenuated, and the resolution was limited. 
Rogers & M:>rack ( 1980 ) used an airgun source and a shJrt hydrophJne 
cable ( 480 m)  with 24 channels, and increased the signaljooise ratio 
by �ing the ship' s engines during the 30 sec interval needed to 
sh:lot ane spread. The profiles were oot reversed, and the data were 
recorded in analog fonn, scaled and redu.ced to t.ime-distance plots. 
straight lines were fit to the plots, and the inverse slepes of these 
lines were used to detennine seisnic veloci ties. The velocity data 
were then used to detennine whether or rx>t the materials were frozen. 
Where available, drilling infannation was oorrelated with the 
veloci ties. It is important to ranernber that frozen and unfrozen 
materials can general ly rot be separated using velocities alene, 
particu1arly when the iee oontent of the sediment is low. 
M:>rack & Rogers ( 1982 ) developed a :reversible refraction system by 
towing an addi ticnal airgun fran a snall beat at the streamer end, 
fired by radio link. The data reductic.n techniques are similar to 
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refractor. 
MacAulay & Hunter ( 1982 ) and M::>rack et al . ( 1983 ) used high­
reso1ution ref1ection data for the refraction interpretation of ice­
bonded sediments. The data were acquired using airgun arrays, smrt 
hydrophone cab1es ( 600-700 m ) ,  few hydropl'xmes per trace ( 16 )  and high 
source frequencies. Figure 1 . 18 is a manua11y interpreted record 
showing three refractors. 
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Fig. 1 . 18 .  A seismic refraction rea::>rd fran the Beaufort Sea showing 
a thin, ice-bonded, high-ve1ocity ( 3100 m/s ) 1ayer. Rapid 
attenuation of first arriva1 amplitude with increasing 
smt-receiver distance indicates a thin 1ayer. Be1ow, a 
thicker, ice-bonded 1ayer ( 4000 m/s ) is indicated. 1450 m/s 
belangs to the water layer ( fran MacAulay & Hunter 1982).  
M::>rack et al . ( 1983 ) displayed the rea::>rds in a fo:rmat tenned "180-
offset time section" . This is a plot of smt point locations alang the 
oorizontal axis and first arrival time in the downward direction. 
Arrival times at a given hydroph::>ne group for each of its shot points 
locations are then connected by straight line segments ( Fig . 1 . 19 ) .  The 
vertical spacing of the connected lines decreases as the seismic 
velocity increases due to shorter interval time. Thus, a sharp 
velocity contrast is indicated by a chan'Je in the densi ty of the 
connected lines; areas underlain by high velocity material appear as 
areas of closely spaced lines on the ploto The iso-offset displays can 
be cx:mpared to reflection profiles to canfinn high velocity events 
usually occurring as bright spots on the reflection sections . 
Neave & SeIlmann ( 1984 ) used seismic data acquired by the petroleum 
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industry, and played back the first bAJ seconds of the tapes with 
expanded gain to improve the quali ty in the shallow part. This type of 
data may provide gcx::d. regional coverage, but may also suffer fran 
effects that are avoided by use of specially designed permafrost 
surveys. 
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Fig. 1 . 19 .  Iso-offset section and velocity-depth section. The numbers 
shcMn beneath the depths are the corresponding approxirnate 
refractor veloci ties in m/s (fran M::>rack et al . 1983 ) .  
b)  Reflection 
Seismie reflection profiling may give a continuous coverage of the 
depth to the ice-bonded permafrost . However, wi ttx::>ut velocity 
infonnation fran refraetion data, acoustically defined permafrost 
(APF) must be confinned by ties to OOreholes. Three types 
of shallow acoustic permafrost have been identified using high 
resolution reflection data correlated wi th borehJle infonnation 
(Blasoo 1984 ) (Fig. l. 20 ) :  
Htmrocky APF - is recognized by strong �li tude ananalies which 
exhibi t a characteristic hunm::x:Xy shape on the 
seisnic sections. '!'hese "bright spots" always shcM 
nonnal polari ty, and are c:::cmronly associated wi th 
diffractions, or nore of ten half diffractions, at 
their ends . The hunm::x:::ks may cccur as sporadie 
"islands" or in close proximi ty to ene arx:>ther, and 
vary fran a few tens of metres to several kilanetres 
in extension. Each may be surrounded by zones of IX) 
apparent pennafrost. The smaller APF "islands" are 
believed to be limi ted in thickness, but the larger 
enes may be connected to deeper , thicker ice-bonded 
pennafrost at depth. 
Stratigraphically controlled APF - the cccurrence of ice is 
controlled by the bedding . In many cases the APF 
reflector appears to be coincident wi th a change in 
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li t:hJlogy fran a fine-grained seil above the reflector, 
to a coarser grained seil below. In sane cases the 
actual pennafrost boundary may lie above the reflector 
in the fine-grained material , but the degree of 
ice-1::londinJ was either insufficient, or cccurred tco 
gradually to be detected using the reflectien seisrnic 
techniques. Lateral li t:hJlogical changes may enhance or 
reduce the impedance contrast , and the reflector may 
disappear or increase in strength along the line. 
a) ! .•. . :c ' .. . 
b) 
c)  
Fig. 1 . 20.  Different types of aooustica11y defined pe:rmafrost ( APF ) : 
a )  Hunm:x::ky APF. 
b )  Stratigraphically controlled APF. 
c )  Typica1 seismie signature where sha110w sediments are 
margina11y or partially ice-bonded. 
( fram B1asco 1984 ) . 
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Marginal l Y ice-bonded APF - is associated wi th the coarser fraction 
of fine grained sedimentary sequences . The distribution 
of ice wi thin the sediments is se lirni ted spatially 
and vohmetricall y that regional mapping of discrete 
horizons is difficult. 
1 . 6 . 2  Electrical methods 
Because of the different electrical properlies of ice-
bonded and unfrozen sediments, electrical methods can be used to 
detect sul::marine pennafrost layers. The vertical distribution of 
resistivi ty in the earth may be measured directly by lowering an 
appropriate instnnnent into a boreh:>le, or indirectly by means of 
measurements taken at or above the earth' s surface • To make 
measurements fran the surface, an electrical current must be forced to 
flCM through the earth. This can be Cbne by means of two different 
techniques: 1 )  gal vanic methods or 2 )  electranagnetic induction. 
The gal vanic measurements, in which a steady current is inj ected 
directly into the earth through two or nore electrodes, are capable of 
detennining the depth belCM the sea-floor, as well as the thickness, 
of a pennafrost layer ( Corwin 1983 ) . 'Ibis is in contrast to the 
seismie refraetion meth:Jd, which only detennines the tap of the ice­
bonded sediments . F\.1rt:heJ:mJre, the meth:Jd is applicable in acoustic 
arx:maly areas, i .  e .  gassy sediments, where seismie data canrx::>t be 
obtained, and in shallCM water where air gun seurces are not effective 
due to nrul tiples. Thus, this meth:Jd can be a useful supplement to 
seismie techniques for marine pennafrost investigations . However, the 
meth:Jd can only provide spat soundings, and no countinuous 
registration can be obtained. Furth.entore, it is only applicable in 
shallCM waters. The meth:Jd is alse used for identification of the ice 
content in the sediments. For further infannation about the operating 
principles of the method, together wi th a case study fran Prudhoe Bay, 
Alaska, see Corwin ( 1983 ) .  
Electranagnetic induction has been widely used for mapping onshore 
pennafrost ( Sartorelli & French 1982 ) ,  but few reporls exist fran the 
lCM resistivity marine environment . Ehrenband et al . ( 1983 ) made 
measurements fran the sea-ice in Prudhoe Bay, and were able to map the 
tap and bottan of deep ( 200-500 m)  subsea pennafrost in water depths 
exceeding 200 m. However, their instnnnentation involved a 500 m x 500 
m square transmitter loop and was operated fran the sea ice, and the 
method is not convenient to use fran ships at the present stage. 
Furtherrrore, the metl'm provides poor lateral resolution due to the 
spot soundin:.J principle ( 500m or rrore apart ) ( Blasco pers. cxmn. 
1988 ) . 
1 . 6 . 3  Well log evaluation 
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lee and gas hydrates possess sirnilar physical and electrical 
properties, resul ting in sirnilar responses in conventional electrical, 
sonic and nuclear logs ( Davidsen et al . 1978 ) .  In chapter 1 . 3 . 2  the 
abili ty of the different logs to distinguish iee-bearing pennafrost 
fran gas hydrates is discussed. The falIowing is a shJrt description 
of well-log resp:mses wi thin and below the iee-bearing pennafrost 
( Fig. 1 . 21 )  ( Oollett et al . 1988 ) :  
a )  Resistivity log 
The metl'm provides a gcxXl toal because iee exhibi ts relatively 
high electrical resistivity canpared to water, 200m and 3 m, 
respectively . The base of the iee-bearing pennafrost is oarm::nly 
marked by a substantial drap in resisti vi ty. 
b )  Sonic log 
lee is characterized by higher acoustic veloci ties than water. 
However, the metl'm has restricted value due to the lirni ted zone of 
penetration. In addition, the metl'm requires a gcxXl cx>upling between 
the side-wall and the recording toal, a si tuation which is rxmnall y 
rot met ( S . Blasco pers. C011TI. 1988 ) .  
c )  Caliper log 
The caliper log oarm::nly indicates an enla:rged borel'X>le wi thin the 
pennafrost oorizon, which can be attributed to caving associated wi th 
thawing. The metb:Jd is particularly gcxXl if sand is present. 
d)  Spontaneous potential 
The SP log generally shows a drift fron negative in iee-bearing 
pennafrost to positive below the base, attributed to an increased 
c::x:n::entration of salt. In general, the method is a weak toal, and is 
rrost useful wh.en significant salinity changes are involved ( S .Blascx> 
1988 ) • 
e )  Drilling rate 
The base of the iee-bearing pennaf:rost is of ten marked by an 
increased drilling rate. 
f )  Densi ty log 
The densi ty log shJws lower densi ty values for iee canpared to 
water. However, densi ty changes are hard to detect unless high iee 
cantent is present. 
g )  Neutron p:>:rosi ty log 
The neutron p:>:rosity log of ten indicates small to no reduction in 
apparent p:>:rosity belCM the base of iee-bearing pe:rmafrost. 
h )  Gamna log 
The garnna ray log shJws a small deflecton fran lower to higher 
values at the base of iee-bearing pennafrost . '!'his is apparent when 
the li thology is well defined. 
i )  Crystal cable log 
The meth:>d provides good resul ts. The detector spaeing sh:>uld be 
stnrt, giving a sufficient resolution. 
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In general , the tool responses are clear if sediment types are well 
defined, e.g. ; massive sand, fine clay. However, interbedded and mixed 
soil types will reduee the effect on the logs and make pennafrost 
detection difficult. Due to the similar physical properties of gas 
hydrates and frozen sediments, the available logging tools cb not 
penni t an adequate differentiation, which sh:>uld rather be based on 
temperature . The developnent of a "the:rmal conductivity log" is highly 
needed for this purpose ( S . Blasco pers . cx:m:n. 1988 ) .  
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Fig. 1 . 21 .  ldea1ized log responses at the base of the ice-bearing 
pe:rmafrost � unifonn sandstone li th::>logy ( fran 
Oollett et al . 1988 ) .  
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2.  PHYSlCAL AND GEX):UX;ICAL SE'ITI� OF THE WESTERN/IDRTHERN BARENTS SFA 
This chapter gives an introducto:ry oveI:View of the physical and 
geological condi tions in parts of the Barents Sea. Besides a general 
introduction to the area, the purp:>Se is to focus on conditions 
relevant for the occurrence of gas hydrates and subnarine pennafrost. 
Of particular interest is the Quaterruu:y developnent of the area; the 
glaciation histo:ry, the extension of the ice caps, the temperature 
conditions at the base of the ice, and the isostatic rebound. 
Furt:h.ernore, the present day hydrographical setting, particularly the 
bottaTI-water temperatures, plays an important role wi th respect to the 
preservation of pJssible gas hydrates or subsea pennafrost. Paragraph 
2 . 1  deals wi th the condi tions in the western/I'X)rthern Barents Sea in 
general, while paragraph 2 . 2  focuses speci fical ly on three selected 
study areas . Based on this chapter, an evaluation of the pJssibili ties 
for the occurrence of gas hydrates and subsea pennafrost in the 
Barents Sea will be discussed in chapter 3 .  
2 . 1  General overview 
2. 1 . 1 .  Physical setting 
a)  Physiography 
The Barents Sea, which fonns the largest present-day epicontinental 
sea ( 1 . 2  mill . km2 ) ,  is bounded by the Scandinavian peninsula to the 
south, the Svalbard archipelago to the west, and Frans Josef Land and 
Navaya Zemlya to the east. 
The sea floor IlOrphology in the western Barents Sea is an 
expreSSion of the underlying geology, characterized by parallel , broad 
trough-structures ( Storfjordrenna, BjØD1ØYrenna and Frans 
Viktoriarenna ) runni.ng I'X)rtheast-southwest, and shallow banks 
( Spitsbergenbanken, Sentralbanken and Storbanken) ( Fig. 2 . 1 ) .  Basins 
are rarely deeper than 300 m, and the banks are typically 50-150 m 
deep. The average water depth is 230 m, which is significantly deeper 
than rrost of the present day high Arctic shallow ( 10-100 m )  shel ves 
outside North America and the USSR. 
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Fig. 2 . 1 .  The Barents Sea. Bathymeb:y 
in metres. 
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b )  Hydrography 
The Barents Sea is influenced by � different types of water 
masses : Atlantic Water and Arctic Water. Atlantic Water is defined by 
T > O ° e and S > 34 . 7° / , and Arctic Water by T < _l o e and 0 0  
S = 34. 2  - 34 . 5° / ( Pfirman 1985 ) .  0 0  
Atlantic Water enters the area fran the south, and splits up in � 
currents off the coast of northem Norway ( Fig. 2 . 2 ) .  ane branch flows 
northward along the west coast of Svalbard as the West Spitsbergen 
Current, while another part continues into the Barents Sea as the 
North cape Current. At about 300 E, the North cape Current splits 
into three major routes . ane anTI turns northwards between Hopen and 
Storbanken where it suhnerges under the lighter Arctic Water. The 
second branch continues eastwards in the deeper area between 
Storbanken and Sentralbanken. The third part turns south of 
Sentralbanken, continuing into the Novaya Zernlya Current ( Fig. 2 . 2 ) . 
The West Spitsbergen CUrrent main1y follows the shelf break, 
sanetimes entering the shelf proper. The inner shelf water may not be 
classified as Atlantic Water. HCMeVer, the temperature is well above 
the freezing p::>int; +1 to +3 ° e ( Ganmelsn,OCl. & Rudels 1983 ) .  Sub zero 
temperatures have been recorded in Raudfjorden and in Van Mijenfjorden 
( Schei et al . 1979; Gammelsrød & Rudels 1983 ) .  Atlantic Water also 
enters the Barents Sea fran the north by the West Spitsbergen CUrrent, 
continuing eastward along the northern coast of Spitsbergen and 
southward into the area between Nordaustlandet and Frans Josef Land. 
Cold Arctic Water is transp::>rted into the Barents Sea by the East 
Spitsbergen and Persey Currents west and south of Frans Josef Land 
( Fig. 2 . 2 ) . The Persey Current splits north of Sentralbanken. ane 
branch turns southwards to Sentralbanken, but this part is probably 
small . The main branch flows southwestwards along the eastem slope of 
Spitsbergenbanken as the BjønlØYa Current. This current turns around 
BjønlØYa and flows northeastwards around Storfjordrerma (Midttun & 
Loeng 1987 ) ( Fig. 2 . 2 ) .  
The 1:x:ll1ndary between the cold Arctic Water and WanTI Atlantic Water 
to the south is a strong temperature gradient known as the Oceanic 
Polar Front ( Fig. 2 . 2 ) .  In the area west of Sentralbanken, the Polar 
Front is distinct and follows the bathymeb:y. The surface expression 
is located above the 100 m isobath north of BjøD1ØYrerma ( Johannessen 
& Foster 1978 ) .  In the eastem Barents Sea the front area is less 
distinct, and a mixed water mass covers great areas (Midttun & 
Loeng 1987 ) .  
• 
Fig. 2 . 2 .  General circulatian map. Solid arrows den::>te wann water, 
broken arrows den::>te ex>ld water. Heavy lines indicate the 
Oceanic Polar Front. Fran Pfinnan ( 1985 ) .  ( Data fran 
Tantsiura 1959 . ) 
Labelled currents are :  
1 .  West Spitsbergen CUrrent 5 .  Hopen-Bjøx:nøya Current 
2 .  North cape Current 6 .  East Spitsbergen Current 
3 .  South cape Current 7 .  Arctic Atlantic Current 
4 .  Persey Current 8 .  Novaya Zernlya Current 
In the southenl Barents Sea the Atlantic Water fills the entire 
water ex>lumn, whereas nJrth of the Polar Front the water masses are 
stratified. Figure 2 . 3  shows a profile fran a statian east of Kong 
Karls Land, and the following stratificatian of the water ex>lumn is 
apparent ( Pfirman 1985 ) :  
- Surfaee Water fonns during the SU!IIner as sea iee mel ts and 
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retreats . The layer nonnally extends to a depth of 20-30 m, but may 
extend down to 50 m on shallCM banks . The Surface Water is bounded 
cDwnwards by a strong pycn:x::line ( Fig. 2 . 3 ) .  Temperature and salini ty 
o of the Surface Water general ly decrease northwards, fran 5 C and 
34. 00 / at 750 N to less than _l o e  and 32 . 00 / near Kong Karls Land. 0 0  0 0  
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Fig. 2 . 3 .  Hydrographic station east sh::Jwin:1 typical Barents Sea water 
masses north of the Polar Front. Fron Pfinnan ( 1985 ) . 
- Arctic Water is defined by T < -l o e  and S < 34. 50 / , and is 0 0  
located beneath the surface layer. Minimum temperatures typically 
occur near 75 m water depth, but can vary between 20-150 m. These cold 
water masses probably originate fran a deep convection layer developed 
during sea-ice fonnation at the sea surface in the Arctic Ocean, the 
Barents Sea, and the Kara Sea ( Eilertson et al . 1981 ) .  
- Atlantic Water is defined by T > O o C and S > 34 . 70 / , and usually 0 0  
identified as a temperature maxi:mum at a depth of 200-250 m ( Fig. 2 . 3 )  . 
The temperature decreases northward, and maxi:mum values for the 
northern Atlantic Water are 1 . 0  - 1 . 5  ° C. Atlantic Water is present in 
Storfjordrenna and the deep basins . In large areas of the northern 
Barents Sea these water masses do not occur . 
- Cold Deep Water has tanperatures leM&" than O o C and salini ties 
higher than 34 . 70 / • The oold water mass may fonn by oooling of 0 0  
Atlantic Water near shallow banks ( Loeng  1980 ) ,  or may be due to 
IOCldification of Arctic Water by brine rejection during sea-ice 
fonnation (Midttun 1985 ) .  The Cold Deep Water is the densest water 
mass in the Barents Sea ( Fig. 2 .3 ) ,  and has a limited distribution. It 
occurs beneath Atlantic Water west of Sentralbanken and Storbanken. 
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The winter and SUIIII1er situations differ rrost clearly in the 
vertical stIucture of the water masses . During SUIIII1er, wann Surface 
Water is fonned by ice melting and usually reaches cDwn to 15 m. 
However, on shallow banks such as Spi tsbergenbanken, the mel t layer 
and the Arctic Water mix, and the whole water coltmlI1 may be wanned up 
to temperatures as high as 3 ° c  ( Loeng  & Skjoldal 1987 ) .  During 
auttmlIl, the surface water is oooled, and stable tanperature and 
salini ty oondi tions are established on the banks .  The tanperatures 
will be just above freezing point, L e .  -1 . 5  to -1 . 8  ° C. In the deeper 
areas, the water masses may be h:::m::lgeneous cDwn to 200 m (Midttun & 
Loeng 1987 ) .  
In conclusion, the bottan water temperatures in the oorthe:rn and 
central Barents Sea are characterized by sub zero oondi tions except 
for limi ted areas . Figure 2 . 4  sh:Jws the surnner temperatures of the 
bottan water. Wann water covers the whole of Spitsbergenbanken. This 
condition lasts for approximately two m::mths; throughout the rest of 
the year the bank is covered by sub zero water. On the easte:rn slope 
of Spitsbergenbanken, the oold southerly flowing BjØxnwa CUrrent 
o keeps the temperatures below -1 C. On Sentralbanken, Storbanken and 
south of Kvi1:øya, the bottan water tanperature is less than -1 ° c, 
while Atlantic Water in the areas between generally has tanperatures 
higher than O ° c  ( Fig. 2 . 4 ) . In BjØrnøyrenna, south of the map, the 
bottan water tanperature is nore or less constant around 2 o C. 
During the Holocene, the water depth has chang'ed, mainly due to 
isostatic rebound. In the early Holocene ( 8-9000 BP ) ,  the water depth 
in the central Barents Sea may have been 100 m deeper than at present. 
The Polar Front is strorYJly confined by the bathymetry. Accordingly, 
the distribution of the water masses may have varied considerably. The 
apparently deeper early Holocene Barents Sea may have experienced 
intrusion of Atlantic Water over the entire area 
c )  Sea ice oondi tions 
Sea ice covers large parts of the Barents Sea rrost of the year. The 
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interarmua1 variation of the sea ice extension is very large 
( Fig. 2 . 5 ) . The outer ice edge in winter usua11y fo11ows the Oceanic 
Polar Front wi th maxinrum ice extension ( about 73 - 75° N)  occurring in 
March-Apri1 . During the mel t season, the ice edge usua11y retreats as 
far north as 790 N. The recession of the ice front occurs main1y 
between June and July. The minimum ice extension occurs in August -
Septanber ( Loeng  1979; Vinj e 1985 ) .  
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Fig. 2 . 4 .  Schematic tottan water circu1ation pattenl and tottan water 
temperature in the Barents Sea (measured during sunmer) . 
Fram E1verhØi et al . ( 1989 ) 
The greater part of the ice in the Barents sea is fonned locall y, 
whi1e multiyear ice fran the Arctic Ocean may pass through the 
straits east of Svalbard for shorter periods. The ice drift pattenl 
\ \ 
is genera11y tcMards the south, and wind is the cbninant driving force 
( Vinje 1985 ) .  In the southern part, between BjørryWa and Hopen, the 
ice thickness is generally atout 40 - 150 an . At the latitude of 
Kvi tøya it is estimated to average 165 an at the end of the freezing 
season ( Vinj e 1985 ) .  
\ 
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Fig. 2 . 5. Max.irnum and minimum extension of sea ice in the Barents Sea. 
Fron Vinje ( 1985 ) .  
2 . 1 . 2  Geological setting 
a)  Pre-Quate:rnary history 
The pre-Quate:rnary of the Barents Sea can be sumnarized as follows 
( Faleide et al . 1984; Rønnevik & Jacobsen 1984; Gabrielsen et al . 
1984; Gabrielsen et al . in prep. ) :  
- The caledonides, m::>St likely constituting the metano:rphic 
basement in the southwestenl parts of the Barents Sea and in 
Svalbard ( Faleide et al . 1984; Steel & Worsley 1984 ) ,  were 
oonsolidated during the Late Silurian to Early Devonian 
caledonian Orogeny. In the central and lX)rthen1 Barents Sea the 
basement is suggested to be of Baikalian age, al ttxJugh the 
platform probably was partly reactivated during the caledonian 
Orogeny (Ulmishek 1985 ) .  Aeranagnetic studies undertaken by the 
Geological Su:rvey of Norway ( I'GJ )  and deep seismic studies by 
( IKU) suggest that the basement of the central and southwestern 
Barents Sea is constituted by the "Norwegian branch" of the 
caledonian orogen, and the basement of Spitsbergen and the 
lX)rthwestenl parts of the Barents Sea are consti tuted by alX)ther 
"Svalbard branch" of the orogen. 
- The Late Devonian to Early carboniferous was characterized by 
graben formation and large sedimentation rates wi thin the basin. 
The subsidence of the basins terminated in the middle 
carboniferous, and thick evapori tes were then deposi ted in sone 
of them ( e .  g.  Nordkapp and T:r:ansø Basins ) .  
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- In middle C8rl:x:>niferous to Late Pennian, the Barents Sea was a 
platform area wi th deposi tion of carbonates and evapori tes . Basin 
margins were si tuated to the west and south. 
- In the Late Permian, elastie input fran the basin margins 
increased. Approximately at the Pennian-Triassic boundary, 
regional carbonate deposition terminated. 
- During the Triassic and Early Jurasic, thick clastic shelf 
sequences were deposi ted during tectonic quiet condi tions. 
- In the Mid Jurassic to Early Cretaceous, the area was affected by 
several tectonic phases which caused the area to be broken up 
into different tectonic bloks, mainly by reactivation of older 
lineaments. LcMer Cretaceous sequences of great thickness were 
deposi ted in the rapidly subsidirg basins to the west . 
- In the Late Cretaceous, tectonie aetivi ty at the westeIn margin 
of the Barents Sea eaused local cx:mpression and uplift,  and 
condensed · sequences were deposi ted in nost of the Barents Sea . 
Thick tIpper Cretaceous sequences are found only in local 
subsidirg basins at the westeIn margin. 
- In the Palaeogene, nost of the area subsided, while tectonie 
aeti vi ty aleng the westeIn margin eaused uplift of the 
IX>rthwesteIn area between BjØ� and Spitsbergen. The 
cx::mpressional defonnation affecting the northern platfonn 
areas probably took place at this time ( Eocene-Oligocene? ) ,  and 
therefore it is possible that these areas were uplifted 
° relatively to the platfonn south of 75 N. 
- In the Neogene, the Barents Sea shelf was strongly eroded, and 
the erosional produets were deposi ted in large fans aleng the 
westeIn and IX>rthe:rn margin of the Barents Sea. 
b )  Bedrock geology 
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The lm:Jwledge of the bedrock geology in the IX>rthe:rn Barents Sea is 
general ly p::lOr. Current infannation is essentially based on 
geophysical investigations canbined wi th correlations to the adj acent 
islands and exploratory wells in the southe:rn Barents Sea ( Rønn,evik et 
al . 1982; Faleide et al . 1984 ) . In the area IX>rth of 74° N and west of 
35° E,  El verhøi et al . ( 1988 ) presented a revised subcrop map ( Fig. 2 . 6  ) 
based on single channel sparker profiles, in canbination with data 
fran the Late Quatel:nary unlithified sediments, which are suggested to 
be of semilocal origin. Fran the area east of 35° E,  only few 
reflection seismie lines have been published se far, and the 
geological interpretation of these areas is largely based on extension 
of the a1Shore geology canbined wi th seismie refraetion measurements 
( Murzin et al . 1984; Verba 1984; Ulmishek 1985 ) .  
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The rnain elements of the shallow bedrock geology of the western 
Barents Sea north of 740 N are ( Fig. 2 . 6 ) ( ElverhØi et al . 1988 ) :  
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Pre-Devonian Hecla Hook rcx;ks subcrop between Kvi tøya and 
Nordaustlandet . South of this area, carbonates of Carboniferous -
PenTIian age are lcx::alized in an east-northeast striking zone . PenTIian 
sediments are also found south and southeast of Bjørnøya ( Fig. 2 . 6 )  . 
° In the rest of the study area (north of 74 N and east of Knølegga 
Faul t ) ,  Mesozoic rcx;ks of various age suocrop. Samples of Early 
Triassic age were not recovered, a fact attributed to 1 )  no or very 
limi ted exposure, or 2 )  the ccmbination of fine-grained canposi tion 
and glacial ccmninution may cause under-representation of LcMer 
Triassic clasts in the Quaternary sediments. Recent investigations in 
the central Barents Sea seem to support explanation 1 (Antonsen et 
al . in prep. ) . 
The Upper Triassic - LcMer Jurassic rocks slxM a wide distribution. 
South of the Penro - Carboniferous outerop in the North.enl Barents 
Sea, a southwest-northeast trending area with Upper Triassic - LcMer 
Jurassic rcx;ks extends to south of Hopen ( Fig. 2 . 6 ) .  To the south, the 
Sentralbanken High has mainly Triassic rocks, except for scattered 
Jurassic samples, coinciding wi th synfonns . A minor wi.ndcM of Upper 
Triassic - LcMer Jurassic rcx;ks is also present on the southe:rn part 
of Storbanken, and in areas north and southeast of Bjørnøya 
( Fig. 2 . 6 )  . 
Upper Jurassic - LcMer Cr'etaceous rcx;ks are suggested to suocrop on 
the rnain part of the Storbanken High, and in a southwestern extension, 
indicating a connection wi th the Upper Mesozoic rcx;ks in the Olga 
Basin. A continuous suocrop of Upper Mesozoic rocks across the inner 
part of Bjørnøyrenna is also indicated. Upper Jurassic - Lower 
Cr'etaceous rocks rrost likely subcrop in the sørkapp Basin on 
central Spitsbergenbanken, in a southe:rn corridor east of BjøIntJya, 
and in a narrow corridor west of 18° E ( Fig. 2 . 6 )  . 
On the basis of shallow seismie profiling , the northwestern Barents 
Sea is characterized by gently dipping or flat lying layers. However, 
northeast of Hopen a north-northeast - south-southwest trending, 
tectonically disturbed zone is present. The zone is characterized by 
antifonnsjsynfonns, but faults have also been observed. Typical of 
this zone is a subcrop of Upper Jurassic-Lower Cr'etaceous rocks wi thin 
the synfonns, while Upper Triassic-LcMer Jurassic rcx;ks are found 
within the antifonns. The thickness of the Upper Jurassic-LcMer 
Cr'etaceous sequence is estimated to less than 400 m, while in the Olga 
Basin ( Fig. 2 . 6 ) ,  the thickness may exceed 1 km. 
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c )  Sediments ab:Jve bedrock 
In the southwestern Barents Sea, the thickness of the QuaternaIy 
sediments is general ly between 50 and 100 m, increasing to rrore than 
200 m in depressions ( Fig. 2 . 7 ) .  North of 74° N the Quaternary cover is 
thinner, averaging < 15 m, with the exception of locally thicker 
accunrulations fringing banks and in troughs . Larger sediment 
accunrulations are present in the western part of the major troughs 
(BjØ� and storfjordrerma ) .  Near the shelf edge in Bjørnwrerma 
the thickness exceeds 500 m ( Fig . 2 . 7 )  ( Solheim & Kristoffersen 1984 ) .  
The boundary between the bedrock and the unli thified sediments is 
usually seen in the seismie profiles as a well-defined angular 
unconfo:rmi ty (Upper Regional Unconfo:rmi ty, URU ) . However, in areas of 
flat-lying bedrock layers the unconfo:rmi ty may be difficul t to detect 
( Solheim & Kristoffersen 1984 ) .  
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Fig . 2 . 7  Thickness of unoonsolidated sediments . Fran Solheim & 
Kristoffersen ( 1984 ) . 
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The sediment type and thickness can be sumnarized, fron the bottan 
and upwards ( El verhØi & Solheim 1983 ) ( Fig. 2 . 8 ) :  
A: Stiff, pebbly mud, interpreted as till and/or glacianarine 
sediments overrun by a glacier. In areas wi th water depth less 
than 300 ffi, the thickness of the unit is in general less than 15 ffi. 
B:  Soft mud with pebbles, interpreted as Late Weichselian proximal 
glacianarine deposits. In areas with water depth less than 300 ffi, 
the thickness is camonly less than 5 ffi. otherwise, the 
thickness increases to 15 - 20 ffi. 
C: Fine-grained, Holocene mud, wi th higher content of foraminifera 
and organic debris. '!'his unit occurs in areas wi th water depth 
greater than 300 ffi, and the thickness is camonly less than 1 . 5  ffi. 
The Holocene mud is also present in shallower areas, particularl y 
in depressions and as infill in iceberg ploughmarks. 
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Fig. 2 . 8 .  Sediment stratigraphy in the rx:>rthern Barents Sea 
d) Arctic sil ts 
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Sediments of the Arctic shel ves in general contain a larger 
fraction of silt than their counterparts in IlOre temperate regions of 
the world. The Arctic silts of ten overlie relict permafrost, and these 
sediments have a highly variable nature ccmpared to other offshore 
deposits. The engineering properties of the Arctic silts are pcxJrly 
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kInwn. The canbination of strong dilatancy and low penneabili ty resul t 
in unusually high shear strength values for fast loading (Watt 1982 ) .  
However, data rY:M exist to conclude that typical undrained triaxial 
canpression tests can overestimate the in si tu undrained strength by 
75% ( Ladd et al . 1984 ) . The behavior of the Arctic silts under cyclic 
loading ( L e.  waves or earthquakes ) is very p:x:>rly defined. Arctic 
silts in the Barents Sea have not been identified and their properties 
are canpletely l.lI1krxJwn . 
2 . 2  Selected study areas 
The present project includes seismie interpretation frem several 
areas in the Barents Sea. In this chapter, the geological/geophysical/ 
physical properties in these areas are discussed, and presented in 3 
transects. The purpose is to sutmit data relevant for an evaluation of 
possible cx::currences of gas hydrates or subsea pennafrost in the 
regions. The posi tions of the transects were chosen in accordance wi th 
the areas of sei smie interpretation and acquisi tion presented in 
chapter 4;  Bjømøyrenna, Sentralbanken and Spitsbergenbanken south of 
Hopen, respectively ( Fig . 2 . 9 ) .  Transect l extends frem the shallow 
area around Bjørnøya, southwards into BjØ:rnøy.renna to approximately 
72o N. The Polar Front is located on the northern slope of Bj� 
( Fig. 2 . 9 ) .  Transect 2 runs frem the southern tip of Hopen, and 
southwards on Spitsbergenbanken, north of the Polar Front. Transect 3 
extends towards the southeast frem the southern tip of Hopen, crossing 
the northeastern part of BjØ:rnøy.renna, to Sentralbanken. The Polar 
Front is crossed twice, on both slopes of BjØ:rnøy.renna ( Fig. 2 . 9 )  . 
Figure 2 . 10 slxMs the three transects plotted against depth. The 
values given for the various parameters are taken frem several papers, 
and are briefly described as follows: 
2 . 2 . 1  Physical setting 
a )  Air temperature 
Mean temperature for the whole year, measured in the pericx:l 
1951-80 ( Steffensen 1982 ) :  
Bjørnøya: -2 . 1  ° C. 
Hopen: ° -6 . 1  C. 
b)  Water temperature and salini ty 
Typical values for the water temperature are slxMn on the sections 
in figure 2 . 10, based on measurernents done in approximately the same 
area ( Eide 1983, Loeng 1983 ) . fvbst of the observations are fran the 
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Fig. 2 . 9 .  Map showing location of the three transects presented in 
figure 2 . 10. -Jf - - Arctic Water +- Atlantic Water. 
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In the Bjørnøya section ( I ) ,  the Atlantic Water follows the 
southern slope of BjØ:rnøyrenna. Colder and fresher water is found on 
the botlan of the charmel and on its IXlrtheDl flank. On 
Spitsbergenbanken a less saline and scmewhat colder water mass is 
found. The section is based on mean values for observations made in 
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August-September during the years 1966-1977 ( Eide 1983 ) .  In winter the 
temperature of the botlan-water at Spitsbergenbanken may approach the 
freezing point, -1 . 5 o C to -1 . 8 o C ( Loeng  1983 ) .  Transect Il is based 
on a section showing the ternperature and salinity over the slape of 
Spitsbergenbanken in the middle of the S1..D1ITI9r ( Eide 1983 ) .  A shallow 
( 15 - 3Qn) 1ayer of meltwater has fonned, with ternperatures >0 ° C. 
BeICM this 1ayer is a vertically well mixed layer with a ternperature 
o around -1 . 5  C. 
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Measurements on Spitsbergenbanken by the end of the winter shc:M 
very cold ( _1 . 50 C) water wi th salinities up to 3 . 49 % throughout the 
w}x)le water COlUllU1. On b:>th sides of the bank, there is wanner and 
nore saline Atlantic Water. Spitsbergenbanken is usually ice oovered 
in the winter, and rej ection of salt fran the ice increases the 
salinity of the bank water ( Eide 1983 ) .  Section III is based on 
sections fran Eide ( 1983 ) and Skjoldal ( pers. carm . 1988 ) measured in 
August-September. The Atlantic Water is completely split at 
Sentralbanken, and ternperatures belCM -I o C  are found. In 
Hopen-djupet, the minimum ternperatures are around O o C. 
c) Water depth 
The water depth in the study area varies fran 50 m to nore than 400 
m ( Fig. 2 . 10 ) . The water depth in the rest of the Barents Sea is shc:Mn 
in figure 2 . 1 .  
2 . 2 . 2  Sediments above Upper Regional Unconfonni ty 
a )  Thickness 
The thickness of the Quaterruu:y sediments in the study area is 
plotted on the sections in figure 2 . 10, based on the map by Solheim & 
Kristoffersen ( 1984 ) ( Fig. 2 . 7 ) . In the area around b:>th Bjørnøya and 
Hopen, and in parts of Sentralbanken, they found exposed bedrock to 
cover probably nore than 50% of area. HCMever, newer 3 . 5  kHz data s}x)w 
nost of this region to be covered by a thin veneer ( 1-5 msec twt )  of 
soft sediments, IX>t resolvable by ICMer frequency seismic data. To the 
south and in the area between Hopen and Sentralbanken, sanewhat 
thicker sediments (up to 25 msec twt )  are probably present in nore 
than 50% of the area. In central parts of BjØ:rnøyrenna, the thickness 
locally exceeds 150 msec twt, increasing westward to nore than 500 
msec twt near the shelf edge ( Solheim & Kristoffersen 1984 ) ( Fig. 
2 . 7 )  . 
b)  Calp::>si tion 
The type and canposi tion of the unconsolidated sediments are 
described in section 2 . 1 .  2c ) . 
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Fig. 2 . 10.  a )  Section 1 .  Mean va1ues of water ternperatures measured 
in August-September. URU marks the upper regional 
unconfo:rmi ty. Based on Eide ( 1983 ) .  
Quaternary sediments 
c )  Total organic carOOn ( TOC )  and total carbon (TC) content . 
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The total carOOn (TC) va1ues in the unconsolidated sediments 
general l y varies fran 1 to 3 % .  In the Holocene sediments, TC is 
greatest for the clay-sized fraetion, wi th the content decreasing wi th 
increasing grainsize . The Late Weichselian deposi ts all have about the 
same total carOOn content, which is usually ICMer than that in the 
Holocene sediments above ( Forsberg 1983 ) .  TOC values are slightly 
1ower, up to 1-2%, indicating that the main carbon content is of 
organic origin ( El verht>i et al . 1988 ) .  Palynologic investigations 
derronstrate that the organic matter is mainly reworked fran Mesozoic 
rocks ( Trondsen  & Bjærke 1983 ) . 
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Fig. 2 . 10 .  b)  Section 2 .  Mean values of water temperatures measured 
in the middle of July. Based on Eide ( 1983 ) .  
d) Geothermal gradient 
The Continental Shelf and Petroleum Technology Research Institute 
Ltd. ( 1KU) has measured temperature and thermal conducti vi ty of 
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sediment samples in a shallo.v well (D85-0 ) of Spitsbergenbanken 
( Fig. 2 . 9 ) .  The measurements were 00ne down to 40 m belo.v the seabed, 
all in unconsolidated sediments of Quatem.ary age. Subzero 
temperatures occurred in a zone down to nore than 15 m belo.v the 
seabed ( Fig. 2 . 11 ) .  The temperature gradient belo.v the subze:ro interval 
was estimated to be 31 . O o Cjkm ( IKU news 1988 ) .  
HOPEN SECTION 3 
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Fig. 2 . 10.  c )  Section 3 .  Mean values of water ternperatures measured in 
August-September. Based on Skjoldal ( pers .  ccmn. ) and 
Eide ( 1983 ) .  
e )  Seisnic velocity 
In order to map the seafloor velocity and the velocity distribution 
in the upper sediments, Beskow et al . ( 1984 ) used sonobuay data, while 
Berge & Besko.v ( 1983 ) interpreted IX>I1-muted reflection data, using 
both reflected and refracted waves. The seafloor veloci ties found 
along a profile stretching fran Spitsbergenbanken, over Bjørn;z)yrenna 
to Sentralbanken, varied between 1700 m/s to 2750 m/s .  The highest 
100 
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velocity is found in BjØ� where the water depth is greatest. 
According to Berge & Beska-l ( 1983 ) ,  the velocity corresponds mainly 
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to the velocity in glacial and postglacial sediments. Houtz ( 1980 ) 
presented a map of seafloor velocities based on sonobuoy data, sh:Jwing 
considerably higher velocities than deseribed above . According to 
Berge & Beskow ( 1983 ) ,  these velocities seem to be deseribing the 
sediment velocities at sane depth below sea bottaTI. 
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Fig. 2 . 11 .  Temperature measurements in a shallow well on 
Spitsbergenbanken. Frau IKU news ( 1988 ) .  
f )  Pockmarks. 
As side sean sonar surveys were rot carried out in the rorthern 
Barents Sea unti1 1983 , reports on pockmarks are sparse. However, a 
sanewhat restricted data base obtained since then seems to indicate 
that pockmarks are abundant over large parts of the rorthel:n Barents 
Sea. Solheim & El verhØi ( 1985 ) reported a pockmark field on the 
flank of Spitsbergenbanken, southeast of Hopen ( Fig. 2 . 1 ) ,  in 
waterdepths ranging fran 150 to 250 m. In this area, pockmarks covered 
up to 25 % of the sea floor. They were relatively small, averaging 
only 10-20 m in diameter, and usually < 1 m in depth. The small 
di1nensions were taken as a function of the thin cover of soft, 
Holocene mud in which the pockmarks were recorded. In areas of a ITDre 
reflecti ve, apparentl y harder sea floor, pockmarks seemed to 
concentrate in the troughs of iceberg plough marks. Due to the thin 
cover of Quaternary sediments (generally < 10 m ) ,  mainly consisting of 
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glacigenic sediments with a low content of primary organic carron, 
Solheim & El verhøi ( 1985 ) interpreted the pockmarks to be fonned by 
gas seepage fran a deeper petrogenic source. The pockmark densi ty a1so 
appeared to be highest where dipping layers alm:>st outcropped in 
sanewhat steeper slopes . Based on data aquired during hydrographic 
surveying in 1984 and 1985, Solheim ( 1988 ) reported pockmarks fran 
Erik Eriksenstretet, between I<c::n1 Karls Land and Nordaustlandet ( Fig. 
2 . 1 ) .  The densi ty in this region is low, but the dimensions seem to be 
canparable with the enes reported fran southeast of Hopen. Associated 
with the pockmarks are also patches of rrore reflective sea floor, 
appearing as dark spots of the same diameter as the pockmarks in side 
sean sonograrns . These are preliminarily interpreted as fonned by the 
same process that fonned the pockmarks, but wi th only a sorting 
effect, causing a rrore coarse grained sea floor, without producing a 
noticeable depression. An extensive acoustic SUIVey in 1987 covered 
the IX>rthern part of BjØn1ØYrenna, between Storbanken and the 
northeastern part of Spitsbergenbanken ( Solheim et al . 1988 ) .  The side 
sean records showed pockmarks of similar dimensions as previOUSly 
reported to be widespread over the entire SUIVey area, but mainly 
below 150 - 200 m water depth. At shallower depths the sea floor is 
too disturbed by iceberg plough marks . In conclusion, pockmarks are 
widespread over the northern Barents Sea. Th.ey are generally small 
( 10-20 m diameter ) and shallow « l  - 2 m l . Their size and distribution 
seern to be a function of the distribution of soft, post-g1acial 
sediments . So far, no attempt has been made to relate pockmark 
distribution to subcrop bedrock geology. 
2 . 2 . 3  Bedrock characteristics 
The approximate subcrop of the main OOundaries is sh:Jwn on the 
transects ( Fig. 2 . 10 ) ,  based on interpreted seismic profiles . 
a) Total organic carron 
Values for the total organic carron content· in the sedimentary 
bedrock can be estimated by extrapolating fran the wells farther 
south. Spathian and Ladinian ( Lower/Middle Triassic ) typically have 
2-5% 'IOC, while the Middle/Upper Triassic Ladinian and carnian contain 
0. 5-1 . 5% .  In general , the Upper Jurassic rocks may contain 5-7% in the 
better zones; locally lxMever, the values may be as high as 10-15%. In 
Lower Jurassic and Cretaceous the values generally are low ( 0-2% ) ( F . 
Riis pers . cam. 1988 ) .  
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b )  Porosity 
Approximate values for the :pJ:rosi ties, estimated fran well data in 
the southeJ:n Barents Sea yield 20% for the Triassic sequence in the 
western areas, increasing to 25% towards the east ( 35° E ) . In the 
Jurassic and Cretaceous, the :pJ:rosi ties can be as high as 30% ( F. Riis 
pers. can. 1988 ) .  However, measuranents in Svalbard indicate lower 
:pJrosity values . Elverht>i & Grønlie ( 1981 ) found :pJ:rosity values as 
lCM as 3-10 % for the Mesozoic and Tertiary sedirnentary sequences on 
Spitsbergen and Edgeøya. Po:rosity values fran Hopen and the Svalbard 
Platfonn are rot available, but petrographical studies of clast 
material fran the western Barents Sea indicate similari ty wi th the 
Mesozoic strata in Svalbard (Antonsen & Flood 1987 ) . Therefore it 
seems reasonable to anticipate :pJ:rosi ty values in the same range as 
that found in Svalbard for I1DSt of the transect areas. 
c )  Seismic velocity 
The veloci ties for the sedirnentary layers in the transects are 
taken fran a study by Faleide et al . ( 1984 ) ,  based on mul tichannel 
reflection seismics and sorx>buoy data fran the western Barents Sea. 
They found the fOllCMing velocities representative for the different 
sedimentary layers: 
Palecx:::ene - Upper Cretaceous: 2 . 3  - 3 . 5  km/s . 
Lower Cretaceous 2 . 7  - 3 . 8  
Jurassic - Triassic 3 . 7  - 5 . 4  
Penro - Carboniferous 5 .  O - 6 . 4  
However, on the Svalbard Platfonn the velocities are sligtly higher 
than those in the same sequences farther south ( Eldholm et al . 1984 ) .  
In this area, Triassic sediments range fron 4 . 3  to 5 . 5  km/s with sea 
floor velocities of 4 . 3-4. 4  km/s close to Hopen. 
2 . 3  Late Cenozoic History 
The Late Cenozoic is a time interval when the high latitude areas 
of the rorthern hemisphere ex:perienced a climatic cooling. Glacial 
episodes in the areas surrounding the Norwegian Sea are, based on ice 
rafted detritus, documented as early as late Miocene ( 5 . 5  Ma ) ( Jansen 
et al . in press ) .  But the IIDSt drarnatic charYJe is the onset of 
the major glaciations in the Pliocene . The exact dating of the 
develq;ment of the major continental glaciations is still under 
discussion. However, recent data fran ODP Leg 104 on the Vøring 
Plateau suggest that the first major expansion of the Fenn::>seandian 
lee Sheet to the Norwegian coastal waters took plaee at about 2 . 6  Ma 
( Jansen et al . 1988 ) . This is based on the appearance of a large 
influx of iee-rafted debris and a major change in the oxygen -isotope 
ccrnposition towards heavy o 1 8 o-values at that time. 
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According to Jansen et al . ( in press ) ( Fig. 2 . 12 ) ,  the Late 
Pliocene and Pleistocene can be divided into three periods. The first 
period, covering the time interval between 2 . 6  and 1 . 2  Ma, was 
characterized by cold surfaee water condi tions in the 
Norwegian-Greenland Sea, and during interglacial periods there was 
only a weak influx of Atlantic water, as canpared with interglacials 
towards the end of the Pleistocene ( Jansen et al . 1988 ) . The initial 
part of this first period, until about 2 Ma, was also characterized by 
severe or extensive glaciations, while in the time interval between 2 
and 1 . 2  Ma, the glaciations in Scandinavia most likely were small . In 
the second period, fran 1 .  2 Ma to 0. 6 Ma, the input of iee-rafted 
material increases, and is interpreted to reflect intensified 
glaciations . During this period, there is also a gradual transi tion 
towards larger glaciations and wanner interglacials, condi tions which 
characterize the third period spanning the last 0 . 6  My ( Jansen et al . 
1988 ) . In this third period, the glacials - interglacials changes show 
a cyclic patten1 of the well knJwn 100, 41 and 21 ka wavelengths . 
Drilling on the outer parts of the Norwegian shelf also indicates 
enset of extensive glaciations in Pliocene . In 1988 the Norwegian 
Petrolet.nn Directorate carried out stratigraphie studies of two we11s 
in the Senj a Ridge, penetrating the easte:rn part of a sedimentary 
wedge which is developed along the weste:rn margin of the Barents Sea. 
Foraminifera and in particular Sr isotope values suggest a Pliocene 
age ( ap.  2 . 5  Ma )  for the deepest part of the wedge. Dropstones are 
found at several levels in the wedge. Rough calculations indicate 
that the sediment volurne in the wedge corresponds to 1000 m of erosion 
of the central Barents Sea (Vorren pers. CClTI11. 1988 ) .  As discussed 
further in chapter 3, this indicates a very high erosional rate 
throughout the Late Pliocene/Pleistocene. 
Prior to the developnent of the continental ice sheets, the 
oorthe:rn regions I1Dst likely developed tundra condi tions, and the 
boundary of boreal and forested condi tions were forced to the south 
(Brigham-Grette et al . 1988 ) . Evidence for the beginning of a cold 
climate in the Late Cenozoic is also seen fran the thick glacianarine 
sediments in Alaska int&preted as dePJSi tions fran a widespread 
nountain glaciation as early as 10 Ma (YakatanJa Fonnation )  ( PfIaker 
1981 ) • 
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Fig . 2 . 12 .  Coarse fraction and isotope record of ODP Site 644A, on the 
Vøring Plateau. The coarse fraction (mainly reflecting ice­
rafted debris, IRD ) is used as an indicator of the extension 
and intensity of the glacials. As seen fran the figure, the 
amplitude of the IRD increases in the Brunhes, suggested to 
reflect increased intensi ty and extension of the glaciaIs . 
The time scale is produced by linear int&pOlation between 
magnetie reversals. ( From  Jansen et al . 1987 ) . 
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Lack of sui table and precise dating methcx::ls has led to a number of 
controv"ersies and apparently contradictory infannation on the 
developnent of the cold late Cenozoic clirnate. The timing of 
developnent of tundra condi tions, reflecting sub-zero average armual 
temperatures, in the high Arctic regions is a highly debated subject 
(Brigham-Grette et al . 1988 ) .  The minimum age for pennafrost is 
probably about 2 . 4  Ma, but a cold clirnate may also have existed prior 
to this. A main topic of discussion is the timing of the developnent 
of pennanent sea ice cover of the Arctic Ocean ( e . g. Clark 1982; 
Herman & Hopkins 1980; Markussen et al . 1985 ) .  
The paleoenvironmental interpretations of the Arctic Ocean have 
largely been based on lith::>stratigraphy ccmbined with paleanagnetic 
data. For a lang time it has been suggested that the onset of 
perennial sea ice condi tions in the Arctic Basin took place in the 
Late Miocene.  HcMever, this concept has TXM been challenged by a 
revision of the paleanagnetic data, indicating anset of perennial 
sea-ice cover at the Matuyama/Gauss boundaIy, at about 2 . 48 Ma ( Jones 
1987 ) .  It is to be noted that according to resul ts fran the ODP Leg 
104 fran the Vøring Plateau, sea ice and/or minor continental glaciers 
extending to the sea may have existed prior to 2 . 5  Ma. Sa far, thick 
Late Miocene glacigenic sediment sequences, similar to th::>se in 
Alaska, have not been found in the European Arctic, indicating that 
IIDUI1tain glaciations and the associated climate may have a limi ted 
existence and distribution in the European Arctic. 
2 . 3 . 1  Summary - Late Cenozoic paleoenvironment:  Svalbard - Barents Sea 
aur k:nowledge of the Late Cenozoic paleoenvironment in Svalbard and 
the Barents Sea is very limited. If we apply the general ideas 
developed for the Late Cenozoic , we can very tentative ly outline the 
fOllowing evolution of the Svalbard/Barents Sea Region: 
a) Early - Early Late Pliocene ( 5  - 2 . 6  Ma) 
Initial cooling of the region wi th possible IIDUI1tain glaeiers in 
Svalbard. Parts of the Barents Sea may have been sul::merged and covered 
by sea ice during wintertime. Towards the end of the period, 
pennafrost and tundra conditions may have developed in Svalbard and 
subaerial parts of the Barents Sea. However, the extension of the 
sul::merged and subaerially exposed areas of the Barents Sea in this 
period is l.Il"lkncMn . 
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b)  Mid/Late Pliocene/Early Pleistocene ( 2 . 6  - 1 .  2 Ma )  
This period is characterized by the onset of major glaciations at 
about 2 . 6  Ma. The extent and duration of the glacials are not wel1 
krx:Jwn . However, judging fran the intensity of the iee rafting, 
glaciations in the first part of the period rnay have been extensive, 
while the glaciations t.cMards the end of this period were less severe .  
Pennanent sea iee cover is likely to have developed in the Arctic 
Ocean. Due to restricted intrusion of wann Atlantic water to the 
northe:m shelf regions during interglacials, the subnerged parts of 
the Barents Sea were probably oovered by sea iee for lcn;;J intervals.  
c )  Pleistocene, pre-Weichselian ( 1 .  2 - 0. 12 Ma )  
This epoch is characterized by glacial - interglacial cycles, and 
for the last 0 . 9  Ma, the duration of the major events is approximately 
100 000 years. During glacials, the iee cover has , however, not 
persisted continuously. For example, the Weichselian glaciation 
apparently consisted of three stadiaIs, interrupted by two 
interstadials. In general, the interglacials are characterized by 
wann clirnate, and Atlantic Water nost likely penetrated northward to 
Svalbard and the Barents Sea. 
According to shallow seismic stratigraphy fran the outer part of 
Bjørn;tJyrenna, 4 deposi tional sequences of probable glacial origin 
have been identified, interpreted to reflect at least 4 major glacial 
expansions out to the shelf edge ( Solheim & Kristoffersen 1984 ) . The 
age of these stages are unkrxJwn, but they appear to be pre 
Weichselian. 
d) Weichselian/Holocene ( O  . 12 Ma - present ) 
The infonnation on the Early ( 120 - 75 ka )  and Mid Weichselian ( 75 
- 25 ka )  glaciations is very limited. However, terrestrial data 
indicate the existence of a major Early Weichselian iee sheet reaching 
the shelf edge north and west of Svalbard ( Sal vigsen & Østerholm 1982, 
Miller 1982 ) .  This Early Weichselian lee sheet is also suggested to 
have covered the entire Barents Sea ( El verD1>i & Solheim 1983 ) . 
There is no evidence for major glacial activity in the Mid 
Weichselian, but the Mid Weichselian iee margin rnay have expanded into 
the fjords on the westeI:n c::oast of Svalbard, and may also have reached 
alnost to the present-day western c::oast line (Miller et al . 1987 ) .  
Lindner et al . ( 1987 ) ,  suggest two Mid Weichselian glacial advances . 
This result is mainly based on then1Dluminescence dating, which is 
very uncertain, and further datings have to be carried out before this 
idea can be p:roved. l'b infonnation exists fran the Barents Sea, but 
due to the lack of evidence for a major glaeiation in Svalbard, we 
suggest that alsa the Barents Sea was rx:n-glaeiated during the Mid 
Weichselian. 
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The discussion of the Late Weichselian ( 25 - 10 ka) evolution of 
the svalbard/Barents Sea region has for a lang time been characterized 
by strongly conflicting views. lhltil recently, only scattered studies 
of detailed stratigraphy were available fran the region. However, 
during the last 5-8 years, systematie and detailed studies of the 
terrestrial as well as the marine reoord have been CCI'ldueted. Even 
t1'xJugh disagreement still exists, there rON seems to be catmJn 
consensus on the falIowing points ( LelInan  & Fonnan 1987; Mang'erud et 
al . 1987; Elverh1>i & Solheim 1987; Vorren et al 1987; Elverh;t>i et al . 
in press ) :  
l )  The margin of the max.imtnn Late Weichselian ice sheet 
extended al.Irost to the present day coast-line of 
western and rx>rthern Svalbard. 
2 )  The Svalbard ice sheet was oontinuous wi th grounded ice 
in the IXlrthern Barents Sea, but the question of 
coalescence with the Fennoscandian lee Sheet is still 
under discussion. 
3 )  The initial retreat of the Svalbard/IXlrthern Barents 
Sea ice sheet started relatively early, probably at 13 
-12 ka, and was campleted at least at 10 ka. 
For tentative reconstruetions, see figure 2 . 13 .  
The grcMi:h and decay of the Barents Sea ice sheet have been widely 
discussed, and sa far, aur kn:)wledge is limited to the withdrawal . The 
data for our rrodels are mainly fran the surrounding deep sea regions, 
which indieate high influx of: i )  meltwater , ii ) ice rafting of 
Svalbard/Barents Sea bedrock elasts and iii ) increased sedimentation 
rate at abaut 14 - 12 ka. 
Sea level curves fran western Svalbard may alsa indicate an 
early deglaeiation of the Barents Sea region ( Lehman & Fonnan 1987 ) .  
Data fran the interior parts of the Barents Sea ( El verh1>i & Solheim 
1983; Solheim et al . 1988; El verh1>i & Solheim various unpubl . data) 
indieate that the present day 300 m oontour defines a major stage 
during the withdrawal of the last ice sheet. Alternatively, this limit 
may alsa identify the outer boundary of a limi ted Late Weichselian ice 
sheet. Accordingly, we have outlined two rrodels: 1 )  ane max.imtnn rrodel 
covering the entire shelf and 2 )  a limi ted rrodel covering the 
shallower Barents Sea, leaving BjØmøyrenna as a ealving bay 
( Fig . 2 . l3 ) . 
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Fig. 2 . 13 .  Tentative reoonstruction of the extension of the 
Late Weichselian lee sheet.  � IOOde1s have been indicated: 
1 )  a maximum nodel extending to the shelf edge . 
2 )  l.imi ted iee oover extending to the present day 300 m 
contour. [Uj . . . .. . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . 
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The Barents Sea lee Sheet, which was grounded belCM sea level, is 
elassified as a "marine iee sheet" . The stabili ty of such marine iee 
sheets is strongly controlled by the relative sea level 
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( Paterson 1981 ) ,  and rise and fall of the sea level will cause iee 
recess ion and expansion, respectively. Due to the flat and uniform 
substratum in the Barents Sea, it is likely that the Barents Sea iee 
sheet was easily destabilized due to the eustatie sea leve l rise . A 
rapid deglaeiation is suggested fran an extensive meltwater outflCM in 
the Fram Strait at about 15-13 ka ( Jones & Keigwin 1988 ) .  A rapid 
deg1aeiation, at least fran the 300 m oontour ( "  limi ted m:Xl.e1" ) ,  is 
also seen fran the very thin « 1m) cover of glaeianarine sediments 
above the Late Weichselian till in the inner part of BjØrnøyrenna 
( Solheim et al . in press ) .  We have rx> information on the early stage 
of the glaeiation of a maxinn.nn iee sheet, but we have indieated a 
wi thdrawal fran the shelf edge to a rrore limi ted extension( " limi ted 
m:rl.el" )  to have taken plaee at 16 ka. 
A well established. and elassical concept for the grcMt:h of an iee 
sheet is that the iee expands fran higher regions ( Flint 1957 ) .  For a 
marine based iee sheet where the iee field has to expand into the 
marine environment or start to grow wi thin the marine environment 
itself, the ideas are much rrore cx::roplieated. E . g .  Denten & Hughes 
( 1981 ) have argued for a gradually thickening sea iee as one way of 
formation. HCMever, an alternative idea of initial grcMt:h of the 
Barents Sea lee Sheet is: 
eustatie lCMering during glaeials caused sub aerial exposure of the 
shallCMer banks in the Barents Sea, and considerable parts of 
Spitsbergenbanken were exposed. Glaeiers may have fonned at these 
exposed banks , and later expanded into the marine areas . 
The Barents Sea lee Sheet may then have fonned fran a nlnnber of iee 
caps, growing into a continuous iee sheet . 
This idea implies that the grcMt:h of the Barents Sea lee is delayed 
cx:mpared to the grcMt:h of continental based Svalbard and Fenrx>seandian 
iee sheets . Furthel:m:>re, the duration of a Barents Sea lee Sheet was 
relatively limited canpared to the Fennoscandian lee Sheet ( Fig . 2 . 14 ) .  
Alternatively to this idea of a delayed grcMt:h, the Barents Sea lee 
Sheet may have gravn continuously out fran Svalbard and Northern 
Norway as the sea 1eve1 dropped in the Late Weichselian. According to 
this m:rl.el, the Barents Sea glaeiation starts earlier in the Late 
Weichselian, and the duration of the glaeiation inereases ( Fig. 
2 . 14 .  ) .  HCMever, as seen fran the Fenrx>scandian glaeiation curve, the 
Mid and Late Weichselian iee sheet did rx>t expand into the marine 
areas until 30 ka. lf we apply this concept to the Barents Sea, the 
region remained iee free lIDtil the Late Weichselian ( Fig. 2 . 14 ) • 
In sumnary, the growth and decay of the Late Weichselian Barents 
Sea lee Sheet are suggested to be strongly oontrolled by the sea 
level . A relatively early deglaciation, with an iee free Barents Sea 
during Younger Dryas ( 11-10 ka ) ,  is likely. '100 lOCldels for the iee 
growth have been proposed: 
1 )  A "delayed" lOCldel where the iee sheet fonns fran iee caps 
expanding out fran sub aerially exp::>sed bank areas during 
maximum glacioeustatic lawering at 18-20 ka. 
2 )  An early Late Weichselian grcMth, simul taneous to the major 
expansion of the Late Weichselian lee Sheet in Scandinavia and 
Svalbard 
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These ideas imply that the duration of the glaciation in marine 
areas is sh:>rter than in the adj acent land areas. The timing of 
isostatic and geothe:rmal adjusbnent for the glacially depressed marine 
areas therefore becanes significantly sh:>rter than what is the case 
for Scandinavia. 
In a lang-tenn perspective, glaciations of the Barents Sea may have 
been less influenced by the sea level . In the Late Miocene and 
Pliocene, large parts of the present-day subnerged Barents Sea may 
have been sub-aerially exposed. Thus, the timing of growth and decay 
of the Barents Sea lee Sheet, may have been less sensitive to sea 
level changes. Consequently, the duration of former glaciations in the 
Barents Sea would have increased, ccmpared to what has been indicated 
for the Late Weichselian. 
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2 . 3 . 2  Weichselian sea level changes and. paleogeography of the Barents 
Sea. 
Knowledge of the sea level variatians is essential for the 
understanding of the palecx::limate of the Barents Sea. Sub aerial 
exposure of shallower parts of the shelf associated with low sea level 
could have provided the proper setting for 1 )  growth of the Barents 
Sea lee Sheet ( as  discussed) and. 2 )  the fonnatian of pennafrost 
( diSCUSsed below) . Reliable data on sea level changes during the Late 
Cen::>zoic is best d:cumented for the Weichse1ian and Eemian. Figure 
2 . 15 sl'xJws a revised sea level record for the last 140 ka. The record 
is based both an li 1 8  O - isotope data and datings of marine terraees 
in New Guinea ( Shaakel ton 1987 ) .  The maxinrurn Weichselian sea level 
lowerirY;;J of 120 m occurred at at:out 20 ka, while for isotope stage 3 
and 4 (Mid Weichselian) ,  the lowering was about 50 m ( New Guinea 
record ) . During Early Weichselian, isotope stage Sa-Sd, the sea level 
lowering was slightly less, 30-50 m. DurirY;;J the Eemian interglacial , 
stage Se, the sea level was approximately the same as at present, 
while in the Saa1e glacia1, the sea level dropped to nearly the same 
level as at the Late Weichselian maximum. The discrepancy between the 
isotope and. the New Guinea terraee record, in particular during 
isotope stages 3 & 4, is rot fully understood. Arrong the various 
explanations, a lowering of the bottan water temperature is probably 
the nnst likely ( Shaakel ton 1987 ) .  
In accordance with the sea level record and. the Weichselian glacial 
histo:ry ( extensive and. limi ted I1'Odels ) ,  the shallower parts, <50 m, of 
the shelf rorth and. west of Svalbard sh:ruld have ranained subaerially 
exposed since the Mid Weichselian. The shallower part of 
Spitsbergenbanken sh:ruld also have been subaerially exposed since the 
Mid Weichselian. However, during the Late Weichselian it is suggested 
that this region was covered wi th grounded iee. Sea leve l curves fran 
Hopen and. Kong Karls Land indicate that at the end of the Late 
Weichselian, the water depth was approximately 50 to 100 m deeper than 
at present in the central and. rorthern Barents Sea. The Weichselian 
and. Holocene sea level record of Spitsbergenbanken is SLIIlIl1arized in 
figure 2 . 15 .  
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Fig 2 . 15 .  Global sea level record ( upper ) based an marine terraces 
in New Guinea and 1 8  O isotope data ( Shackel tan 1987 ) and 
tentative relative sea level curve fran Spitsbergenbanken 
( lONer ) during the Weichselian and Holocene • 
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2 . 3 . 3 .  lee pæofi1es and sub-g1acia1 conditians ( Late Weichse1ian) 
Various iee profiles have been indicated for the marine Barents Sea 
lee Sheet .  lf we app1y an equation camonly used for terrestria1 iee 
sheets f10wiNJ across a rocky substraturn ( Paterson 1981 ) .  
h = 3 . 4  ( L  - X )A A=1/2 
( h  is the thick:ness at distance L - x ( in meters ) fran the iee front, 
located at the she1f edge ) ,  the iee thickness in central areas as 
Storbanken and Sentralbanken may reach a thickness of nore than 2500 
meters ( Fig. 2 . 16 ) .  However , it has been argued that when a glaeier 
expands across a c1ayey, deformable substraturn, the basal friction is 
reduced and the iee surfaoe pæofi1es are lowered ( Bou1 tan & 
Jones 1979 ) .  
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Fig. 2 . 16 .  Coordinate system for an iee sheet ( fran Paterson 1981 ) .  
According to the reconstruction by Dentan & Hughes ( 1981 ) ,  the 
iee thickness in the central Barents Sea is in the range of 2000 -
2500 m, increasiNJ to > 3000 m at the iee maximum at Novaj a Zemlja 
( Fig. 2 . 17 ) . The existenc::e of the major European Arctic lee Sheet, 
( Fig. 2 . 17 )  has not been verified, but it can be used as an 
illustration of the iee thickness for a coveriNJ of the entire 
Barents Sea. Frau figu:re 2 . 17 the different gradients of the Barents 
sea and the Fennoscandian lee Sheet can be seen . 
For our "limi ted iee nodel" , 1eaviNJ the deeper ( >300 m)  parts of 
the Barents Sea iee free, the iee thickness becanes significant1y 
reduced. The distance fran the iee margins to a possib1e centre or iee 
divide of such an iee sheet in the northern Barents Sea wou1d be in 
the range of 100 to 150 km. Hence, the ice thickness wi11 vary fran 
1000 to 1300 m at the centre . 
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Fig. 2. 17.  lee thickness of the Barents Sea/Svalbard and the 
Fenrnscandian lee Sheets according to Denten & 
Hughes - ( 1981 ) ma.x.imurn m:::xjel .  
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However, due to the clayey substrab.m1 in the Barents Sea, we suggest a 
lowered iee profile and we tentatively propose a reductian in the iee 
thickness of 300n. 
The temperature distributian in glaciers resul ts fran interactian 
of a number of processes, such as heat flow both fran the bed and the 
surfaee, iee IIDVE!ID9I1t and water flow within the glaeier ( Patersan 
1981 ) .  Due to these factors, the temperature profile differs fran the 
ablatian area to the accumulatian area. In a simplified way this is 
illustrated in figure 2 . 18 .  In the accumulatian area, there is a 
downward novernent of SI'DW/iee, and heat fran below is used to wann the 
downward noving iee. Hence, in the accumulatian area, the temperature 
gradient decreases u:pward in the glaeier • In the ablatian area, where 
there is a net u:pward flux of iee, the iee is cooled as it rises. 
Thus, heat is added to the geothe:rmal. heat, leading to an increase in 
temperature gradient wi th height above the bed . 
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Fig. 2 . 18 .  Schernatic temperature profiles in polar glaeiers 
(Hooke 1977 ) .  
A number of temperature profiles have been calculated, and sone 
measured profiles are also available fran various glaeiers ( Fig. 2 . 18 )  . 
However, as seen an figure 2 . 18, the gradient varies througoout the 
glaeier. Hooke ( 1977 ) proposed the value of O. OlSK/m as an average 
temperature gradient for polar iee caps. Using this number as a first 
approximatian, we see that an iee sheet wi th a thickness of 1000 m and 
annual average surfaee temperature of - 15 o C will have a basal 
temperature at the pressure mel ting point, approximately - 0 . 7  o C 
at 1000 m iee load. 
Available infonnatian ( drilling and radio-ech:> SOllI1din:J) fran 
recent iee sheets ( i .  e .  Antarctica and Greenland) indicates that the 
basal temperature is at the pressure mel ting point below the thicker 
parts of the iee sheets. In the outer part of the accumulatian area, 
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where the iee is thinner, the basal temperature is well below pressure 
melting point. However, beneath iee strearns, e.g.  "Byrd 9"  (West 
Antarctica, figure 2 . 19 ) ,  the temperature will rise to the pressure 
mel t� point because of friction of the rrovi.ng iee. 
For the Barents Sea glaciations one can only speculate and define a 
set of conditions, and then suggest sone scenarios based on different 
temperature regimes. 
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Fig. 2 . 19 .  Measured temperature profiles in aCClBllUlation areas 
of polar iee sheets ( fran Paterson 1981 ) .  
a )  Extensive iee cover 
As inclicated in the iee profiles for an extensive iee cover of the 
Barents Sea, a thickness of 2000 - 2500 m is likely for the central 
parts of the region. Reasonable annual temperatures are in the range 
o of - 25 or 30 C, and the base of central parts wil1 then be at the 
pressure mel ting point. For the marginal areas, the estimation of the 
basal temperature is not se straightforward. A thinner iee profile as 
shown for the Barents Sea lee sheet may favour a relatively higher 
mean annual temperature than for a "normal" iee profile ( e .g.  in 
Greenland ) . calculated thickness for areas like Spitsbergenbanken is 
approximately 1000 - 1500 m. The annual mean temperature can be 
o estimated to - 15 C and the basal temperature may therefore be 
slightly below the pressure melt� point. In areas with possible iee 
streams, like BjØrnwrenna and Storfjordrenna, we suggest that the iee 
was at the pressure meltirY:1 pJint all the way to the margin. Figure 
2 . 20 sumnarizes the tentative basal temperature distribution for an 
extensi ve iee CCNer. 
b)  Lind ted iee cover 
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As discussed above, the iee thickness for aur lind ted rrodel , would 
have been in the range of 700 to 1000 m at the iee divide. The 
relatively thin iee canbined with severe clirnatic canditions may have 
favoured temperatures below pressure mel tirY:1 pJint at the base of the 
iee in marginal areas. However, as the case for an extensive iee 
sheet, the basal temperature may have been at pressure mel tirY:1 pJint 
in areas with iee streams, e.g.  Storfjordrenna and the irmer part of 
BjØrnøyrenna. The followirY:1 sedimentological observations indicate 
pressure mel tirY:1 pJint oondi tions in these areas :  
l )  Glacial flutes, located in the inner, n:>rtheJ:n part 
of BjØrnøyrenna. Such features nost likely fonn beneath 
temperate iee ( Boultal 1976 ) .  
2 )  Thick glacianarine sediments in the inner part of 
Bj�, Storfjordrenna and Franz Victoria Renna 
suggest extensive sub-glacial drainage. 
In SlmITIary, the basal temperature canditions for a major iee sheet 
will nost likely be at the pressure meltirY:1 pJint, L e .  in the range 
of - 1 to -l . S  ° c  for cansiderable parts of the Barents Sea. This 
tElfll)erature equals the temperature of Arctic water, presently flood:i.ng' 
the shallower part of the shelf. For a lindted Barents Sea lee Sheet, 
tElfll)eratures below pressure mel tirY:1 pJint may well have existed along 
the margins . However, for a lim! ted nodel too, the basal terrq;lerature 
will have been in the remJe of - 1 , 5  - 1 o C for the interrla1 parts of 
the iee sheet. 
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Fig. 2 . 20 .  Speculative basal tanperature c:ondi tions of an extensive 
( left ) and limited ( right) Barents Sea lee Sheet. 
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2 . 4  Glacial erosion and its influence on the Late Cenozoic evolution 
of the Barents Sea. 
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'Ille Barents Sea, fOD11:iDJ the rorth westen1 part of the Eurasian 
shelf, is a typical deep high latitude shelf ( average water depth of 
230 m ) . As stated above, the area has been repeatedly glaciated by 
g:rounded marine based ice sheets durin;;J the Late Cenozoic. In order to 
understand its present water depth, essential to the stabil i ty of gas 
hydrates, kn::Mledge about the influence of glacial erosion is 
essential . 
Progress in theories of glacial dynamics durin;;J the last decades 
has provided basic unders� of the quali tative aspects of 
glacial erosion ( Glen 1955; Boultan. 1974; Boultan. & Jones 1979; Hallet 
1981 ) .  However, existin;;J nodels do rot provide adequate equations for 
quantification calculation, and still indirect measurements have to be 
used in quantitative calculations of glaci81 erosion. For mioor noderrl 
temperate glaciers, calculations, mainly based on sediment discharge 
by meltwater rivers, indicate erosional rates in the range of O. l -
l nm per year ( recalculated to sediment yield: 270 -2700 tons/km2 
/year) (Kjeldsen 1983 ) .  However, the kn::Mledge of the efficiency of 
erosion by major ice sheets is very limited, and oonflictin;;J views 
exist. A classical CCI1Cept is that cxntinental glaciers are 
ineffective erosional agents, and cumulative erosion by the Laurentide 
lee Sheet is suggested to be in the range of 20-40 metres in i ts 
central parts ( Flint 1971 ) .  Altematively, calculations by White 
( 1972 ) and Bell & Laine ( 1985 ) indicate alIroSt an order of magnitude 
higher rates. Cri tical for the indirect calculations of glacial 
erosion is the kn::Mledge of: l )  sediment volume, 2 )  drainage area and 
3 )  time. For the Barents Sea and i ts surrounding areas the broad 
outline of the Late Weichselian sediment stratigraphy is kncMn, but 
the Late Weichselian iee extension is rot well established. However, 
the available data can be used to make a first appraximation of the 
arrount of the Late Weichselian glacial erosion. These resul ts may 
then be applied in a general discussion of glacial erosion and the 
Cenozoic evolution of the Barents Sea. 
2 . 4 . 1 Glacial erosion 
'Ille effect of glacial erosion, which is a canbined effect of l )  
crushing and fracturin;;J, 2 )  abrasion and 3 )  mechanical and chemical 
erosioo by subglacial meltwater streams, is highly debated. Essential 
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for the crushing and fracturinJ process is the mechanica1 renova1 of 
weakened rocks . M:>st 1ike1y this occurs as a mixed process of 
hydraulic j aek effect by opening of cavi ties fran high water pressure 
and detachment of the fragments to the overriding ice fran a heat pump 
mechanism ( Rothlisberger & Iken 1981; Drewl:y 1986 ) ( Fig. 2 . 21 ) .  The 
crushing and fracturinJ process is a1so the mechanism by which 
fragments are eroded, and the process is a1so suggested to be of major 
irnportance for creating overdeepened features • 
Fig. 2 . 21 .  Hydraulic j aek effect wi th rerrova1 of fractured 
bedrock by opening of cavi ty resul ting fran 
high water pressures . Rock fragments are 
detached by freezinJ to the ice by the Robin 
heat pump mechanism. At intennediate water 
pressures freezinJ and hydrau1ic j ackinJ 
ccmbine to renove rock fragments ( fran 
Rothlisberger & Iken 1981 ) .  
The glacia1 abrasien has recent1y been discussed by Bou1ton & Jones 
( 1979 ) ,  Bou1ton ( 1981 ) ,  and Hallet ( 1979, 1981 ) and later been 
extensive1y S\..UIIIIarized by Drewl:y ( 1986 ) .  Here, we wi11 cnly very 
briefly ccmnent en the abrasion. The abrasion rate can be expressed 
as: 
A = a · D - F - n  (Hallet 1979 ) 
a and n, CCIlStant, (hardness of the bedrock )  
D the rn.nnber of partic1es per unit time per areal unit 
passinJ the substratum 
F effective forces pushing the partic1e to the 
ground. 
Altenlative1y, the abrasion can also be fODml1ated as 
fo11ows ( Hallet 1981 ) :  
A = a - er - Vp - F  
Here, Vp represents partic1e ve10city and er partic1e 
concentration in the basal zone . According to this equation, the 
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abrasien rate decreases wi th increased debris cantent in the sole 
( Fig. 2 . 22 ) .  A high cantent of material in the basal layer will then 
cause deposi tion of lodgement till, and hence transi tion fran erosion 
to deposi tion. 
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Fig. 2 . 22 .  Abrasien rate as a functien of the aJnCeIltratien 
of basal debris, ( i .  e .  proportien of fragments 
c:overing the bed) for three different 
wavelengths of bed undulatien (A. ) .  Fragment size 
= 0 . 2  m, bed roughness = 0.05 ( fran Hallet 
1981 ) 
The relative importance of the erosiona1 processes is IX)t knc:Mn, 
but DrewIy ( 1986 ) tentatively proposes that crushing and fraeturing 
are 1lOSt important for a hard rock substratum, while abrasion is the 
m::>st efficient process for a soft substratum. In case of basal 
ternperatures below the pressure mel ting point, as in parts of 
Greenland, it is genera1ly accepted that IX) or very limited erosion 
takes place ( Shreve 1984; DrewIy 1986 ) .  
Essential for the erosien by glacie:rs at pressure mel ting point 
is the existence of sub-glacial meltwater • Fran observatiens in 
sub-glacial tunnels the ratio between en-glacial transport and 
sub-glacial meltwater transport has been estimated to l : 9 .  (Hagen et 
al . 1983 ) .  Fran figure 2 . 23 we see that the debris concentration is 
significantly higher in the basal zone of the ice than in the 
subglacial meltwater channels. 
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Fig. 2 . 23 .  Concentration of erYJlacial sediment transport in 
Bcl1.dhusbreen ( Folgefonna ) ( frau Hagen et al . 
1983 ) • 
A: sub-glacial meltwater discharge (nonnal ) 
B :  sub-glacial meltwater discharge ( flood) 
HcMever, the water velocity is much higher than the iee flCM 
velocity, and the sediment flux by subglacial melt water is therefore 
much nore sign1ficant than the CXle by iee. It is to be noted that the 
origin of debris transported by the melt water is materials produced 
by the glaeier and not by water erosion. The effect of the melt water 
flow is to evacuate glacially produced debris frau beneath the glaeier 
and to deposi t the material in proglacial areas . An important 
conclusion frau this is that glaciofluvial or glacianar1ne deposits 
can be used in first app:roximation of glacial erosion. 
a )  Ind1rect measurements of glacial erosion 
CNerdeepened fjords and large volumes of glacigen1c sediments 
distal to the possible iee margins indicate extensi ve denudation 
caused by the Late Cenozoic iee sheets. Al terna.ti vely, reconstruction 
of the preg1acia1 surface beneath central parts of the Laurentide lee 
Sheet indicates a Clnl1Ulative erosion in the range of 20 - 40 m, or -
0, 01 nm/year if averaged over the entire interval of the 
Pliocene/Pleistocene glacials and interglacials (e .g  Flint 1971 ) .  
L1m1 ted erosion by the Fenoc>scand1an lee Sheet in its central parts is 
alsa indicated fran incorporation of preglacial deep-weathered 
ca:Tp:ne11ts into QuateI:na:ry tills (Roaldseth & Rosenquist 1971 ) .  The 
sparse anounts of reported data on erosioo by the Antarctie lee Sheet 
alsa indicate a limi ted erosion, in the range of 0, 05 nm/year 
(Wellman & Tingey 1981 ) . 
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Support for the idea of glaeiers as effieient erosiooal agents is, 
lx:Jwever, found fran indirect measurernents of the erosion by IIDdern 
temperate and sub-pJlar glaeiers . Long-term measurements ( 6  to 13 
years ) of the sediment discharge by meltwater rivers fran Norwegian 
glaciers reflect mean erosion in the rarYJe of 0. 1 to 0 . 6  nm/year 
( Kjeldsen 1983 ) .  Similar and sanewhat higher rates are repJrted fran 
glaeiers in Svalbard ( 1 . 0  nm/a) ( Elverb1>i et al . 1983 ) ,  USSR ( 0 . 7  -
2 . 9  nm/a ) ( Scheglova & Orlzov 1981 ) and Ieeland ( 2 . 8  - 5 . 6  
nm/a ) (Boulton 1974 ) . These values d:> rot truly reflect the total 
anount of glaeial erosien, as the volume of en- and supra-glaeial 
debris is usually not included in the calculations. Sub-glaeial 
measurements in tunnels have, lx:Jwever, indicated that the ma.in part of 
the erosional produets is found in the sub-glaeial meltwater 
( Fig. 2 . 23 ) • 
b)  Further ccmnents 00 the recent glaeial erosioo fran Svalbard 
60 % of Svalbard is presently covered by glaeiers, and ROSt of the 
glaciers are of a sub-pJlar type, L e .  the base of the glaeiers is at 
pressure mel ting pJint in their higher areas, while frozen in the 
mar:ginal parts. Similar 0CI1di tions may alsa have prevailed for the 
Late Weichselian lee Sheet.  Hence, despite the faet that the 
present-day glaeiers in Svalbard are much smaller than the Late 
Weichselian lee Sheet, erosional values fran the IIDdern pJlar region 
are probably ITDre applicable to the past for the Barents Sea lee Sheet 
than the miner, temperate glaeiers in lower latitudes. 
In Svalbard the sediment discharge and the sediment thickness 
above well dated reflectors ( 40  years Old) have been estimated outside 
a 1000 km2 subpolar glaeier , I<angsvegen, NW Svalbard ( El verhc;t>i et al . 
1980, 1983 ) .  The erosion is calculated to be in the rarYJe of 0. 5 -
l nm, or recalculated to sediment yield: 1400 - 2700 ton/km2 /year. 
The sediment discharge fran eastezn Svalbard, in particular the 
areas outside Nordaustlandet and east of BarentBøya and Edgeøya has 
a1sa been estimated based en the thickness of the Holocene sediments 
in the area and averaged over the Holocene ( Table I ) .  The ealculation 
is alsa based on the assumption that the major part ( 80 - 90 % )  of the 
continental sediment discharge is depJSited within this region. 
Furthe:r:m::>re, the present-day iee coverage has alsa been applied for 
the entire period. M:>st likely, the iee extent has been much less 
during the Holcx::ene climatic optimum. The sedimentatien rates are 
shown in Table I,  and using a water oentent of 50% for the sediments, 
the armual sediment discharge fran Nordaustlandet, Barentsøya and 
Edgeøya is 3 . 2  ° 106 tcns . Approximately 70 % of the drainage area is 
iee covered, and assumi.rYJ" that these areas are the main sediment 
oentributor, this resul ts in an armual sediment delivery of 400 
tonjkm2 /year, or 0 . 15 mn/year. '!'hese values are scmewhat lCMer than 
tlx:>se found for the Kcogsfjorden area, but the glaeiers in the fonner 
regian are likely to be less active. 
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In sunmary, estimates fran the present-day Svalbard region indicate 
an erosional rate in the range of 0 . 2  - 0 . 5  mn/year. Even th:Jugh the 
glaeiers in SValbard are much less in areal extent than the Barents 
Sea lee Sheet, the present-day glaeiers in SValbard and the Late 
Weichselian lee Sheet ma.y have had similar dynami.c characteristics. 
FUrthenrore, the various glaeiers have all mainly eroded the same type 
of fine-grained low-rætanorphic/n:n-rætanorphic sedimentary rocks . 
The values obtained for present-day Svalbard ma.y therefore be similar 
to tlx:>se of the Late Weichselian lee Sheet.  
Table 2 . 1 :  SEDIMENI' YIELD FRCM EASTERN SVALBARD :  OORDAUSTLANDET, 
�A AND BARENTSØYA 
Total marine dep:::>Si tianal area: 20, 000 km2 
Thickness of Holcx::ene land derived sediments: 1,  5 m 
Weight of Holocene land derived sediments, total : 3 . 2  ° Hf o tons 
annual : 3 . 2 ° 106 tons 
lee covered part of drainage area: 
Sediment yield: Eastern Svalbard: 2 400 tonjkm /year 
Annua! erosional rate: 0 . 15 mn/year 
c )  Estimates of glacial erosion in the Barents Sea 
Ca1cu1ation of glacial erosion sl'n.lld be based en: 
1) The total volume of sediment produced 
2 )  The dimensicn of the erosional area 
3 )  The tiræ span of the erosian 
For the Late Weichselian, the ma.xinun extensien of the iee sheet is 
n:>t kn:Mn; thus, exact info:rmatien of total sediment volume, 
dimensicns of the erosicnal area and finally the time of erosien 
canrx::>t be given. The calculaticns therefore must be l.imited to cover 
the n:>rtheJ:n Barents Sea, assuming a l.imited iee cover . The results 
will therefore be minimum values. 
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Re. l ) :  In the estimatien of sediment volume the glacianarine sediments 
and the till deposi ts will be used ( Fig. 2 . 8 ) .  
Based en dating and detailed petrographic studies, the glacigenic 
sediments are mainly of a relatively local origin ( Elverh1>i et al . 
1988 ) .  The two uni ts of Late Weichselian sediments represent the 
followirYJ types of deposits: 
1 )  Lodgement till fran erosian of the underlying bedrock and/or 
older glacigenic sediments fo:rmed durirYJ a fonner glacial cycle. Even 
though locally thicker aCCLmlUlaticns exist, the unit appears as a 
relatively unifonn sheet-deposit, and the average thickness is 
approximately 5 m. Recalculating to values ccmparable to sediment 
yield and using available data an bulk densi ty and water centent, 
this corresp::x1ds to 8 '  106 tons/km2 . Due to the fact that we find sane 
reworked o:rganic material wi thin these sediments, the till unit may 
n:>t be entirely fo:rmed fran erosien of the underlying bedrock, but may 
also include scme older sediments. The volume of primary produced 
sediments is therefore lowered to 5'  106 tans/km2 . 
2 )  The glacianarine sediments also fonn a relatively unifonn 
sheet-like deposi t.  Despi te local aCCLmlUlations also of this material 
an average thickness of 5 meters is estimated. Recalculating to 
tons/km2 , the sediment corresponds to approximately 5 ' 106 tons/km2 . 
These deposi ts are also of a semilocal origin, and are suggested to be 
produced entirely during the Late Weichselian glacial cycle.  
In SUI11IlaIY, a minimum of 10' 106 tons of glacigenic sediments are 
suggested to have fo:rmed during the Late Weichselian glaciatien. 
FurtheI:nDre, the sediments are suggested to have been fo:rmed 
relatively locally. The major unkrxJwn factor in the sediment budget is 
the anount of: 
i )  glacianarine sediments transported out of the Barents Sea and 
ii ) sediments eroded and transported durirYJ a wider maximum 
extensian, probably far out in BjØ:r:n{JyrenI'lea. 
Re. i ) :  Fron studies of IIDdem environments we know that the main part 
of glacially derived sediments is locally deposited. The anount of 
this part can therefore be neglected. 
Re. ii ) :  The arrount of these sediments is unk:ncMn, but nost likely 
they do not represent a major part of the eroded sediments. '!'his 
hypothesis is based on the following coneept: 
When the iee expands into BjØ:rntJyrenna, or achieves full size and 
covers the entire shelf, the iee will mainly erode and redeposit soft 
sediments, original ly formed when the iee had a nore limited 
extension. MJreover, data fran the Fram strait strongly support the 
idea of only short intervals during which the glaciers had a maximum 
extension. Thus, the time for a fully expanded iee sheet is short 
canpared wi th the time interval it covered nore shallow regions . 
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According to our calculations, 10. 106 tons/km2 of sediments have 
been produced during the Late Weichselian glacia1 event. Using a 
density of 2 . 7  g/al , approximately 4 m of the bedrock have been 
eroded. However, as this is a minimum value, we suggest as a first 
approximation 5 m of erosion per glacial cycle . The timing of the 
erosional episode, i .  e .  the time interval when the areas were covered 
by g:rounded iee is not known, MJst likely the Barents Sea lee Sheet 
disappeared in the time interval of 12 - 10 kA, and if the Barents Sea 
lee Sheet started to grow at the early stage of the Late Weichselian, 
10 000 years can be used as a rough estimate of its 1ife-time. 
Accordingly, an erosional rate of 10 . 102 tons/km2 or 0 . 5  nm/year is 
indicated, a value which seems reasonable canpared wi th resul ts fran 
other regions. 
2 . 4 . 2  Late Cenozoic develorment of the Barents sea, glacial versus 
fluvial erosion. 
It is accepted that the Barents Sea was subaerially exp::JSed in the 
Tertiary (Dowdeswell 1988 ) .  Fluvial erosion has been suggested as an 
important process that shaped the main shelf norphology, which later 
has been nodified by glacial erosion. A canparison between the t:MJ 
m::>des of erosion can be visualized fran Table 2 and figure 2 . 24,  
where the relative importance of glacial and fluvial erosion has 
been illustrated on a world basis. The sediment yield fran the 
internal part of Australia is in the range of 10 tons/km2 , whi1e in 
fluvial1y dcminated basins like the Mississippi region, a yield of Id 
tons/km2 is estimated. A yield in the range of 102 /km2 is indicated in 
glacially drained basins with tenperate glaciers, as found in Norway 
today. Similar or sanewhat higher rates are found for glaciers in 
Svalbard. calculation of the sediment yield for the Barents Sea also 
s}'X)WS erosiona1 rates wi thin the same range. Similar rates are also 
found for other glacially influenced drainage basins , as in the 
Himalayas and the glaciated part of Alaska. 
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The oonclusion fran this type of canparison is that glacial erosion 
is roughly ten tiIæs nore efficient as an erosicnal agent than the 
fluvial systan. However, a very important aspect in the calculations 
is the time inteI:val . The Late Cenozoic glacials have only lasted for 
a couple of millions years. The mnnber of glaciaticns is not kocMn, 
but if we apply the idea of at least 30 major glacial events, and use 
5 m erosion per glacial event, 150 m of the bedrock would have been 
eroded dur� the Pliocene/Pleistocene glacials. Recent dat� of 
Late Cenozoic sediments fran the outer part of BjØrnøyrenna 
( Senjæyggen) ( Eidvin et al . 1989 ) indicate significantly higher 
( >1000 m )  P1iocene/P1eistocene erosion in the Barents Sea. 
Table 2 . 2 :  Sediment yield fran selected areas 
AREA T/KM/YR 
270 T/KM/YR = O . l  mm/YR ) 
USA/Gulf 59* 
EuropajWest 12* 
Huangoo 1400* 
SE-Asia, Himalaya-Indus 796* 
SoutheJ:n Alaska 1000* 
Kongsvegen, Svalbard 1250 
Eastenl Svalbard 420 
Nigardsb:reen, Norway 730+(max) 
1968-1971 255+(min) 
*:- Millinlan & Mead ( 1983 ) ,  +:- Kjeldsen ( 1983 ) 
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Fig. 2 . 24 .  Relationship between sediment yield and drainage 
area for various environments 
The new datings of the glacial sediments off the southwestern 
Barents Sea are very important for understanding the Late CenJzoic 
developnent of the region. If the datings and the calculation of the 
volume of glacigenic sediments are correct, it may lead to the 
following two alternative conclusions: 
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- The Barents Sea has been iea oovered duriDJ ocnsiderable 
parts of the P1iocene/P1eistocene - "Pennanent1y lee 
Covered" ( based  en the assumption of 0 . 5  -1 . O nm armua1 
erosion) 
- The idea of glacia1 erosiCXlB.1 rates in the range of 
0 . 5  - 1 .  O nm per year has to be revised and increased 
significantly - in the order of tens of nm per year 
( based  en the assumptien of al ternatiDJ iee-free and iee­
covered periods through the P1iocene/P1eistocene ) 
Alterna.tive1y, the datiDJ and estimates of sediment volune and 
erosiCXlB.1 rate may be incorrect, and it is essentia1 to ccnfinn these 
va1ues before further calculaticns of erosicnal rates are undertaken. 
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3.  PERMAFRQST IN SVALBARD AND EVALUATION OF THE POSSIBILITIES FOR 
StJBlVIARINE PERMAF'ROST AND GAS HYDRATES IN THE BARENTS SEA AND 
SVALBARD 
3 . 1 .  Pennafrost CXJndi tions in Svalbard 
3 . 1 . 1  Spitsbergen ( based on LiestøI 1980 ) 
Pennafrost covers the entire land area on Spitsbergen wi th depths 
varying between 200 and 450 m in the central parts. 'l11e mean air 
temperature is we11 belCM zero; in the period 1931-60 the annual 
standard 1X>nna.ls of the air temperatures were -3 . 9  o C for Isfjord 
Radio and -4 . 8  o C for Longyearbyen. 'l11is period, hc::Mever, was 
extremely WanTI, and the temperature has been lower both earlier and 
later. Besides, there is a considerable variation in temperature 
between the coast and the inland. 
a) Pennafrost depth 
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Few direct measuranents of the pennafrost thickness have been made. 
According to Orvin ( 1944 ) ,  the temperature in the coal mines at Ny­
Alesund on NW Spitsbergen passed mel tinJ temperature at 130 - 140 m 
near the foot of the steep nountain side of Zeppelinfjellet, but 
further out on the plain O ° c  was 1X>t reached at 150 m depth. In 1976 
a pennafrost depth of 140 m was measured in a borelx>le near 
BrØggerbreen in the same area ( for locations see figure 3 . 1 ) .  
Lutkevich ( 1937 ) reports that the USSR for coaldrilling in Coles­
bukta penetrated the pennafrost at a depth of 75 m. In the coal mines 
in Adventdalen the thickness is between 250 and 450 m.  '!'hese mines go 
through steep nountains wh.ere deep pennafrost would be expected. '!'he 
temperature has also been measured in a "stoll" underneath the glaeier 
tongue of Larsbreen ( Fig. 3 . 1 ) .  Where the overlying rock was about 50 
m thick and the glaeier thickness above about 100 m, the 
temperature was -2 . 4  o C. With a temperature gradient of 1 o C to 40 m, 
the 00 isothenn slnlld be found at about 250 m. Under the glaeier 
Foxfonna nearly the same temperature conditions were found. In a 64 m 
deep borelx>le at the bottan of this glaeier the temperature was -3 . 3  
° c  and in the mine 220 m belCM the surface -0. 2  ° C. In 1956 H .  Major 
measured temperatures in two borelx>les on the southern side of 
Adventdalen and three near the Svea coal mines at the head of Van 
Mijenfjorden ( LiestøI 1973 ) .  
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Fig. 3 . 1 .  Map stxJwing locali ties where pennafrost thicknesses have 
been measured in Svalbard. 
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The pennafrost depth in Sarkofagen, a 500 m high nnuntain ridge SW 
of �arbyen, was 450 m, and the temperature gradient about 50 m/ 
° C in the lower part. The other measuranent, made 5 km further south 
at the bottan of Endalen, showed a depth of 200 m and a ta.nperature 
gradient of about 40 m/ ° C. One of Major's  measuranents near Sveagruva 
was made in a oole 500 m a. s . l .  halfway up the slepe of 
Liljevalchfjellet. The depth to the 0° isothe:rm was 280 m. The other 
two ooles were drilled in the flat area between the sea and the 
nnuntain foet. The reliabili ty of measuranents made in these two ooles 
was not as good as in the others, but gave an indication of a 
pennafrost thickness of ITOre than 200 m.  A much deeper pennafrost 
�ld be likely at the first oole on Liljevalchfjellet . Reasons for 
this shallCM depth might be the influence of adj acent glaeiers and the 
black shale absorbing ITOre radiation energy in the south-faeing 
nountain slepe. As figure 3 . 2  sb:Ms, the upper part of the temperature 
curve has an alITOst vertieal gradient. The explanation might be the 
wann elimatie period between 1920 and 1960 . Such large and longlasting 
wann periods should manifest themsel ves in a wanning-up of the upper 
layers of the pennafrost. Theoretie calculations also shcM that the 
depth of this heat wave eaused by the elimatie change is reasonable. 
The same pherx:merx:>n is observed in boreholes in Alaska ( Gold & 
Lachenbruch 1973 ) .  
b )  Glaciers and lekes, influence on pennafrost depth 
Close attention sh:x.t1.d be given to the glaeiers and their influence 
on the pennafrost and the ground-water system. All glaeiers of scme 
magnitude on Spitsbergen are of the so called subpolar type with 
mel ting tanperatures in the higher accumulation area. This phenc:::merxm. 
eauses openings in the continuous pennafrost layer, through which 
water will sink into the ground belCM the glaeier bed and cause a 
groundwater stream to flCM d:Jwnwards under the pennafrost layer and 
out to the coast and the sea ( Fig. 3 .3 ) .  The greater part of the 
meltwater will ,  lx:Mever, particularly in the surrmer, fOllCM the 
glaeier bottan through tunnels in the iee and anerge in the front of 
the glaeier. 
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Fig. 3 . 2 .  Temperature curves fran three 1:x:>reh:>les en Spitsbergen 
( fran Liesbøl 1980 ) .  
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Also during winter, water will cx:me out fran undeIneath the glacier 
SInlt, but in much snaller quantities, mak1ng conspicuous laIge 
ici.nJs, scme nore than 5 m thick, and covering areas of nore than ane 
square kilanetre . These icinJs stxJw whether a glacier is polar or 
subpolar. They are very mtieeab1e in the fie1d, and are clearly 
visible en air ph:>tos taken in mid-sunmer when the Sf'CM cover has 
melted while these thick layers of iee still remain. Measurements of 
the water in the winter stxJw a c:xnductivi ty IlOre than ten times higher 
than the ordinary sunmer melt water. This difference indicates that a 
high percentage of g:ramdwater is mixed with the "glacial" g:ramdwater 
and the sub-glacial bottan meltwater . The bottan mel ting is in the 
order of 0 . 2  l sec- 1 km- 2 •  The quantity of water stored in the glacier 
after the sunmer mel ting is t.JI1krn.m., but it must be assumed that part 
of this voltune gradually drains during the winter. It has been 
presumed that salts in the glacier iee gradually migrate out of the 
iee. In the winter, when discharge fran the glacier is low, this salt 
CX)Uld be respcnsible for a part of the high ca1ductivi ty measured. 
Fig. 3 . 3 .  vertical profile of the pennafrost layer and groundwater 
novanent fran the glacier accunrulation out to the coast 
( fran Lies"tøl 1980 ) .  
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Lakes will also greatly influence the pennafrost. Lake iee seldan 
exceeds a thickness of 2 m, and aven snall lakes have large heat 
reservoirs . Werenskiold ( 1922 ) made sans theoretical calculations of 
the pennafrost depth and the influence of sea and glaciers. He found 
that the pennafrost would stretch sans 200 m off shJreline in shallCM 
water with a sea tenq;>erature of O o C. 'Ih.e same would be the case with 
a lake or a glacier with a bottan t€lIq;>erature of O o C.  If lakes and 
glaciers measure less than 400 m across, the pennafrost should fonn a 
cantinuous layer underneath. 
3 . 1 . 2  BjØIntJya 
The mean air temperature on Bjørn;1Jya during the period 1951-80 is 
-2. 1  ° c  ( Steffensen 1982 ) .  The pennafrost depth is shallCM, varying 
fran atout 20 m to 100 m belCM the highest IlD\IDtains . 
3 . 1 . 3  Hopen 
'Ih.e mean air temperature was as lCM as -6 . 1  o C during the period 
1951-80 ( Steffensen 1982 ) .  The Fina Group drilled two we11s on Hopen 
in 1973 . One was drilled at Koefoecbdden, in the shore1ine area, near 
the southe:m end of Hopen. This well penetrated the pennafrost at a 
depth of 138 m. The other well was drilled on Lyngefjellet, a 250 m 
high IlD\IDtain, near the 0c>rthen1 part of the island. The pennafrost 
boundary was here at 238 m depth. 
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3 . 2  Thennal regimes and geological histOlY 
The ex!stence of pennafrost and gas hydrate is closely linked to 
the thennal histoI.y of an area . Based en the previous sectien: "Late 
Cefx:)zoic Geological HistoI.y" , the thennal regime for the Late Cefx:)zoic 
can be ootlined. In broad terms the ma.in geological events of the last 
1 mill .  years can be divided into glacials and interglacial cycles and 
their associated fluctuatialS of the sea level . Our krrIWledge of the 
pre-Weichselian Quaten1ary geological histoI.y is very lim! ted and we 
therefore CCI1fine our discussialS to the weichselian and the Holocene . 
Hc:Jwever, the principles ootlined for this period will also acca.mt for 
older glacial - interglacial cycles. 
3 . 2 . 1  Mid weichselian/Early stage of the Late Weichselian 
C50 - 20 ka )  
In acoordance wi th our nodel, the Barents Sea was not glaciated 
durirYJ the Mid Weichselian. However, due to the global sea level 
lowerirYJ of approximately 50 -75 m, Spitsbergenbanken was subaerially 
exposed. As regards the Late Weichselian iee sh.eet we have indicated 
bJo m:Xles of fonnation ( Fig. 2 . 14 ) ;  CI'le with a "delayed" grc:Mth at 
about 20 ka, while the other ooncept suggests glacial expansion at 
about 25 ka. AccordiIYJ to the first idea, Spitsbergenbanken was 
subaerially exposed down to 120 m at the anset of the Late Weichselian 
glaciatien ( Fig. 3 . 4 ) .  CcnsiderirYJ isostatic adjusbnent, it is 
probable that the relative sea level ma.y have been lower, d:Jwn. to 
depths of 150 m. In figure 3 . 4  we have indicated the thennal regime 
for an early stage of glaciation ( delayed glaciatien ) . DurirYJ this 
stage, the shallower parts of the Barents Sea were exposed to tundra 
condi tialS, while the deeper parts were CXJVered by Arctic water. We 
have indicated a significantly greater iee cover for Svalbard than the 
present, rut the iee sheet had rx>t expanded into its adj acent marine 
areas. 
3 . 2 . 2  Late Weichselian ( 18 - 14 ka )  
For the last glaciatien ( i .  e .  Late Weichselian) ,  the Barents Sea 
and the Svalbard archipelago were covered by grounded iee, leaving the 
shelf rx>rth and west of Svalbard ron-glaciated and subaerially exposed 
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( Landvik et al .  1988 ) .  The tanperature distributicn is indicated in 
figures 3 . 5 .  and 3 . 6 .  The surfaee tanperature of the tundra areas 
nJrth and west of Svalbard is tentative1y taken as - 15 o C ( Fig. 3 . 4 )  . 
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Fig. 3 . 4 .  Thennal regime: Ear1y stage of the Late 
Weichse1ian glaciation: 
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which is simi1ar to the estirnates of the tanperature during glacia1s 
for other parts of the Arctic ( Carter et al . 1986 ) .  For the interTlal 
parts of the Svalbard/Barents Sea lee Sheet, the basal teIlperature is 
in the ranJe of -1 to - 2 o C. In marginal parts the tanperature is 
be1CM the pressure mel ting point, exeept for areas occupied by iee 
101 
streams. The thenna1 regime for a 1irni ted iee m:rlel is slxMn in figure 
3 . 6 .  The main difference between the two m::x:Iels is the possibili ties 
of temperatures below pressure mel ting point along the margins of 
Spitsbergenbanken in the limi ted m:rlel . It is to be rx:>ted that the 
bottan temperature in the outer part of Bjørnøyrenna is independent of 
the nodel used. In both cases the bottan temperature is estimated to 
-1, 50 C, whether the area is covered by iee at pressure mel ting point 
or by Arctic Water. 
3 . 2 . 3  End of the Late Weichselian ( 14 - 10 ka) 
The main part of the marine based Barents Sea lee Sheet probably 
disintegrated by calving relatively early, approximately at 13 - 12 
ka, and at that time, Atlantic water was rx:>t yet flowing into the area 
( Hald & Vorren 1987 ) ( Fig. 3 . 7 ) . Eh1ergence curves fran the eastern 
islands in the Svalbard archipelago slnv 50 - 100 m Holocene 
glacioisostatic uplift ( Hoppe 1970; Salvigsen 1981 ) .  Thus, at the 
transition fram glacials to an early stage of interglacial, the water 
depth in the central , rx:>rthern Barents Sea was up to 100 m deeper than 
at present. During this period, Arctic Water ( - -l , 5 o C )  entered and 
covered the entire Barents Sea. The duration of these transi tional 
periods seems to have been short, in the order of 1-3 ky. 
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3 . 2 . 4  Holocene 
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The present day situation can be cx:mpared to an interglacial 
period: Atlantic Water ( + 2_40 C ) flCMS rx:>rthwards into the 
southweste:rn parts of the Barents Sea and a10ng the shelf west and 
north of Svalbard. Additionally, Atlantic Water also enters the 
Barents Sea fran the rx:>rth. The boundaIy between the wa:rm Atlantic 
Water and the cold Arctic Water is approxirnately located at the 200 m 
depth contour ( Fig. 3 . 8 . ) ,  leaving the shallCMer parts of the Barents 
Sea wi th sub-zero ternperatures ( - - 1 . 5  to -l o e) throughout the year. 
It is important to rx:>te that during the SUIl1TIer I1'OI1ths ( July/August ) ,  
the tanperature rises atxJve zero at the shal10west parts of 
104 
Spitsbergenbanken « 50 m water depth) .  
The distribution of Atlantic and Arctic Water is part ly 
controlled by the seabed topography. During the early stages of an 
interglacial period, wi th greater water depths ( due to glacioisostatic 
depression) ,  the Atlantic Water may have penetrated furth.er to the 
n:Jrth. Analyses of mollusc faunas on Spitsbergenbanken sh:Jw, lnvever, 
that Arctic Water has been steadily flowing across the area during the 
Holocene . By analogy , we suggest that the present day water and 
temperature distribution can be applied as a first approximation for 
interglacial periods. 
3 . 2 . 5  Oonclusions 
The discussion of the thennal regime has been concentrated to the 
last 50 ky. aur kn::Mledge of the previous Cenozoic geological history 
is toa limi ted for any langer time perspecti ve .  '!'his period 
illustrates , lnvever, the pattern of Late Cenozoic climatic 
variations: 1 )  glaciations, sea level lowering and sub aerial 
exposure, and 2 )  ice recession and transgression of Arctic Water in 
the n:Jrthern part and Atlantic Water in the southem part of the 
Barents Sea. Several ideas on the Weichselian glaciations exist, and 
in the forthccrning discussion, we have proposed two rrodels . MJdel I 
has the lowest probabili ty for fonnation and preservation of 
pennafrost and ice-bearing strata, while madel Il presents the most 
extreme concept in terms of pennafrost. 
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Fig. 3 . 8 .  Thennal regime: Holocene ( interglacials ) 
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lVbdel I 
l )  A limi ted sea level lCMering in 
Mid Weichselian of approximately 
40 m .  Only the rrost shallCM part 
of Spitsbel:genbanken and the shelf 
north and west of Svalbard are 
subaeria11y exposed. 
2 )  Atlantic Water extends into the 
outer part of Bjørnøyrenna and flCMS 
along the west coast of Svalbard in 
Mid Weichselian time. 
3 )  The Barents Sea lee Sheet fonns 
and expands fran Svalbard into the 
adj acent marine areas . This expan­
sion was at the end of O-isotope 
stage 3, -30ka. 
4 )  The Barents Sea is entirely 
covered by grounded ice, extending 
to the shelf edge, -20 -18 ka. 
5 )  At 16 ka, the iee sheet receeded 
to the shallCMer areas, leaving 
BjØrnøyrenna as a cal ving bay. 
6 )  The Barents Sea lee Sheet 
calved off at 13-12 ka and Arctic 
water oovered the entire area. 
7 )  The anset of the present day 
condi tians occurred at 10 ka. 
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lVbdel Il 
l )  A limi ted sea level lCMering in Mid 
Weichselian, approximately 40 m, and 
only the very shallCMest part of 
Spi tsbergenbanken and the shelf north 
and west of Svalbard are subaerially 
exposed. 
2 )  The fonnation of the Barents Sea lce 
Sheet occurred at Late Weichselian Inax . 
sea level lCMering, leaving areas down 
to 150 m present day water depth sub­
aerially exposed. The rest of the shelf 
was oovered by Arctic Water. 
3 )  The shallCMer parts of the Barents 
Sea are oovered by grounded ice, 
" limi ted rrodel" ,  leaving Bjørnøyrenna 
and areas deeper than 300 m as cal ving 
bays . The fonnation of the ice sheet 
starts at 18 ka. 
4 )  The Barents Sea lee Sheet is 
calved off at 13-12 ka, and the Arctic 
water oovered the entire shelf . 
5 )  The onset of the present day condi t­
ions occurred at 10 ka. 
Area 
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As seen fran both node1s, the sea floor tanperature in the central , 
shallower parts « 200 m water depth) of the Barents Sea is 
independent of the two nodeIs, and would have remained stable at 
approximately -1 to -2 o C througoout the Weichse1ian. '!'hese regions 
have ei ther been covered by cold Arctic Water, or they have been 
covered by grounded glacial ice being at the pressure mel ting 
point, e.g.  -1 - -2 o C. 
On Spi tsbergenbanken the nodels indicate large variations in 
physical setting: In nodel I,  the shallowest parts « 50 m water 
depth) slx>uld have been subaerially exposed to low annua1 mean 
ternperatures, approximately -15 ° c  for rrore than 20 ky. In nodel Il, 
areas down to the present-day 150 m contour are exposed, and the 
period of exposure is expanded. '!'he duration of subaerial exposure for 
the area between 50 and 150 m is 4 ky. In interglacial periods like 
the Holocene , the area is subnarine and the ternperature is in general 
-1 to - 1 .  5 o C, while the temperature in the shallowest part of the 
Spi tsbergenbanken may rise slightly above zero in July and August. 
In BjØ:rnøyrenna, the sea floor ternperature during interglacial 
periods is approximately + 2 o C, while during glaciaIs, the 
temperature drops to i )  - 1 to - 2 ° c, e.g.  covered by Arctic Water 
(M:>del Il ) or ii ) covered by ice at pressure mel ting point, - 1 o C 
(M:>del I ) .  
The greatest ternperature variations are found for the shallow shelf 
areas west and north of Svalbard. During glaciaIs, these areas ( except 
for when the ica expanded to the shelf edge ) have had tundra 
conditions, and annual ternperature may be lowered to -15 o C. 
Transgression of wa:rm Atlantic water during the end of the 
glacials/early stage of interglacials, causes a rise of the sea floor 
ternperature to +2 - +4 o C. 
Table I:  Maxinrum ice nodel 
Time: 5O-30ka Time: 30- 22ka Time: 22-16ka Time: 16-12ka Time: 12-10ka Time: 10-
Tarp Ehvircn. Tarp Ehvircn. Tarp Ehvircn. Tarp Ehvircn . Tarp Ehvircn . Tarp Envircn. 
-------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Spitsbergenbankcn. < 5Om  -15 subaerial -1. 5  subgl -2.0 subgl -1 . 5  subgl -1 . 5  Arctic W -1 . 5  Arctic W 
Spitsbergenbanken. >5Om -1. 5  Arctic W. -L O subgl -1. 5  subgl -LO subgl -1 . 5  Arctic W -1 . 5  Arctic W 
Spitsbergenbanken. W parts -5.0 subgl 
BjØmøyrenna.outer part +2.0 Atlantic W -1. 5  Arctic W -1. 5  subgl -1. 5  subgl -1. 5  Arctic W +2. 0  Atlantic W 
BjØ�. inner part -1. 5  Arctic W. -1. 5 subgl -2. 0  subgl -1. 5  subgl -1. 5  Arctic W +2.0 Atlantic W 
Central Barents Seal -1. 5  Arctic W. -1. 5  subgl -2. 0  subgl -1 . 5  subgl -1 . 5  Arctic W -1. 5  Arctic W 
Storbanken 
Kong Karls Land area. < 50m -15 subaerial -1 . 5  subgl -2. 0  subgl -1. 5  subgl -1 . 5  Arctic W -1. 5  Arctic W 
Shelf areas N&W of -15 subaerial -15 subaerial -15 subaerial -15 subaerial +2.0 Atlantic W +2 Atlantic W 
Svalbard. < 50m ( NB: 12Qn) 
Area 
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Table I :  Limi ted ice rrodel 
Time: 50-30ka Time: 30- 22ka Time: 22-l8ka Time: l8-l2ka Tine: 12-l0ka Tine: 10-
Tmp Ehvircn . Tmp Ehvircn. Tmp Ehvinn. Tmp Ehvircn . Tmp Enviroo . Tmp Enviroo . 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
SpJ l.sb'·r YAlhl1lk''I I .  (!JQn -15 1I\.Ibmo.r 1111 -1 'J subfx!rj al -15 øubaerial -1 . 5  !IUbgJ -1. 5 Arctic W -1 . 'J I\r cUc W 
Spitsbergenbanken. 50-l50 -1. 5  Arctic W. -l. 5 Arctic W -15 subaerial -1 . 5  subgl -1 . 5  Arctic W -l. S Arctic W 
Spitsbergenbanken. 150-300 -1 . 5  Arctic W -l. 5 Arctic W -1. 5  Arctic W -5 subgl -1. 5  Arctic W 
Bjørnøyrenna.cuter part -l. 5 Arctic W -l. 5 Arctic W -l. S  Arctic W -l. 5 Arctic W -l. 5 Arctic W +2 . 0  
BjØrnøyrenna. inner part -1. 5  Arctic W. -l. 5 Arctic W -l. S  Arctic W -5 subgl -1. 5  Arctic W +2.0 
Central Barents Seal -1. 5  Arctic W. -1. 5  subgl -1 . 5  Arctic W -1 . 5  subgl -1 . 5  Arctic W -1. 5  
Storbanken 
KaJg Karls Land area. < 5Qn  -15 subaerial -15 subaerial -1. 5 subaerlal -l. S  subgl -1. 5  Arctic W -1 . 5  
Shelf areas N&W of -15 subaerial -15 subaerial -15 subaerial -15 subaerial +2. 0  Atlantic W +2 
Svalbard. <5Qn ( NB: 12Qn) 
3 . 3  Distributian of pennafrost and ice-bearing sediments and rocks 
in the Barents Sea 
Atlantic W 
Atlantic W 
Arctic W 
Arctic W 
Atlantic W 
Accordir:g to the thennal definition of pennafrost, consid.erable 
parts of the upper sediment sequence in the Barents Sea have 
perrnafrost . However, in marine environments wi th saline pore water, 
ice-bonded or bearing sediments will rot be present at temperatures 
above -1, 8 ° C. The exact freezing point will depend on salinity and 
also the li thology. As stated in the introduction chapter, the water 
in clayey sediments is affected by the clay mineralogy , and ice-free 
clays have been reported even with temperatures below -10 ° C ( s .  
Blasco pers .  COTIIl. 1988 ) .  When discussing pennafrost in marine 
environments , it is cæm::m to discuss ice-bearing or ice bonded 
material . 
In accordance with the � rrodels, ice-bearing strata 
may have fonned in the following regions: 
- The shelf west and rorth of Svalbard 
- Spitsbergenbanken and the coastal areas of 
eastem Svalbard exposed during low 
sea levels ( e .g. KOng Karls Land) 
Essential for the preservation of sub-marine pennafrost and ice­
bearing strata is the sealing of frozen fresh-water bearing sediments 
by transgression of cold Arctic Water. This has only been the case for 
Spitsbergenbanken and the coastal areas in eastem Svalbard. As shown 
fron temperature rrodelling in the Beaufort Sea ( Fig . 1 . 9 ) ,  the 
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temperature in the 600 m thick sub-marine pennafrost zone will rise to 
barely sub-zero ( - 2 - 3 o C)  conditions within 2000-3000 years after 
the transgression of cold Arctic Water. However, on the Svalbard shelf 
the thickness of the Weichselian pennafrost zone is suggested to be 
significantly less . The present-day pennafrost depth in Svalbard, 
200-400 m is a possible analogue . The ice will mel t due to migration 
of "warm" saline pore water into sediments fran above and geothermal 
heat fron belCM. Lachenbl:uch et al . ( 1982 ) have estimated the thaw 
rate fran belCM caused by the geothennal heat flux to be 15 m/looo 
years. The melting rate fron above is not :Jm:Mn, but rrost like1y it 
will be higher due to the circulation of pore water. Mel ting of ice is 
a SlCM and energy consuming" process ( 80 cal/g ) . However, as indicated 
fran the numbers above, the time-span of allrost 10 ky is sufficient to 
thaw the ice-bearing layers, at least in a 150 m thick zone . Due to 
interglacial transgression of warm Atlantic Water, we conclude that 
there is no sub-sea permafrost or ice-bearing strata left on the shelf 
west and north of Svalbard. 
In the Barents Sea, ice-bearing strata may have fonned in shallCMer 
parts of Spitsbergenbanken during the Mid Weichselian. According to 
the " delayed nodel " ( 01apter 2 ) ,  the area of subaerial exposure on 
Spitsbergenbanken increased during the early stage of the Late 
Weichselian, and ice-bearing strata may have fonned down to present­
day 120-150 m waterdepth. 
AIx>ther important factor for the possible occurrence of ice-bearing 
strata in the Barents Sea is the thin, < 10 m CXNer of unli thified 
sediments . The ice-bearing layers have to form in the Mesozoic 
bedrock, and not in unli thified sediments, which is the case in the 
Beaufort Sea. The formation of ice-bearing layers in the Barents Sea 
will therefore be very different fran the Beaufort Sea. Here, the 
ice-bearing strata is generally localized to fossil fresh-water 
bearing fluvial channels, fonned under sub-aerial exposure during 
glaciaIs .  
The formation, and also the preservation, of ice-bearing layers is 
influenced by the existence of saline porewater in the subnerged 
marine areas . At temperatures -1 - -2 ° c, it is fundamental 
that if ice-bearing strata is going to be preserved under 
i )  a grounded ice at pressure melting point and/or ii ) Arctic Water, 
the saline porewater has to be replaced by fresh water. This 
replacemen.t will depend on the porosi ty and permeabili ty of the 
bedrock, as the thickness of unconsolidated sediments deposi tad under 
a fresh water regime ( the till ) is very thin « 5 m )  in these 
regions. In general , the Mesozoic rocks in Svalbard have lCM porosi ty, 
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approximately 10% ( Elverh:,Di & Grønlie 1981 ) ,  and low porosity values 
are also suggested for the Mesozoic rocks sub-cropping at 
Spitsbergenbanken. The developnent of pennafrost in the surfaee will 
also represent an effective barrier for percolation of fresh water 
into the underlying bedrock during subaerial exposure . Migration of 
fresh water through subsurface aquifers is also unlikely due to the 
reduced topographic gradient . Accordingly, the probability for 
fonnation of iee-bearing strata seems low, wi th the lowest probabili ty 
for the "maximt.nn glaciation nodel" ,  due to the limi ted time interval 
of subaerial exposure ccmpared to the "delayed nodel" ( Olapter 2 ) .  
3 . 3 . 1  In si tu temperature measurements 
In si tu measuranents of the sub-bottan temperature at 110 ro water 
depth south of Hopen show sub-zero temperatures for the upper 15 
metres ( IKU News 1988 ) ( Fig. 2 . 27 ) .  The measurements have been 
obtained in a region which may have been subaerially exposed during 
the Late Weichselian sea level lowering. The posi ti ve temperatures 
observed already at 15 ro depth strongly suggest that if iee-bearing 
strata was fonned in the early phase of the Late Weichselian, these 
features have reM mel ted. The sub-zero temperature in the upper 15 ro 
reflects the present-day condi tions in the region, which is 
pennanently covered by cold C-1, 5 ° C )  Arctic Water. 
The observation of posi ti ve temperatures in the upper part of the 
sediments on the southern part of Spitsbergenbanken is very important 
for the conclusion of possible ice-bearing strata. Spitsbergen banken 
is the only region in the western Barents Sea which may have been sub­
aerially exposed and flooded by cold Arctic Water in post-glacial 
time . Up to reM, only one in situ test has been carried out, but frau 
aur paleoclimatic m::>del of the region, we conclude that iee bearing 
strata will not be present in water depths exceeding -100 ro .  For the 
shallower parts of Spitsbergenbanken, we still lack reliable 
infonnation, and further investigations are needed for finally prov-ing 
the existence or non-existence of iee bearing strata on shallower 
parts of Spitsbergenbanken. 
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3 . 3 . 2  Temperature profiles : Hopen - the Barents Sea 
One possible fonnational node of subnarine pennafrost is 
continuation of onshore pennafrost into offshore regions. To test this 
in Svalbard, nodel caIcuIation has been carried out for Hopen, where 
onshore exploration drilling close to the shoreline indicated 
ice-bearing pennafrost cbwn to approxirnately 140 m.  Statie temperature 
calculations were carried out along a profile running .fran onsmre 
Hopen and l km out fran the shoreline. Constant temperatures were 
anticipated for onshore Hopen, at 540 m depth in the ground ( Fig. 
3 . 9 )  . 
� =  3�/100m flz ;E 
<:> 
� 
U'\ 
I H OPEN SOOm I BARENTS SEA 1000m' t 
t = + 10,1°( 
Fig. 3 . 9 .  The nndel for the temperature calculations 
'Ihree examples with different, but constant water temperatures, 
t = -0. 9  ° C, -1 . 9 0 C and 0 . 1  °c are slxlwn in figures 3 . 10 . - 3 . 12 .  The 
calculations are carried out independently of the Iaeal geology. A top 
cover of unconsolidated sedimen.ts �Id have reduced the pennafrost 
depth. The temperature gradient ( 30 ° C/km) is based on measurements on 
Spitsbergen ( Fig. 2 . 11 ) .  The calculations slxJw that the onshore 
conditions only influence the temperature in the nearshore area, 50 -
100 m fran the shoreline. FUrther out, the sub-bottaTI temperatures are 
influenced only by the bottaTI water temperature and the geothermal 
gradient. Hence, as a ooncIusion, onshore pennafrost in Svalbard is 
in general unlikely to continue significantly more than 100 m 
offshore. 
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Fig. 3 . 10 .  calculated temperature profile wi th a sea bottan 
temperature corresponding to - 0 . 9  o C .  
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Fig. 3 . 11 .  Calculated tanperature profile wi th a sea bottan 
temperature oorresponding to - 1 . 9  o c. 
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Fig. 3 . 12 .  Calculated ternperature profile wi th a sea bottan 
ternperature oorresponding to 0 . 1  ° C. 
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3 . 3 . 3  Oonclusions 
In accordance wi th the paleothe:rmal regime and the geological 
settings of the area, the discussion on the existence of permafrost 
and ice-bearing layers can be SI.nll11arized as follows : 
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1 )  Pe:rmafrost is defined in tenns of temperature , and thus areas 
covered wi th Arctic Water are by defini tion pe:rmafrost areas, because 
the temperature at the sea bed is less that O o C througoout the year. 
2 )  The main part of the unconsolidated sediments is marine dep::>si ts . 
Due to the saline p::>rewater, causing a depression of the freezing 
p::>int, ice bearing layers will IX>t fonn in temperatures above -1 . 8  o C.  
3)  In si tu temperature measurements at 110 m water depth at the 
southern slope of Spitsbergenbanken sh::M positive temperatures below 
15 m. Conbined with the paleoclimatic history, we therefore conclude 
that ice-bearing strata CanIX>t exist in this region at water depths 
greater than 100 m. 
4 )  For shallower « 100 m) parts of Spitsbergenbanken ice-bearing 
layers may have formed in periods of low sea level ( Mid Weichselian 
and early phase of Late Weichselian) . HcMever, to preserve this 
permafrost in the subsequent the:rmal regime of approximately -1 . 5  o C, 
the saline p::>rewater would have to be replaced by freshwater. The low 
p::>rosity of Mesozoic rocks subcropping at Spitsbergen-banken is, 
hJwever, an efficient barrier to such a process . We therefore 
consider the existence of ice bearing layers unlikely also in this 
area. 
6 )  There is still lack of in si tu data fran the shallow part of 
Spitsbergen, and in order to finally prove the idea of IX> ice-bearing 
strata in this region ei ther, we reccmnend further in si tu testing. 
3 . 4  Possible occurrence of gas hydrates in the Barents Sea and 
in Svalbard 
An evaluation of the p::>ssibili ties of the existence of gas hydrates 
in the Barents Sea rrrust be based on the present-day physiographic 
conditions . During severaI glaciations, the sub-ice temperatures IlDSt 
likely remained in the same range as the present-day bottan water 
temperatures, but the pressure was significantly higher, due to the 
ice overburden. '!'his may have changed the hydrate stabili ty zone . 
HCMeVer, hydrates fo:rmed under condi tions in which they are unstable 
during interglacials are expected to be decanposed at present.  
3 . 4 . 1 '!'hennal predictian of gas hydrate occurrence in the 
Barents Sea . 
As sh:Jwn in Olapter 1,  the actual distributian of gas hydrates 
depends an specific temperature and pressure conditians and an the 
availabili ty of hydrocaroon gases . In this chapter temperature and 
pressure data fran the Barents Sea are evaluated to p:rovide a rough 
identificatian of potential areas of gas hydrate stability. 
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Subsurface temperature data and a typical oottan water temperature 
can be superimposed an the hydrate stabili ty curve to detenn:ine 
whether gas hydrates are stable in an area and, if stable, the depth 
range over which their occurrence might be expected. 
As there is a general lack of deep ooreh:>le temperature data fran 
the Barents Sea, a geothennal gradient of 31 o Cjkm measured in a 
shallow well an Spitsbergenbanken ( IKU News 1988 ) is here used for 
the whole area . Judge ( 1982 ) used a gradient of 26 o Cjkm as typical 
for the Scotia and Labrador shel ves ,  but pointed out the importance of 
li thology; the gradient in individual formations was found to vary 
fran 17 o Cjkm in sand to 35 o Cjkm in shale. 
The oottan water temperatures in the Barents Sea are discussed in 
Cllapter 2 and sh:Jwn an figure 2 . 4 .  In the areas of interest, L e .  
areas in the rx:>rthern part wi th water depth exceeding 200 m ,  a typical 
oottan water temperature of 1 °c is used . In figure 3 . 13 the asSt.nTIed 
values for the geothermal gradient and oottan water temperature are 
plotted on the methane hydrate stabili ty curve, slxJwing the resul ting 
depths of hydrate stabili ty for different water depths . Methane 
hydrate will be stable in areas with water depths exceeding 
approximately 280 m, and the zone of stability extends to a depth of 
approximately 400 m. Increasing the water depth to 350 m results in a 
hydrate stability zone extending da,.m to approximately 550 - 600 m.  If 
the oottan water temperature increases to 2 o C ( a  probable oottan 
water temperature in BjøIn;tJyrenna ) ,  a water depth of 300 m is a 
minimum for hydrate stability. In that case, the hydrates will be 
stable to a depth of approximately 350 to 40011. 
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Fig. 3 . 13 .  Gas hydrate-prone zones in different water depths ( 280 m 
and 350 m) based on a typica1 tx>ttan water ta:nperature 
( 1° C )  and geothennal gradient ( 31 ° C/km) for the rorthern 
Barents Sea. The methane hydrate stability cw:ve is 
taken fran Judge ( 1982 ) .  
Figure 3 . 14 stnvs the resu1 ting areas of methane hydrate stabili ty 
in the rorthern Barents Sea. In BjØmøyrenna and Storfjordrenna 
a min:imum water depth of approximately 300-350 m is indicated. 
Further rorth, 280-300 m of water is regarded as sufficient for 
methane hydrate stability. 
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These resul ts 00 rot imply that hydrates are present wi thin the 
stable areas, rather they indicate that if methane gas and water exist 
in arry horizon wi thin that zone, hydrates will fonn given sufficient 
time. 
Fig. 3 . 14.  Areas of rnethane hydrate stability ( dotted) in the 
Barents Sea, based on thenna.l prediction. 
3 . 4 . 2  Gas ccmposi tion and hydrate stabil i ty 
In Cl1apter 1 ,  hydrate stabil i ty condi tions for other systems than 
pure rnethane are discussed. Figure I . l  stxJws that the effect of 
adding slight arrounts of other gases, such as ethane or CO , is 2 
hydrate stabili ty at higher ternperatures and lawer pressures . 
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Increasing salini ty of the porewater has the opposi te effect. 
Structure Il hydrates, canposed of heavier hydrocarbons such as 
propane and isobutane, are stable at both shallawer and greater depths 
than Structure I hydrates, mainly fonned by rnethane and ethane ( Judge 
1982 ) .  Hence, if natura l gas in the Barents Sea contains other 
canponents than pure rnethane, stabili ty condi tions are changed and 
hydrates may be encountered in significantly shallawer water depth 
than suggested in figure 3 . 14.  
The gas ccmposi tion of a possible hydrate in the Barents Sea is 
t.lI1kn:Mn and one can only speculate about it . If the gas originates 
fran migration fran deeper sources ( thenrogenic gas ) ,  it may consist 
of higher-nolecular weight hydrocarbons and ioorganic gases, in 
addi tion to methane. However, in the progress of migration the gas 
ccmposi tion is prone to be enriched in methane. 
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Analysed samples of gas hydrates fran DSDP and ODP wells, discussed 
in chapters 1 . 1 . 4 and I . l .  5,  general ly contained nore than 99 % 
methane. Carbon isotopic analysis of these gases sh::Med a biogenic 
origin ( Kvenvolden & Barnard 1983b; Kvenvolden & M::Donald 1985; 
Kvenvolden & Kas"tner 1988 ) .  So far, gas hydrates with a proven 
thenrogenic source have rot been rea:JgI1ized, al th::>ugh several authors 
suggest migration of thenrogenic gas fran deeper reservoirs as the 
origin of the gas in the shallCM gas hydrates ( Shipley et al . 1979 ; 
Katz 1982; Oollett et al . 1988 ) .  
When predicting the areas of gas hydrate stabil i ty in the Barents 
Sea, the possibility of gas ccmposition other than pure methane 
cannot be ruled out. Thereby a greater zone of stabili ty than shown 
in figure 3 . 11 is possible. 
3 . 4 . 3  Thermal prediction of gas hydrate occu:rrence in Svalbard 
Similar predictions of gas hydrate stabili ty in Svalbard can be 
done . However, there is a lack of available deep, subsurface 
temperature data. As mentioned in chapter 3 . 1 ,  the pennafrost 
thickness has been measured in sane places on Spitsbergen. In general , 
penna.frost covers the entire land area wi th depths up to 450 m in the 
central part ( Lies"tøl, 1980 ) .  There are ro available temperature 
measurements frem the zone beneath the pennafrost . 
Tb get a rough evaluation of the possibility for gas hydrate 
occu:rrence on Spitsbergen, the meth:xl of Oollett ( 1983 ) ,  described in 
chapter 1 . 1 . 2 ,  is applied. The mean armual ground temperature and 
kn::Jwn pennafrost depth provide a value for the thennal gradient wi thin 
the pennafrost layer. At the base of the ice-bearing pennafrost zone 
the geothennal gradient increases abrupt ly ( Lachenbruch, 1982 ) .  Given a 
regional value for the gradient increase at the pennafrost base, the 
geotheI:ma.l gradient belCM the base of the pennafrost can be 
calculated. In a study in Prudlx>e Bay, Alaska, Oollett ( 1983 ) used a 
value of 1 . 75 for the gradient increase at the pennafrost base. 
The thennal gradients above and belCM the base of the pennafrost 
zone can then be plotted on a methane hydrate stabili ty curve, and the 
intersections between the gradients and the phase curve mark the zone 
of hydrate stabil i ty. As a first approximation, the same value of the 
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thennal gradient increase at the base of the permafrost ( 1 . 75 )  is 
used. Given a representative annual ground temperature of -5 o C, an 
equilibrium temperature at the base of the ice-bearin)' pennafrost of 
-0. 5  o C, and assuming a li tlx>static pressure gradient, the resul ting 
zone of hydrate stabili ty is sh:Jwn on figure 3 . 15 .  In order to get an 
intersection between the methane hydrate stabili ty curve and the 
geotheImal gradients in Spitsbergen, the permafrost depth has to be a 
minimum of approximately 260 m. 
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Fig. 3 . 15 .  Tentative calculation of pennafrost thickness 
and gas hydrate stability. Methane hydrate 
stabili ty curve is taken fran Col1ett ( 1983 ) .  
4.  SEISMIC DATA ANALYSIS 
4 . 1  Seismie interpretation 
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The present project inc1udes seismie interpretation from different 
areas in the Barents Sea, where anana10us ref1ectors have been 
obse:rved. The first area is situated in the BjØ:r:nwa South region, on 
the southern slope of BjØrnøyrenna in approximately 350 m water depth 
( Fig. 4. 1 ) .  The other area CXJVers part of Sentralbanken and the 
IX>rthern extension of BjØrnøyrenna in water depths up to rrore than 300 
m. Furtherm::>re, sone seismie lines from the Olga Basin ( Fig. 4. 1 )  have 
been interpreted. 
Fig. 4 . 1 .  Location of the study area of sei smie interpretation. 
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In the BjØ:rntIYa South area, the arona1ies appear as sha11ow, high 
arnp1i tude ref1ectors wi th restricted lateral extension. In the Olga 
Basin and the Sentralbanken area, ane significant ref1ector para11e1s 
the seabed at a re1atively shallow depth. 
4 . 1 . 1  Bjø:rntIYa South 
The investigated area is situated between 72° and 72° 3D'N, 19° and 
210 E in water depth rangin1 fran 320 to 380 m. Structurally, the area 
covers the western part of Loppa High, a part of the NNE-SSW trending 
BjØrnøyrenna Fault Conplex, parts of Helgøy High to the west and 
BjØ:rntIYa Basin to the northwest . 
One we1l, 7219/9-1, has been drilled in the area ( Fig. 4 . 2 ) . Base 
QuaternaI:y, at approximate1y 130 m below sea bottan, is marked by the 
transi tion fran sandy, sil ty clay wi th ffM pebbles and rock fragments 
to a nore h:::mJgeneous, rnn-calcareous, sil ty c1aystone be1ow. The 
Tertiary sediments are oonso1idated, and characterized by nonot.c:nJus 
sequences of claystone wi th a gradual increase in oonsolidation grade 
wi th depth. Well loggin1 indicates ffM inteJ:vals wi th increased 
sand/silt CX>Iltent in the claystone. No distinct sand layers and no 
shallow gas were encountered. Reflectors wi thin the Tertiary sediments 
are probably related to changes in the consolidation ( density) of the 
clayey layers. The Tertiary sequence is relatively thick, up to 1000 m. 
In addi tion to the well-infonnation, both high-reso1ution and 
oonventional deep seismie data were interpreted. The high-resolution 
sections provided the best infonnation in the shallow layers where the 
aronalous reflections were found. 
The seismie aocmalies consist of high amplitude reflectors, scme of 
which cut across the bedding, while others are parallel . On several 
lines, the sei smie character belaw the aocmalies is masked. Push-d:Jwn 
of underlYin1 reflectors is also observed. All ananalies occur within 
the Tertiary sequence, but the subsea depth varies between 0 . 6 and 1 . 3  
seconds � way time ( s  twt ) .  Correlation between seismie lines 
allowed mapping of the individual aronalous areas ( Fig. 4 . 2 )  . 
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Fig. 4 . 2. Distribution of the ancmalous, shallow seismie reflectors. 
p - the ancmalous reflector is paralleI wi th the bedding. 
C - the ancmalous reflector cuts across the bedding. 
Possible explanations for the ancmalies are: 
- shallow gas 
- gas hydrates 
- diagenesis 
- intrusions 
- multiplesjghosts 
To evaluate the different possibili ties, the follCMing steps of 
inteJ:pretaticn were perfonned: 
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1 )  Three internal reflectors in the Tertia:ry sequence were chosen 
fran the well and mapped in the area in order to detennine the 
stratigraphie depth of the ananalies. 
2 )  The different ananalies were grouped in �: the first cutting 
across the reflecting oorizons, the second para11eling the 
oorizons. 
3 )  The depth to the ananalies was detennined. 
In the well ,  the Tertia:ry lith:>logy is dcminated by claystone, 
indicating that the ananalies are not restricted to specific coarser­
grained oorizons. The interpretation of the three reflectors in the 
Tertia:ry sequence supported this hypothesis .  The ananalies are all 
localized in different depths wi th regard to the three reflectors. 
The northeastern ananaly is stratigraphically deepest, while the 
southen1 and southwestern ananalies are the rrost shallow. This is 
<XI'lSistent wi th the thickness variaticn of the Tertia:ry sequence; 
increasing fran the northeast to the southwest. 
M::>st of the ananalies were found to cut acrosS the bedding 
( Fig . 4. 2 ) . Of the larger ananalies, cnly the northwesterly ane 
paralIeled the bedding. However, rrost of the smaller ananalies 
follow the stratification ( Fig. 4 . 2 )  . 
Three of the greater ananalies in the east-northeastern part were 
found to parallel the seabed at approximately the same subsea depth, 
0 . 65 - 0 . 70 s twt ( about 0 . 2  s subbottan depth) ( Fig. 4 . 3 ) .  The others 
were found at greater depths, fran 0 . 80 to IIDre than 1 . 25 s twt , and 
the ananalous reflectors were dipping wi th regard to the seafloor. 
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Fig. 4 . 3 .  Subsea depth in seconds � way time to the ananalous 
ref1ectors (water depth varies between 0 . 45 and 0 . 50 s twt ) . 
This leads to the following interpretation of the origin of the 
ananalies ( Fig. 4 . 4 )  : 
- gas hyCIrates/free gas : the three easternrrost ananalies may 
consist of gas hydrates wi th the possible existence of free 
gas trapped beneath. 
- shallow gas: the northwesten1 great ananaly and I1DSt of the 
smal ler , p:robably consist of gas trapped in the shallow 
1ayers . 
- diagenesis : the � great ananalies in the south and the one 
to the north are probably caused by a diagenetic front, 
leadirYJ to a densi ty and velocity charY'Je. 
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a )  Gas hydratesIfree gas 
The three east-oortheasten1 aocma1ies are probab1y caused by gas 
hydrates . The arx:ma1ous reflectors cut across other reflecting 
horizons and parallel the seabed. Accordingly, the reflectors fulfil 
the requirements of a bottan simulating reflector ( Olapter 1 . 3 ) .  The 
subbottan depth to the reflectors is approximately 0 . 2  s twt . This 
correspc:xlds to 220 m, using a seisnic velocity of 2200 m/s obtained 
fran the scru.c log in the sha110w part of the Tertiary sediments. The 
thickness of the possible gas hydrate ZCI'le a::mpares well wi th the 
stabili ty considerations presented in chapter 3 .  
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Fig. 4 . 4 .  Possible origin of the seisnic ananalies 
r\'�: -;\;j - gas hydrates t. , , ..... _ 
k:: ::>�:I - gas hydrates with possible shallow gas trapped below 
r-..-..::.-_-� - shallow gas t: - - -d 
� � - diagenesis 
The locations of the seisnic examples ( Figs . 4 . 5 . -4 . 10. ) are sIxMn. 
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There are indications of the presence of free gas beneath at least 
two of the ananalies. The indications include push-cbwn and masking of 
underlying reflector, and diffractions at the edges of the ananalies , 
which may be caused by an abrupt transi tion to water-saturated layers . 
F\.rrthentore, the ananalies are situated above tectonically disturbed 
areas, where large faul ts may enable the upward migration of gas . 
Figure 4 . 5  slxMs a high resolution section crossing the oortherrl­
rrost gas hydrate area. The gas hydrate reflector is seen at a depth of 
approx:i.mately 0 . 7  s twt, nmning parallel to the seafloor and cutting 
across the bedding. Below is evidence of free gas: gas blanking, 
diffractions at the edges and a signifieant push-cbwn. In the deeper 
part of the section, there is a fault zone with the cbwnthrc::Mn side to 
the west. 
Figure 4 . 6  slxMs a section fran the oortheastern ananaly ( Fig. 4 . 4 )  . 
The ananalous reflector clearly cuts across the reflecting oorizons . 
There is 00 significant evidence of the presence of trapped gas 
below. The ananaly is situated above several large faults. 
Figures 4 . 7  and 4 . 8  are sections crossing the central ananaly 
interpreted as gas hydrate/free gas ( Fig. 4 . 4 ) . The reflector is partly 
discontinuous. On the oorthe:rn secticn, the reflector has a humrocky 
charaeter ( Fig . 4 .  7 ) . In the southe:rn part, there are "ooles" ( up to 
1 . 25 km in extensicn) between the segments of the reflector ( Fig. 4 . 8 )  . 
On both lines the reflectors are confonnable wi th the seafloor and cut 
across the bedding. The sei smie records are canpletely masked below 
the ananalous reflector. The reflector is suggested to be caused by 
gas hydrates wi th gas possibly trapped below. The origin of the 
"ooles" is unclear. They may be caused by changes in the lithJlogy, 
influencing the distribution of gas hydrates . In O1apter 1 . 1 .  b ) ,  the 
effect of grain size variations on gas hydrate equilibrium is 
discussed. Collett et al . ( 1988 ) indicate that fine-grained material 
may reduce the temperature of gas hydrate equilibrium. Another 
explanation for the "hoIes" could be that there is a lack of gas to 
create a hydrate at these si tes, or that the hydrates are lost. 
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Fig. 4 . 5 .  Seismic example crossing the northern ananal y interpreted 
as gas hydrates wi th free gas trapped below. A bottan 
simulating reflector is seen at a depth of 0 . 7  s twt . 
Courtesy AlS Geoteam 
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Fig. 4 . 6 .  Seismie example crossing the oortheastenl an:::maly 
interpreted as gas hydrates. A 1x:>ttall simulatirx1 relector is 
seen at a depth of approximately 0 . 67 s twt . Courtesy A/S Geoteam 
b )  ShallCM gas 
The large nJrthwestern an:::maly and several of the small arx:malies 
are suggested to be caused by shallCM gas. The an:::malous reflectors 
seem to follCM the stratification, and do not parallel the seabed. 
There is gas masking in the area beneath the reflectors and push-
d::Mn of underlying reflectors. Besides, the an:::malies are situated at 
varying sub1x:>ttall depth, frem 0 . 3  to 0. 6 s twt . Asmnning a seismie 
velocity of 2200 m/s, the depth will be between 330 to 660 m belCM the 
sea floor, L e .  approximately 680 to 1100 m belCM sea level . Because 
the tanperature increases with depth, this is probably belCM the lCMer 
limit for gas hydrates. According to the stabili ty considerations in 
Olapter 3,  the ancmalous reflectors are si tuated belCM the stabili ty 
zone for gas hydrates at the present water depth. 
Figure 4 . 9  is a section crossing the rorthwesteITl ancmaly. The 
reflector fOllOl.<1S the bedding in the Tertiary sed.iments that are dcme­
shaped above an underlying structural high. Gas masking and push-down 
are seen beneath the ancmalous reflector. 
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Fig. 4 . 7 .  Seismic example fran the central ananaly interpreted as gas 
hydrates with free gas below. The tx::>ttan s:imulating 
reflector is seen at a depth of approximately 0. 64 s twt .  
Courtesy AlS Geoteam 
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Fig. 4 . 8 .  Seismie example frem the central an::maly interpreted as 
gas hydratesifree gas . Courtesy AlS Geoteam 
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Fig . 4 . 9 .  Seismie examples fran the n:::>rthwestern aranaly interpreted 
as shallow gas . Courtesy AlS Geoteam 
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c )  Diagenesis 
The an::malous reflector in the southwestern and IX>rthel:n an::malies 
appears as a significant reflector cuttinJ across other reflectinJ 
h:>rizons and dippinJ towards the south west ( Fig. 4 . 10 ) .  The reflector 
occurs at depths ranginJ fron 0 . 75 s to 1 . 25 s twt, L e .  approximately 
680 to 1230 m below sea level . This is toe deep for gas hydrates at 
the present water depth, because of the increasirvJ temperature ( see 
stabili ty considerations in chapter 3 ) .  Thus, the presence of gas 
hydrates can be excluded. In parts of the an::maly-areas, the seismie 
records beneath the reflector are totally masked. As ro other 
indications of gas are apparent, this masking is probably rot caused 
by gas . Furt:herm:Jre, free gas migratirvJ fron below would rot have been 
trapped beneath the strengly dippirvJ, an::malous reflector. The masking 
is probably caused by the streng reflection fron the an::maly, 
inhibi tirvJ penetration of seismie energy into the deeper layers . 
The reflectors are inte:rpreted to represent a diagenetic boundary, 
rrost likely the transi tion fron opal-er to quartz . This transi tion 
occurs at a temperature of approximately 80D e, and the velocity and 
densi ty change may resul t in a bottan sinrulatirvJ reflector as 
described in Olapter 1 . 3 .  a. The present depth of the diagenetic 
boundary is therefore a function of the history of uplift and erosion 
( F . Riis pers .comm. 1988 ) .  
4. 1 . 2  The Sentralbanken and the Olga Basin areas 
The investigated area is located between 75° and 760 N, 30° and 
35° E, coverinJ the rorthwestern part of Sentralbanken and the easte:rn 
slepe of the rorthe:rn extension of BjørntJYrenna ( Fig. 4 . 1 ) .  The water 
depth ranges fron 170 to 350 m. 
The seismie an::maly consists of a shallow, bottan sinrulatinJ 
reflector cuttirvJ across other reflect� h:>rizons. 
Possible explanations for the reflector are :  
- A geological feature : gas hydrates or diagenesis. 
- A rx:n-geological feature : bubble pulse or gh:>st. 
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Fig. 4 . 10.  Seisrie exarnple fran the south western ananal y interpreted 
as a diagenetie front. Courtesy AlS Geoteam 
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Data fran three different seismic sw:veys were interpreted, and the 
bottan sinrulating reflector was found to be present in all three . 
However, the reflector is nost clearly seen in areas wi th dipping 
layers, cutting across the reflecting oorizons. In ene east-west 
runni.rYJ' section, the reflector can be follONed ccntinuously fran 35° E 
on Sentralbanken to 300 E in BjØ�, L e .  the wlx>le of the 
studied area . The great lateral extension disfavours a geological 
explanation of the arnnaly. 
The character of the reflector <:bes rot chcIDJe significantly in the 
area ( Fig. 4  . 11 )  . Amplitude aocmalies, bright spots, gas blanking, or 
arry other evidence of shallCM gas are rx>t observed. The water depth in 
the study area inc:reases fran 170 m on Sentralbanken to 350 m in 
BjØ�. HcMever, the subbottan depth to the aocmalous reflector 
was found to be CCI'lStant, approximately 0 . 14 s twt .  '!hus, the 
possibility of a geological cause for the arnnaly can be excluded. 
Furtherm::>re, the great subbottan depth precludes gOOst as a possible 
explanation. 
The ranaining explanation for the origin of the bottan simulating 
reflector is that it probably represents a bubble pulse reflection. 
'!his interpretation is supported by interpretation of seisnic lines 
fran the Olga Basin. A bottan simulating reflector was found at a 
depth of 0 . 07 s twt. On Olle seisnic line the reflector is relati vely 
ccntinuous for approximately 40 km, while on sone of the other lines 
the reflector occurs in restricted areas . The reflector 00es rot 
change character or subbottan depth alc::ng the lines, al tlxJugh the 
water depth varies, indicating a :rx::n-geological origin for the 
reflection. The ccmpany that designed the airgun source a::nfinned the 
interpretation, expecting a bubble pulse reflection at the measured 
depth ( L .  Eikum pers . a::mn . 1988 ) .  
The reason for the fact that the bubble pulse reflection only 
exists on sone of the lines fran the same seismic sw:vey, which are 
recorded and processed wi th nore or less cx:>nstant parameters, may be 
attributed to varying geology in the survey area. The li -tnJlogy of the 
shallCM layers may influence the character of the bubble pulse 
reflection. In the Olga Basin, the bottcm simulating reflector is most 
clearly seen in areas with flat-lying layers and relatively few 
reflecting oorizons. Cl1anging acoustic � of the sea floor may 
also affect the bubble reflection. The higher the aooustic irnpedance 
ccntrast, the more energy is reflected, and the reflectors (both sea 
floor and bubble pulse ) get higher ampli tudes. 
w 
l km  
Fig. 4 . 11 .  Seismic example fran the Sentralbanken area showing a 
bottan simulatinJ reflector at a subbottan depth of 
approximately 0 . 14 s twt inteIpreted as a bubble pulse 
reflectian. Courtesy AlS Geoteam 
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5 .  WELLS AND BOREHOLES IN OFFSIDRE ARCI'IC ROOIONS WHERE PERMAFROST 
AND GAS HYDRATES MIGHT BE E:NCX:Um'ERED . 
5 . 1  Introductian 
In Arctic offshJre regions reliet pennafrost and gas hydrates belCM 
the seabed present a technical problem for drilling and production 
operatians. These operatians will thaw pennafrost and d.eccrnpJse gas 
hydrates unless a system is used to prevent heat f1CM fran the 
wellbore into the fonnatian. In unlithified sed.iments thaw of 
pennafrost imposes rorizontal and vertical stresses an the casing and 
causes role instabi1i ty, sloughing and washJuts . Hydrate decanposi tion 
can generate high gas pressure in the we1l1:xJre, thaw loads and 
1:xJrehole instability. 
5 . 2  Pennafrost and gas hydrate thaw/freeze loads in wells and 
1:xJreholes. 
Thaw/freeze and hydrate decanpositian or sublimation will impose a 
change of stresses wi thin the unli thified sediments . This change of 
stresses can be transmitted to the 1:xJrehole or wel! . This new state of 
stresses can cause 1:xJrehole instabili ty and/or collapse of the casing. 
The mechanisns of thaw/freeze loads are stated belCM. 
5 . 2 . 1  Thaw subsidence 
As pennafrost thaws, the soil mass will consolidate and induee 
loads an the well or 1:xJrehole. Thaw subsidence can be caused by 
various processes (Goodman 1978 ) :  
a )  Excess iee 
In addi tion to iee fonning the pennafrost, there might be exeess 
iee distributed in discrete iee lenses, wedges and veins. In Prudhoe 
Bay and the Mackenzie Del ta exeess iee exist at depths shallower than 
50 feet ( HcMitt 1971, Rampton & Mackay 1971 ) .  It seems that exeess iee 
is typical of shallCM depth pennafrost. During thawing, the exeess ice 
melts, there is a volt.nne contraetion and the soil mass subsides to 
occupy the spaee created by the volt.nne contractian fran iee to water. 
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b )  Thaw-consolidatien wi th fluid expulsion 
If potentia11y underconsolidated cooditiens exist in a pennafrost 
ZCl1e ( i .  e.  pennafrost has been buried by new sediments and or 
presently loaded by surfaee iee ) ,  excess pore pressure will 
develop during pennafrost thawing. Thawed pennafrost will consolidate 
due to the overlying weights of sediments until the exeess pore 
pressure in the meltwater is dissipated. Consolidation of the thawed 
pennafrost zcne can cause subsidence of the overlayl..rg layers. 
c )  Pore pressure reductien 
"Pore pressure reductien" is c:xnsidered the ma.in mechanism for 
thaw-subsidence in deep pennafrost (Gocx:inan 1978 ) .  In nonnally 
c:xnsolidated pennafrost, thaw causes cx:ntractien of the pore iee 
bound:i.rYJ the sedimentæy grains. This voltnne cx:ntractien causes a 
"pore pressure reductien" in the meltwater between the grains . Because 
of the "pore pressure reductien" , the effective stress between the 
grains increases and the grains can cx:me closer together wi th the 
c:::cH'lSeqll9It reductien of voltnne wi thin the thawed zcne and subsidence 
of the overlaying layers . 
d)  stiffness reductien 
Thawed pennafrost soil can defo:rm I10re easily than the surrounding 
unaffected pennafrost. The difference in stiffness between frozen and 
thawed material can induee inward pressure towards the borehole, soil 
defonnatien and thaw subsidence. 
5 . 2 . 2  External freezeback 
In a thawed pennafrost area after the drilling or during the oil or 
gas productien shut-down periods, refreeze can occur. Refreeze of 
thawed pennafrost or waterbased fluids outside the casing can generate 
inward radial loads around the weilbore. Mechanically, thawing and 
refreezing are not a:mpletely reversible. Consolidated soil due to 
thawing will not return to i ts initial voltnne during refreezing. The 
volll1l9 expansien of the water saturated zcne during refreezing is 
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prirnarly towards the boreh:>le. The expansion of the refrozen zone that 
requires nore than its original voltnTlE:'! when it refreezes detennines 
the magni tude of the canpressi ve stresses on the wellbore. 
5 . 2 . 3  Hydrate deoomposition 
Wellbore loads caused by hydrate deoomposi tion are not well 
understo:xl. M:lre research is needed to detennine the mechanical 
behaviour of � hydrate fonnatians. Since the pressure 
required to fonn gas hydrates increases logarithnically while the 
temperature increases linearly, in nost sed.imentary basins hydrates 
will decanpose naturally at depths around 1500 m ( 21-270 C ) . Obviously, 
areas of high geothennal gradient will fonn thinner hydrate zones than 
areas of low geothennal gradients . Figure 5 . 1  sllc:Ms gas hydrates fran 
PI:udtx:)e Bay ( Holder et al .  1976 ) and Messoyakah field, USSR ( Makogon 
et al .  1971 ) .  The penna.frost in Prudh:>e Bay extends to about 600 m. 
The potential-hydrate depth extends to about 1100 m ( 1200 m for a 0 . 6 
gravi ty-gas ) .  At Messoyakah field the hydrate interval has been 
measured down to 900 m ( Hunt 1979 ) .  Hydrates fonn initial ly near the 
surface ( i .  e on the continental slope or outer shelf )  and if later 
buried by sediments to deoomposi tion depth will release a large 
anm::>\nlt of water creat:IDJ underaJnsolidated candi tians and high gas 
pressure . Hedberg ( 1974 ) has indicated that such deoomposi tion at the 
base of hydrates cx::JU1.d cause mud diapirs and other features related to 
overpressur:IDJ in fonnations. Pressures up to 100, 000 psi have been 
measured fran trapped deccmposed hydrates in the USSR. Deposi ts of gas 
hydrates in Siberia have been estimated to be in the order of 15 ' l()1 2  
m3 ( Hunt 1979 ) .  
The naturally deccmposed gas hydrates represent a serious technical 
problem and a potential geological hazard for drill:IDJ. Drill:IDJ 
technical problems are faced to stabilize a fonnation that behaves as 
a gelatinous mass . The drill:IDJ geological hazard is represented by 
the potential high pressure gas accumulated below the frozen hydrate 
surface. If hydrates are deoomposed or thawed durin1 drill:IDJ 
operatians and no penneable path exists wi thin the fonnation to 
dissipate excess pore pressure , high lateral loads and gas flow into 
the wellbore may resul t.  Befare drillirYJ, it is important to Jm:Jw if 
the hydrates exist as thin discontinuous layers of local extent or as 
thick continuous zones . 
5 . 3  Examples of measured parameters in thaw/freeze processes 
5 . 3 . 1  Radius of 1:hawi.rg around a well 
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Thaw estimates for ncn-insulated wells at P:rudhoe Bay and Mackenzie 
Delta indicate that durinJ a I'X)nnal drillinJ operatian, a l m  radius 
zcne will be thawed around the welloore. For a 20 year oil production 
period, the total thawed zone around the well will have a radius of 15 
m ( Pui  et al . 1975, Perkins et al .  1975 ) . But this is only a guess, as 
thennal gradient and thennal conductivity of the sediments are poorly 
krnm. 
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Fig. 5 . 1 .  Depth-tanperature cw:ve for predicting the depth and 
thickness of gas hydrates . Geothermal. gradients are lower in 
pennafrost than in deeper sections at Messoyakha and Prudlxle 
Bay ( data fran Holder et al . 1976, Makogon et al . 1971 ) .  
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5 . 3 . 2  Thaw-subsidence induced loads 
Few field tests due to thaw-subsidence induced loads have been 
reported in the li terature. '!'he best Ck::a.mlented test was perfonned. by 
Arco/Exxon in Prudh:,)e Bay (GcxJdman 1978 ) .  In 1973-74 a five spot thaw 
subsidence test was c:x:njucted. Figure 5 . 2 · sh::Jws the resul ts obtained 
after thawing an approxirnately 12 m radius z.one ( equi valent to 20 year 
production) .  '!'hese resul ts shcM that significant defonnations can be 
induced at the surface. AlternatirYJ ccmpression and tension loads 
resul ted in the pennafrost zone . '!'hese al ternatirYJ loads can be 
attributed to li tlx:>logical variations . Above the base of the 
pennafrost peak ccmpressive stresses were measured, inmediately below 
the base of pennafrost tensile stresses were measured. 'Illis was 
interpreted as an upliftirYJ force at the base of the pennafrost . In 
1972 Arco/Exxon reoorded freezeback pressures in wells where rot fluid 
circulation had thawed a l m  radius a:round the wells . The resul ts of 
these measurements (GcxJdman & Wcxxl 1975, Perkins et al . 1974 ) are 
sh:Jwn in figure 5 . 3 .  It is interestirYJ to rote that freezeback stress 
can be 1 . 6  time higher than the state of stresses resul ting fran 
li tlx:>logical overburden. 
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Fig. 5 . 2 .  Casing strain versus depth durirYJ progress of Arco/Exxon 
thaw test at Prud}'x)e Bay illustrates al ternatirYJ strain in 
central region due to li tlx:>logy and upliftirYJ at the base 
of the pennafrost ( after Perkins et al . 1974 ) .  
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Fig. 5 . 3 .  Pressure buildup in a freezeback test at PrudtxJe Bay. 
Maximum pressure increases with depth and shJws cru.y slight 
decline after ocmplete freezeback. Initial thaw radius was 
about 2 . 5  feet ( after Gocxinan & Wcxxl 1975 ) .  
5 . 4  DrillinJ problems in permafrost areas 
5 . 4 . 1  Hole Sloughing and wasl"x:>uts 
In zcnes of thawed pennafrost in 1..l1'lCCClSOlidated sediments boreh:>le 
sloughing and wasl'xJut problems can be severe due to: 
1 .  Frozen soi1 .impenneabili ty, which hinders fil ter cake build-up 
and limi ts differential pressure (overbalance )  needed for well bore 
support . 
2 .  Lateral loads across the thaw front which tend to squeeze the 
thawed material inward, and 
3 .  Intergranular stress relief which tends to fluidize the thawed 
material . 
5 . 4 . 2  DrillinJ thralgh hydrates 
Whi1e dri11inJ through gas hydrates, two problems can be expected. 
The first and nost inportant is to be able to control the well if gas 
under pressure is encx::ultered below the hyc1rate layer. The seoond 
problem is the stabili ty of the hole in the hydrate zcne if this 
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begins to deccmpose. Increasing mud weight is rnt effective in 
cx:ntIOlling mud gasification fran hydrates • Furthe:rm:>re, it increases 
risk of losing circulaticn in oonnally pressured free-gas or water­
bearing sands. However, careful wellsi te supe:rvisicn and mud-weight 
cx:ntIOl are important, sh:>uld atnonnally pressured gas sands be 
encotmtered below the hydrate secticn. 
To ensure maximum safety, hydrate zones sh:>uld be anticipated and 
diagnosed quick1y, and drilled at cx:ntIOlled rates with mud cooled to 
the hydrate equilibrium temperature. To prevent problems after hydrate 
zones are penetrated, cooled muds stxJuld cxntinue to be used . And, 
where possible, hydrate zones shJuld be cased off with high-collapse­
strength casing (Goodnann 1978 ) .  
5 . 5  Drilling mud in pennafrost areas 
5 . 5 . 1  Mud types and properties 
To minimize pennafrost thaw it is important to drill the pennafrost 
zone as rapidly as possible and with the least heat transfer fran the 
wellbore to the fonnaticn. The drilling mud for pennafrost shJuld 
fulfill at least the falIowing requieranents : - Be effective in the 
rem::wal of cuttings and coarse elastie sediments 
to pennit an adequate oole cleaning and assure fast penetration 
rates through pennafrost. 
- Inhibi t mudstone and shale swelling. 
- Increase the yield p::>int. 
- Depress the freezing p::>int of the fluids . 
Experience has slxJwn that Bentonite-xc Polytær fluid with added 
p::>tassium chloride (KCl ) is effective to drill through shales and 
mudst.c:l1es wi thin a pennafrost zone .  In pennafrost zones wi tln.It 
shales, operators have found that the standard Bentoni te-XC Polytær 
fluid together wi th cx:ntIOlled hydraulics are sufficient to clean the 
oole and maintain rheology. 
5 . 5 . 2  Air and foam 
Air and foam have been used successfully to minimize pennafrost 
meltinJ. In drilling 10 wells in the Yukon ( Canada ) ,  M:>bil Oil Canada, 
Ltd. , used air to drill a 171 /2 -inch oole to 750 feet. standard Oil 
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Co. of califo:rnia used stable foam to drill two 171 12 -inch surface 
ooles through 350 feet pennafro8t. Penetratien rates wi th foam were 
2-3 times faster than drilling wi th lightweight gel muds. Mvantages 
of foam, carpared to air, are lower cc:npressor requirements and better 
oole cleaning capaci ty. 
Stable foam, generated by � oc:npressed air and a special foam 
solutien, can be treated wi th 10-15% by weight NaCl solutien to 
depress the foam freezing point. Foam disposal is not a problem. 
Meeting subzero surface temperatures, foam freezes inmediately 
into a brittle mass that readily collapses into a powder. Foam can be 
destroyed by a fine spray of diesel oil ocnta:1ning' foam suppressant. 
Fonnatian sanpling and gas detectian wi th stable foam can be a 
potential problem, unless special means are used to separate cuttings 
and gas fran the foam (Gcxxinan 1978 ) .  The use of foam reduces the 
risk of casing collapse due to freezeback, because the foam mixture 
ocntains less than 2 % of water by volume. The principal disadvantage 
of stable foam is that special equipnent is required. 
5 . 6 Casing and cx:rrpletian equipnent in pennafrost areas 
5 . 6 . 1  Casing design 
There is no general procedure for casirvJ design in pennafrost 
areas, and each arctic regien stx:>uld be evaluated separately for local 
geological �ineering c::a1di tians. In general the following aspects 
should be specially evaluated: 
- casing strain limits for pennafrost casiIY:;J 
- Max:f.nun thaw-subsiderx::e and freezeback loads for casiIY:;J/coupling 
selectian. 
- Wellhead material and seal requirements for low temperature 
applicatian. 
5 . 6 . 2  Q:mpletian equipnent (Gcxxinan 1978 ) 
Because of c::a1di ticns caused or related to pennafrost in 
unlithified sediments, Arctic dcMnJ'x)le <XI11pleticns must meet with 
unusual requirements. Wi th the exceptien of insulated casing, 
equipnent is standard, but its use is unique. For example, safety 
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val ves are set deeper , provisions allow changes in tubinJ length and 
special metlxlds are used to harYJ and canent production casinJ. 
Dowrll'x>le production equipnent in Arctic ælls must be designed for 
maximum tubing novement caused by pressure effects, thennal strains 
and surface subsidence, as æll as for potential disruptions because 
of unforeseen pennafrost problems. The following special equipnent can 
isolate pennafrost and acccm:::x:3ate tubing novanent.  
- Surface controlled, subsurface safety valve (with dual control 
lines ) placed below pennafrost base . 
- Tubing expansion joint placed above producing ZCXle to withstand 
tubing lerYfth changes of nearly 20 feet. 
- Hanger-tieback system for eliminating inte:rnal freezeback armuli 
during shut-in periods and for optional use of insulated casing. 
- Full opening, mul tiple cycle cementinJ collars for circulating 
canent and/or insulating packer fluid into the armulus between 
surface casinJ and production casinJ. 
5 . 6 . 3  Thermal production systems (Gocdnan. 1978 ) 
To reduce pennatrost thaw around borelnles various thennal 
protection systems can be used. These systems nJrmally have a dual 
effect: to reduce thaw and loads durinJ drillinJ and to maintain 
pennafrost undisturbed durinJ production. Sone of these thermal 
protection systems are: 
- Ncn freezing, low water content packer fluids that are pumpable 
at pennafrost temperatures but gel at producing temperatures to 
prevent thennal aJIlVection and decrease heat loss . 
- Displacement mechanics developed for rem:JVal of water-based muds 
fran ællbores in pennafrost to prevent inte:rnal freezeback, and 
for placement of special packer fluids . 
- Double-walled insulated tubing/casing that significantly reduces 
pennafrost thaw and can be run wi th nJrmal handling procedures . 
- Refrigerated conductor casinJ and heat pipes ( devices used on the 
Trans-Alaska pipeline ) for keepinJ permafrost f:rozen and 
providing surface stability. 
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6 .  RELEVANT GEDPHYSICAL METHODS FOR DE:l'EC1'ION OF SUBSEA PERMAFROST AND 
GAS HYDRA'IES IN THE BARENTS SEA. 
6 . 1  Detection of subsea pennafrost 
MJst of the reported studies of offshore pennafrost have been 
conducted on the canadian and U. S .  BeaufoIt Sea shelf. The 
physiography of this shelf is considerably different fran that in the 
Barents Sea. As mentioned in Olapter 2,  the c:x:wer of QuaternaIy 
sediments in the IXlrthern Barents Sea is generally thin, and locally 
missing . Subsea pennafrost, if present, is therefore likely to occur 
in sedimenta:ry rocks . In contrast, pennafrost beneath the Beaufort Sea 
is IlDStly found in unlithified sediments with high porosity and lCM 
seisnic velocity. Futhernore, the water depth in the Barents Sea 
averages 230 ro, which is al:x:>ut 10 times deeper than the Beaufort Sea 
shelf. '!'hese differences are important concerning the geophysical 
met:lxXls for detection of subsea pennafrost, discussed in Cllapter 1 . 3 .  
In the Beaufort Sea, the seisnic meth:Jd ( particularly the 
refraetion metlxld) has provided the best resul ts concerning subsea 
pennafrost identification. Different electrical met:lxXls have also been 
applied wi th limi ted success. Both the seisnic and electrical met:lxXls 
depend upon cha.nJes in acoustic velocity and electrical resisti vi ty in 
tmfrozen and frozen ground. 
Studies on unli thified sediments sh::Jw a considerable increase in 
both acoustic velocity and electrical resisti vi ty when temperature 
decreases to belCM rP C ( Rogers & MJrack 1983 ) ( Fig . 1 . 10 ) .  In general, 
there is also a marked difference between the frozen and tmfrozen 
state in li thified sediments (King 1977 ) .  However, the cha.nJes are 
affected by factors like porosity, pore fluid salinity, pore size and 
the mineral canposi tion of the rocks . A sample of sandstone showed a 
smaller increase in seismie velocity ccmpared to a sample of sand when 
frozen ( Hnatiuk & Randall 1977 ) .  Furthe:rm.Jre, increasing shale content 
and decreasing porosi ty will cause the velocity cha.nJe to decrease, 
and for tested shale samples, hard! Y any increase in ccmpressional 
velocity was recorded when freezing the sample ( King  1977 ) .  The 
electrical resistivity of shales of lCM porosity were also found to be 
relatively insensitive to freezing temperatures. 
On southern Spitsbergen, the porosi ties in the near-surface 
sedimentary bedrock layers are Jrna.m to be very lCM, 5-10% ( El verhtli & 
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Grønlie 1981 ) .  Similar values can reasonably be antieipated in the 
transect areas . However, the porosi ties are higher in the southern 
Barents Sea ( F. Riis pers. ccmn . 1988 ) ,  which is also indieated by 
the lowered seismie velocities in this area ( Eldlnlm & Talwani 1977 ) .  
Furt:hentore, the seismie veloci ties of the Mesozoie strata in the 
Barents Sea and in Svalbard overlap wi th the veloci ties of ice-bonded 
material ( Eldlnlm & Talwani 1977, ElverhØi & Grønli 1981 ) .  Thus, 
seismie detection of possible ice-� in these lCM porosi ty, high 
velocity sediments seans very difficult. 
Electrieal methJds may provide better resul ts . However, there are 
restrietions in the use of several of the methJds. Al though the 
contrast necessary for successful differentiation of frozen and 
rnnfrozen ground exists offsh:>re, the critical problem is the high 
electrical conduetivity of the sea water leading to an attenuation of 
the signaIs. M:>st of the electrieal methJds developed are onl y 
applieable in shallCM water, and have been condueted ei ther on sea iee 
over very shallCM water, or on artifieial islands. 
A meth:Xi that probably may be reccmnended for a local study in the 
Barents Sea, is the MJSES ( Magnetanetrie Off-Soore Electrieal 
Sourld:lNJ) meth:Xi, described in detail by Edwards & Wolfgram ( 1988 ) .  
According to the autoors, this �th:Xi is particularly suitable for 
offsh:>re electrical mapping as it can be made relatively insensitive 
to the shielding effects of the highly conductive sea water. The 
transmitter is a vertical, lCD'J-wire bipole, extending fran the sea 
surface to the sea floor. A ccmnuted current is fed to two large 
electrodes, ane near the sea surface and the other on the sea floor 
( Fig. 6 . 1 ) .  The return current is through the sea water and the 
subjacent sediments . The receiver cx:::lI1Sists of two oorizontal 
ort:lxlgonal coils located on the sea floor, and the data are 
measurements of two ccmponents of the magnetie field as a function of 
frequency and transmitter-receiver oorizontal separation. 
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Fig. 6 . 1  The principle of physics behind the MJSES methJd. The current 
fleM is axisymnetrical arout the bip:>le source . The 
relatively small anount of current entering the resistive 
crust is inversely proportional to the ratio of the crustal 
resistivity to the sea resistivity. The magnetie field is a 
direct rneasure of the sea floor resisti vi ty. 
Due to the mentic:ned geological condi tions in the rx:>rthen1 Barents 
Sea, the seismie technique seans to be unapp:ropriate as a detection 
methJd for subsea pennafrost in the area. However, the MJSES methJd 
may be applicable for a laeal investigation of subsea pennafrost in a 
restricted area, for instance on Spitsbergenbanken. It must be 
emphasized, h::Mever, that the electrical methJds only provide Sp:>t 
S01.lI'ldirYJs. 
As geophysical methJds only can provide indications of ice-bJnded 
pennafrost, only drilling with subsequent ternperature measurements and 
sampling can give the final verification. 
6 . 2  Detection of gas hydrates 
The nost relevant metlxxl for detection of gas hydrates in the 
Barents Sea is seismie reflection. The occurrence of bottan simulating 
reflectors in an area which is regarded as being wi thin the stabili ty 
area for gas hydrates provides an indication for the presence of gas 
hydrates . However, to cx:nfinn the p:>ssible occurrence of gas hydrates, 
drilling data are required. 
The seismie reflecticn metlxxl for detection of gas hydrates is 
described in Cl1apter 1 . 3 . 1 , and will be briefly reviewed here . The 
base of the gas hydrate layer may give rise to a characteristic 
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seismie reflectien which approximately parallels the sea floor and 
intersects the � reflectors. The reflection is caused by an 
aooustic irnpedance contrast between the gas hydrate zone and the 
underlying sediments. Free gas is aften trapped beneath the gas 
hydrate layer, and will further enhance the acoustic impedance 
contrast . In general, these tottan simulating reflectors are 
characterized by a large reflection CXJefficient, an increasing 
sub1x>ttan depth wi th increasing water depth, and a reflection p:>lari ty 
reversal ( Shipley et al . 1979 ) .  
M:>st of the rep:>rted occurrences of tottan simulating reflectors 
are fran areas with relatively young, tmlithified sediments . In 
Olapter 1 . 2  it is mentioned that la1x>ratory tests show an increase in 
ccmpressional velocity fran 1850 m/s to 2700 m/s when tmlithified 
sediments ( sand) are filled with gas hydrates ( Stoll 1974 ) .  Sa far, no 
studies concerning the effects of gas hydrates en rocks have been 
published. 
In the northern Barents Sea the cover of unli thified sed.iments 
is generally thin and locally missing. Thus, gas hydrates, if present, 
will nost likely be found in sed.imentary bedrock . High seismie 
velocity and low p:>rosity may cause difficulties with respect to the 
seismie methcx:i. Gas hydrates will not lead to arry velocity increase if 
present in a rock with a seismie velocity of 2Soo-3CXJO m/s . 
F\Jrtherm:>re, the densi ty is not likely to change ernJgh to gi ve rise 
to arry significant change in aooustic impedance resul ting in a seismie 
reflection. '!'hus, the presence of gas hydrates may be difficult to 
rec:ognize in the case where there is no free gas . 
Arnther problem wi th the seismie metlxxl is that nost of the 
hydrocarbon exploratien seismie reflectien surveys are designed for 
deeper horizons. Events in the shallow layers maY be suppressed, or 
even mistaken as mul tiples, ghosts, or bubble pulse reflections and 
thus, raroved during processing of the data. 
However, at present the seimic reflection method consti tutes the 
nost pranising geophysical metlxxl for investigation of possible gas 
hydrate occurrence in the Barents Sea. Canbined wi th a total 
evaluation of the geology, the latest geological history and a thennal 
predictien ( discussed in Olapter 3 . 4 ) ,  areas of interest may be 
p:>inted out. The final step in the detection of a gas hydrate 
occurrence is a oorrelatien with well data, L e .  well logging and 
sediment sampling ( described in Olapter 1 . 3 . 2  and 1 . 3 . 3 ) .  
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7 .  a:NCLUSIONS 
In si tu infonnatien on sub-sea permafrost, ioe bearinJ 
sec:tlments/roc;k.s and gas hydrates in the Barents Sea is very limited. 
The evaluatien of the possibili ties for existence of these pherx:men.a 
and their distributien is therefore largely based en the knowledge of 
the present day physical setti.nJs and the Late Cen:>zoic geological 
history of the Barents Sea, ccmbined with infonnatien fran other 
Arctic regiens. The main CCXlClusiens are SLU11I18rized in the follCIWinJ 
paragraphs : 
7 . 1  Geological history and physical settinJ 
1 .  In the rx:>rthen1 Barents Sea, the flow of oold ( -1° C )  Arctic 
Water maintains the seabed below CP C in areas where the water depth 
is shallower than 200 m. Below 200 m water depth, positive 
( +1 to +40 C)  sea floor tanperatures are widely distributed due to 
influx of Atlantic Water. 
2 .  Only rni.rx:lr changes in the Barents Sea floer tanperatures are 
suggested durinJ periods of glaciatien, due to the pressure mel ting 
point conditiens of -1 to -2° C at the base of the ioe over large 
parts of the region. However, the load,inJ of an up to 2500 m thick 
ioe sheet implies a significant increase in the pressure . 
3 .  The Barents Sea rnay have ranained ioe-free during glaciation of 
neighbouring land. Due to the global sea level lowerinJ, shallCM 
bank areas, down to approximately 150 water depth, rnay have been 
sub aerially exposed and rnay have experienced tundra conditions under 
which penna.frost \<Olld develop. 
4 .  The estimate of 1000 m glacial erosicn in the central 
Barents Sea appears to be in ccoflict wi th the CCXlCept of waxing/ 
waning ioe sheets during the Late Cen:>zoic glacials and inter­
glaciaIs . 
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7 . 2  Pennafrost 
1 )  Pennafrost is def:ined :in tenns of temperature, and thus areas 
covered with Arctic Water are by def:inition pennafrost areas, 
because the temperature at the sea bed is belCM ('jJ C througmut the 
year. 
2 )  The main part of the 1.IDlithified sed.iments is marine deposits. 
Due to the saline porewater, causing a depression of the freezing 
po:int, iee bearing layers will not fonn :in temperatures above -1 
to -1 . 50 C. 
3 )  Sub-sea pennafrost wi th fonnation of iee-bearing layers represents 
a major hazard for drilling and production :in Arctic regions . The 
heating caused by drilling and, nore seriously, the heating fran 
wann oil or gas during a production phase can cause thawing and 
:instability of the 1.IDlithified sediments . 
4 )  If sub-sea iee-bearing layers are present in the Barents Sea, they 
will be located :in sedimentary rocks, and therefore not 
represent the same hazards as in the other Arctic shel ves where the 
iee-bearing layers ma:inly are found :in orig:inally 1.IDlithified 
sed.iments . 
5 )  Seienic met:txXls are widely used for identification of iee-bearing 
layers where these are si tuated wi thin 1.IDli thified sediments and 
porous rocks, causing a dist:inct velocity :increase. 
6 )  In the Barents Sea, however, where lCM porosity rocks have seismic 
veloci ties close to those of iee, the use of seismic met:txXls is 
:inadequate . Under such conditions, electric measureroonts represent 
a nore pranising method. 
7 )  Based on the Late Cenozoic geolog"ical histo:ry, present-day physical 
settings, in situ sub-bottan temperature measurement ( only ene ) 
and canp:>si tion and distribution of the 1.IDli thified sediments and 
underlying bedrock, there are rrost likely no iee bearing layers in 
the northwesteIn Barents Sea or on the shelf north and west of 
Svalbard. 
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8 )  Spitsbergenbanken is the cnly area of the Barents Sea where ice­
bearinJ layers may have formed, and there is a total lack of in si tu 
data fran this region. Our reoarmendations for future work is there­
fore to carry out electrical measurernents and/or shallCM drillinJ 
in the shallowest parts of Spitsbergenbanken. '!'hese investigations 
sOOuld provide evidence to oonclude if there are ice-bearinJ layers 
in the Barents Sea . 
7 . 3  Gas hydrates 
1 .  Al th:Jugh gas hydrates may have an ea::n:mic potential, both as an 
energy source and as an .impenneable sea! for trapped free gas, the 
�ition of gas hydrates represent a hazard for drilling and 
operation of production wells, p:>sed by dec:::crI1;x:>sition of gas 
hydrates. DecanposinJ gas hydrates may also be a potential source 
of greentx:>use gases to the atnosphere. This effect was probably 
important during the last deglaciation. 
2 .  The exis"teme and distribution of gas hydrates depends on the 
tanperature and pressure OC11ditiens, as well as on the availability 
of h:ydrocartx:n gases, of whiC'h methane is the nnst important. 
3 .  Using a Barents Sea thennal gradient of 31 o C/km, methane hydrate 
is stable (provided sufficient gas and time ) in areas of water 
depth exceeding 280-300 m in the northen1 Barents Sea ( bottan water 
tanperature , 10 C )  and 300-350 m in the southe:m parts of 
BjØznwrenna and Storfjordrenna (bottan water temperature , 2> C ) . 
Thickness of the hydrate layer, given the al::x:Ne numbers, may vary 
fran 50 to 200 m, increasing wi th increasinJ water depth and 
decreasing temperature . 
4 .  Adding gas oc:np::lI1eI1ts other than methane will lead to stabil i ty at 
shallower water depths and higher temperatures, i .  e .  a thicker 
hydrate layer. 
5 .  The effect of glaciatiens will mainly result in an increased 
pressure, due to ice overburden. Hence, hydrates may, durinJ 
glaciaIs, fonn at depths in whiC'h they are unstable durinJ 
interglacials. 
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6. Seismie reflection is the nost relevant method for detection of gas 
hydrates. A bottan s.imulatirYJ reflection (BSR )  marks the base of a 
hydrate layer and is characterized by a large reflection 
coefficient, reflection polarity reversal and irlcreasirYJ subbottan 
depth wi th increasirYJ water depth. 
7.  As interpretation of seismie data fron the Barents Sea has revealed 
seismie indications of gas hydrates, recarrnendations for future 
work in the region include: 
- ReprocessirYJ of older seismie data, emphasizirYJ on high 
resolution in the upper 1 second. 
- Acquisition of new high resolution seismie data, focusing in 
the areas in which this report suggests gas hydrates to be 
stable.  
- If possible, the aquisi tion parameters of exploration seisnic 
data slx>uld be set to provide primarily seismie data for the 
exploration target, but also make it possible to reprocess the 
data to enhance resolution in the upper 1 second of the record. 
- Ca1duct exploratOIy drilling, corirYJ and well loggirYJ in areas 
where seisnic profiles indicate the possibil ty of hydrates . 
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